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1. Mission Statement and Executive Summary
Mission Statement: The mission of the Allegro Charter School of Music is to produce
inspired thinkers and creative members of society through the infusion of music into an
academically challenging environment.
Located on the Charleston Peninsula, Allegro Charter School of Music (Allegro) will use
a strong academic program along with music to inspire and foster creativity in students in grades
6-12 in order to prepare them for work in any field. The vision of the school is aligned with the
purpose of the SC Charter School Act to “create new, innovative, and more flexible ways of
educating children within the public school system, with the goal of closing achievement gaps
between low performing student groups and high performing student groups.”
Allegro’s philosophy for educating students is centered on the importance of creativity in
preparing students for life in any area. At Allegro, students are inspired and engaged through the
study and performance of music.
Our first class of incoming students will work until around 2070. With the rate of change
in the global marketplace accelerating rapidly, it is impossible to know what challenges these
students may face even 10 years from now, let alone decades. Allegro will equip students with a
strong academic skillset and the ability to develop original and valuable ideas.
To accomplish its mission, Allegro will use the study and performance of culturally
significant Western and Eastern music as the primary medium for fostering and encouraging
innate creativity in students. Students will participate in instrumental and choral ensembles and
classes. Professional musicians from our partner organizations will make up the music-related
faculty:
•
•

Charleston Symphony Orchestra
Jazz Artists of Charleston

•
•

Girls Rock Charleston
Charleston Jazz Initiative
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•
•
•

Colour of Music
Chamber Music Charleston
Yamaha Corporation

•
•

Leonard School of Music
Taiko Charleston

Teachers will provide students with a wide range of opportunities to study music ranging
from classical to jazz, providing a foundation for appreciating and creating music of any genre.
The school will implement internationally recognized best practices in music instruction.
Students will spend 2.5 hours each school day immersed in the study of music with the
balance of the day focused on a n arts-infused individualized academic curriculum. T he
instructional strategies will embrace a robust, mastery-based blended learning curriculum. Arts
will be infused into the curriculum through hands-on multidisciplinary projects. Time is
allocated during the day for small-group instruction, collaboration on pr ojects, and individual
tutoring and mentoring.
Allegro will open in August 2015 with 100 students in grades 6th (25), 7th (25), 8th (25)
and 9th (25). In each subsequent year, we will add a grade until we reach capacity of 350
students with 50 total students in two classes per grade (6-12) in 2019 (see Appendix M).
School will be held from 8 a.m until 4:15 p.m. Monday through Friday. This extended
school day allows for individual and small group instruction as well as tutoring/mentoring by
classroom teachers and part-time music instructors who are also professional musicians. The
180-day academic calendar will follow Charleston County School District’s calendar which runs
from the last week of August through the first week of June.
The school will attract top teaching professionals in major subject areas. At least 75
percent of the teachers will be certified educators as allowed by state and federal laws. Noncertified faculty will be highly-qualified adjunct music instructors and mentors.
Allegro will recognize families as a partner in the musical and academic development of
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the student. The school will not only strengthen the child, but support families by providing them
opportunities to be engaged with their child(ren)’s education, such as family workshops on the
academic and music instruction at the school, attendance at concerts and recitals, and volunteer
opportunities with performances, family dinners, etc.
The school will be a national model of financial collaboration with a mix of public
funding and private philanthropy.
Admission will be conducted by random, public lottery, and will be open to all
Charleston County residents, though families on the Charleston peninsula will be specifically
targeted in our early marketing efforts. We strive to mirror the school’s demographics with the
rich diversity of the Charleston Peninsula.
When comparing enrollment data from the Charleston County School District with data
from the 2010 US Census there is a clear need for other public education options in downtown
Charleston.

Information from the SC Department of Education’s School Report Cards

documents the need for the residents of the Charleston Peninsula to have middle school and high
school options.

Of the five public middle schools available to downtown residents, three

received a rating of “average” or below on the state report cards for the 2012-2013 school year.
The one middle school with an excellent rating, Buist Academy, is a county-wide academic
magnet school. Of the two high schools available to downtown residents, one received a rating of
“below average” and the other, a math and science charter school, was rated “excellent”.
However, Charleston Charter School for Math and Science, the excellent-rated school, turns
away 200-400 applicants per year due to its limited capacity.
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2. Evidence of Need and Support
Eight informational community meetings were held at the Charleston County Public
Library, a local business office, and a community center in March and April of 2014 for
interested parents and community members to learn more about charter schools, our music
curriculum and plans for Allegro. At each meeting, Planning Committee members discussed the
vision and mission of the school with a PowerPoint presentation, distributed fliers and Letters of
Student Interest for parents to complete, and answered questions.
Information about the proposed school was promoted to the public via:
•

Website and Facebook pages

•

Email Marketing (targeted list of more than 100 families) once per week for eight
weeks

•

Postcards mailed to 5,600 families

•

Calendar listings on local parent group and newspaper web sites.

•

Press releases sent to list of Charleston area reporters

•

Print advertisements in The Post & Courier newspaper and Charleston City Paper

The Post and Courier newspaper in Charleston published a story by Amanda Kerr, its
education reporter, on April 30, 2014, about Allegro’s plans and upcoming community meetings
(http://tinyurl.com/l952sv2). The Charleston City Paper also published an article about the
school on April 17, 2013 (http://tinyurl.com/mk7b7ye).
Allegro posted a link to an online Letter of Student Interest form for parents to complete
on our web site (www.allegrocharterschool.org) and Facebook page, and sent families paper
copies of the letter upon request. As a result, we have received 83 Letters of Student Interest for
Allegro, which includes 103 students who would be eligible for enrollment in the 2015-2016
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school year. Enrollment per grade level based on the returned Letters of Interest is shown in the
following table:
Grade
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

Number of Students Interested for 2015-2016 School Year
25
35
23
20

In February 2013, a website (www.allegrocharterschool.org) was created for Allegro to
serve as a resource for information on c harter schools, our music emphasis, and some of our
proposed plans. A link to a Letter of Student Interest is available on the home page. Below is a
screen shot of the home page of our web site:

The Allegro Planning Committee began meeting in the spring of 2014 with the goal of
forming a school that would provide the children of downtown Charleston with a school that
would provide an intense music curriculum in an academically challenging environment. The
committee was initially formed through word-of-mouth among friends and neighbors, and the
group consists of area parents, public school teachers, including SC certified teachers, and
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business leaders. Their resumes are included in Appendix A.
Planning Committee
Member
Heather Beem
Michael Elliott
Tara Enriquez
Ellen Dressler-Moryl
Ollis Jones

Andy Lyons
Michael Smith
Jocelyn Steele
Junius Wright

Leadership Experience and Credentials
Downtown Charleston resident, salesperson and professional athlete
Parent and architect/designer/realtor
Parent, singer, PTA President
Former Director of Charleston Office of Cultural Affairs/musician
Parent/Business Development Director at Production Design
Associates, has served on PTAs and a committee to start an arts
elementary school
Parent and Director of Corporate Communications at Roper St. Francis
Parent and School Leader of Charleston Symphony Orchestra
Live 5 News television reporter and attorney
Parent and ELA teacher at Academic Magnet High School

Allegro’s communications and outreach efforts are directed to the peninsula of
Charleston. However, because we are applying for sponsorship from the Charleston County
School District (CCSD), enrollment will be open to any child living in Charleston County.
Allegro has employed alternative means of communication to eliminate barriers that could
impede equitable access or participation.
To reach as many families using multiple means, our communication efforts include
email and social media, a w ebsite, and flyers posted at churches, community centers, and
storefronts frequented by families downtown with children whose ages qualify for enrollment in
grades 6-9 in 2015. We mailed over 5,600 postcards to households in Charleston with schoolaged children. We held eight public interest meetings at various accessible locations in
downtown Charleston—four at the Charleston County Public Library on Calhoun Street, two at a
local business in the North Central neighborhood, and two at the Arthur Christopher City Gym
near Burke High School. We attended downtown neighborhood association meetings, as well as
several minority business and ecumenical meetings. This broad communications effort is
intended to reach families from all backgrounds to encourage enrollment of a racially diverse
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mix of students that mirrors the population of the state of South Carolina.
On October 9, 2012, a group of downtown residents held a community forum entitled
“Education: A 2020 Vision for the Peninsula” that included a tour of several downtown schools
and a panel discussion on t he future of education. Seventy-five community leaders, teachers,
parents, and politicians attended the forum and contributed valuable insight and ideas for next
steps. Many attendees commented on t he need for alternatives in public school choice for
downtown families. The group identified the top three needs for downtown school children:
expanded elementary and middle school options, better representation of the peninsula’s
diversity, and a viable plan that will end the trend of families sending their children off the
peninsula for school.

In the 2010 census, 7,416 school-aged children lived in downtown

Charleston while only 1,644 (or less than 23 percent) were enrolled in downtown public schools.
As additional evidence of the success of existing charter schools in Charleston and the
need for more charter schools, an editorial published March 27, 2013, in The Post and Courier
entitled “Charter Schools Bring Change” (http://tinyurl.com/bplkxwa) stated “Parents, it appears,
like having choices about where their children go to school. And they appear to be well satisfied
with the schools’ academics.”
Allegro has received enthusiastic support and commitments from the Charleston
Symphony Orchestra, Jazz Artists of Charleston, Charleston Jazz Initiative, Leonard School of
Music/Fox Music, Yamaha Corporation, Girls Rock Charleston, and Colour of Music. Details of
the level and nature of support from these groups is included in individual letters from each
organization in Appendix B.
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3. Enrollment
The Allegro Planning Committee, and subsequent Boards and Administrators, will
publicize the charter school throughout Charleston with frequent updates to our web site and
Facebook page, library bulletin boards, youth programs, and in articles in local newspapers to
ensure that families from all ethnicities, academic ability ranges, and socioeconomic levels are
aware of this school choice option. Prior to and after applications are made available, the
Allegro Planning Committee will continue to advertise and actively recruit families to consider
Allegro as an educational choice for their children.
One hundred students will be recruited to enter the school for the first year of operation
(2015). One class of 25 students in grades 6th through 9th will be offered the first year.
The enrollment policy described below will be used by the Planning Committee for the
first year of the school’s operation. The first elected Allegro Governing Board of Directors will
set the admissions policies and procedures for subsequent years aligned with all state and federal
requirements.
The Allegro Planning Committee will make applications available no later than October
15, 2014. A parent or guardian may enroll a student by submitting an application by email or US
mail. The form will be available for download on the Allegro website, at local libraries, or by
calling the school and requesting it be mailed. The deadline for submitting an application for the
first operating year is Wednesday, December 17, 2014. These dates will be in place for the
school’s first year of operation, but may be amended by the Board in subsequent years.
If the number of applications received before December 17 does not meet or exceed
capacity, then applications will be received and admission will be given on a first come, first
served basis until enrollment capacity is reached. If the number of applications received by the
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deadline exceeds the number of slots available in a given grade, then a lottery will be held for
that grade. Parents or guardians of applicants will be notified via email and/or US mail that the
lottery will take place by the third week of January 2015. The lottery will be conducted as a
public meeting and will be held at the school facility, or other appropriate place identified by the
Allegro Planning Committee for the first year. The lottery will be carried out as follows:
•

A card bearing the name of each applicant will be made and sealed in an unmarked
envelope;

•

The envelopes containing the cards will be placed in a transparent container
sufficiently large enough to allow the envelopes to be thoroughly shuffled;

•

A community representative will draw one envelope at a time, and another
community representative will open the envelope. Another person will read the name
of the applicant between each drawing;

•

Two people identified by the Board of Directors will record the names of the drawn
applicants on a separate ledger and the number drawn will be written on the card.

This procedure will continue until all envelopes have been drawn and all names recorded.
Parents will be notified of the results from the random selection process. A waiting list will also
be formed by order of the lottery. Any applications received after the application deadline will
be placed at the end of the waiting list (following those names placed on the waiting list at the
lottery) in the order received. As slots become available during the school year, students will be
admitted from the waiting list.
Once parents or guardians are notified by email and/or U.S. mail of their student’s
acceptance to Allegro, the family will have 10 business days to complete and return the Student
Admissions Packet, or notify the school that they will not be enrolling. F ailure to return the
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Admissions Packet may result in loss of space, which would then be offered to the next student
on the waiting list. R easonable attempts will be made to assist the family in completing the
information requested, and these efforts will be documented before the space is offered to the
next student on the waiting list.
There is no appeal process when an applicant is denied admission because of lottery
results, and acceptance to the school, either through standard enrollment or lottery, may not be
deferred. In the event that Allegro denies admission for a reason other than the outcome of the
lottery process, the student may appeal the denial to the sponsoring district. The appeal must be
in writing and state the grounds on which the appeal is based. The decision made by that Board
will be binding on the student and the charter school per Section 59-40-50 of the South Carolina
Charter Schools Act.
Allegro will not limit or deny admission or show preference to any individual based on
disability, race, creed, color, gender, national origin, religion, ancestry, or need for special
education services. However, in accordance with SC Charter School law, Allegro may give
enrollment priority to children of the Allegro Charter committee, children of a Allegro employee,
and siblings of a pupil already enrolled, provided the priority enrollment for children of the
Allegro Planning Committee or children of Allegro employees does not constitute more than
twenty (20) percent of the total enrollment of the school.
Enrollment will be open to all students residing in Charleston County and we will not
enroll out-of-district students. The Allegro Planning Committee intends to ensure that the
enrollment of the school is similar to the racial composition of Charleston County, which is
44.85% white, 44.31% black and 10.84% other, with no more than a 20% variance for
either population.
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There is no de segregation order for CCSD (attempts to obtain letter to this effect in
Appendix D). Our broad communications effort as described in Section 2 above is intended to
reach families from all backgrounds to encourage a socio-economic and racially diverse mix of
students enrolled that mirrors the population of the state.
The Planning Committee members are committed to thoroughly publicizing information
regarding Allegro by a variety of means to receive a pool of student applications that is similar to
the racial composition of the state. T o recruit students, community meetings will be held
throughout Charleston County. The following table outlines Allegro’s proposed efforts.
Community Outreach Plans for Enrollment of a Diverse Student Body
•

Forge relationships with guidance counselors and teachers in elementary
and middle schools.

•

Provide displays at potential feeder schools and community centers.

•

Write articles about our unique music curriculum for publication in local
newspapers, magazines, and family-oriented websites.

•

Post announcements in the Post and Courier and other newspapers
distributed or available to Charleston County residents.

•

Hold open house gatherings at the school (or public facility before school
building is identified).

•

Send student- and family-oriented newsletters to those who apply and
encourage families to share it with other families.

•

Present to major employers located in the downtown area.

•

Meet with local religious leaders and their congregations who have strong
ties to the community.

•

Make presentations to neighborhood organizations, especially those with
relatively easy commutes to downtown Charleston.

•

Continually update the Allegro website to include an overview of the
school, a printable application, enrollment procedures, deadlines, and
contact information in case a student requires specific assistance in
applying to the school.

•

Make school brochures and applications available throughout the county
at libraries, churches, civic groups, neighborhood associations, and other
similar organizations.
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4. Educational Program
“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician.
I often think in music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music...
I get most joy in life out of music.” -Albert Einstein
Introduction
Allegro Charter School of Music is being created for Charleston County middle and high
school students who will thrive in a musically-infused learning environment with mastery-based,
individualized instruction and a meaningful hands-on inquiry-based curriculum.

Students will

progress academically at their own pace while meeting or exceeding all South Carolina state
adopted standards. Allegro is not going to be a performing arts school, but a school where
children are allowed to orchestrate their own pathway to success. Teachers from our 10 l ocal
partner music organizations will provide students with a wide range of opportunities to study
music ranging from classical to jazz, providing a foundation for appreciating and creating music
of many genres. The Planning Committee’s vision for Allegro is to use the study of music and
participation in music-making to foster creativity and to keep students engaged in a diverse
academic setting.
Per Section 59-40-60 of the SC Charter Schools Act of 1996 as amended by the General
Assembly and signed by Governor Nikki Haley on June 12, 2014, t he Allegro educational
program presented in this charter application and related Appendix G meets the application
requirements by including a description of Allegro’s educational program, including how it will
meet or exceed the academic performance standards and expectations including academic
standards adopted by the State Board of Education and how the instructional design, learning
environment, class size and structure, curriculum, and teaching methods enable each pupil to
achieve these standards. A llegro will maintain compliance will all future updates to the SC
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Charter Schools Act and related regulations.
Hitting the Right Notes - Curriculum Compliance with State Standards
The Allegro Governing Board will be ultimately accountable for assuring students
enrolled at Allegro will have curricular content and related instructional strategies which assist
them in meeting or exceeding the SC State Standards. T he School Leader and faculty will
implement this charter with a curriculum aligned with academic standards adopted by the State
Board of Education, per Section 59-40-60 of the SC Charter Schools Act. Proposed curricular
and instructional strategies using state-approved and adopted textbooks and materials are built
upon evidence-based outcomes and research to ensure that all students who enroll at Allegro can
achieve these standards in the true spirit of the SC Charter Schools Act. (Please note this charter
is being drafted at a time when state standards in math and ELA are being reviewed.)
To ensure Allegro course work is aligned with all current and future state-adopted
standards, the School Leader, staff, and faculty will implement an annual review process to
include, but not be limited to:
Standards Alignment and Implementation Process with Documentation of Student
Achievement:
 Review all standards, state-approved textbooks, and state-adopted materials prior to implementation
deadlines.
 Identify and attend professional development opportunities related to standards.
 Cross-train appropriate staff and develop instructional strategies and formative assessments to
ensure student success.
 Review data of student assessments and take action steps for recommended changes.
 Implement individual student data system to track mastery and achievements throughout year.
 Share student data and portfolios with subsequent teachers.
 Incorporate higher level texts and concepts to increase rigor and academic expectations

SC state curriculum standards have an increasing focus on text complexity which bolsters
rigor in the classroom. Teachers will plan units by selecting state-approved texts, musical pieces,
and other resources that reflect diversity and multiculturalism and span multiple genres. Teachers
may teach texts thematically or through units. Lessons may incorporate problem-based learning
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and interdisciplinary learning. Lessons and units will be designed using the “Understanding by
Design” (UbD paradigm) endorsed by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins. UbD emphasizes
“backward design” by focusing on de sired learning outcomes, then working “backwards” to
design curriculum units, instructional strategies, and assessments. Lessons will be scaffolded
when needed to ensure students proficiently move through all levels of Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge in each content area; greater emphasis will be placed on levels 2-4 as students
progress through units of study. Teachers will promote and teach critical thinking skills that
require students to explain, detail, analyze, evaluate, develop, and create.
Teachers at Allegro will be able to spend more time with each student in small group and
individual face-to-face interactions, and they will use this time to check understanding and assess
gaps that need to be addressed. Once a teacher identifies a student’s needs, the teacher, student,
and professional learning committee team will co-develop a solution to address the need.
A summary of what Allegro students will achieve in each discipline for each grade level
is provided in Appendix G and is aligned with SC state standards, but Allegro is prepared to realign all curriculum content as required with SC CCRS once they are published. The summaries
are organized by content area and then grade or high school course as appropriate in Appendix
G. PLEASE SEE APPENDIX G FOR ALL CURRICULAR COURSES. An overview of
Allegro’s expectations of student mastery of academic standards and two-year project
completion is given below:
th

6 Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade

Student Achievement By Grade Level
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students begin high school course work if ready based on assessments and evaluation.
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students are fully engaged in their high school course work.
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th

10 Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade

Student Achievement By Grade Level
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Some students will begin to take dual credit courses.
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students will begin research and outreach on their 2-year project.
Students will work towards mastering all grade-level SC Standards
Students demonstrate key competencies by completing 2-year project.

Allegro will offer additional electives beyond music to expand the horizons of the
students and allow for further cross-curricular links and career exploration. These courses are
also listed in Appendix G and include Foreign Language, Physical Education, Health, Visual Art,
Drama, and Career Cluster-related courses. The school will ensure compliance with the SC
Education and Economic Development Act and provide ample opportunities for students to
explore a v ariety of careers and related post-secondary training and colleges. Allegro students
will work with family members and guidance counselors to choose pathways from the 16 career
clusters recognized by the state. Additionally, high school students will be encouraged to take
classes not offered by Allegro through the dual credit program at Trident Technical College or
with the VirtualSC school program (https://virtualsc.org/)
For Allegro’s anticipated population of students, the Planning Committee chose the
Charter School Curriculum Model (pictured below) developed by Cynthia Millinger, who serves
as

an

ew

development
with
including

school
consultant

organizations
the

National

Alliance for Public Charter
Schools and a curriculum
specialist in school districts
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across the country. This model is a holistic approach to curriculum development through a
continuous loop of standards, assessments, instruction, resources, and reflection.
High School Graduation Requirements
Allegro will offer a high school program that includes a course of study that will lead to
the issuance of the SC State High School Diploma. Allegro will meet the state requirements for
the High School Diploma, including, but not limited to, course unit requirements, seat time for
Carnegie Units, as applicable, and passage of the required examinations. Allegro will meet all
regulatory requirements concerning high school graduation as required by S.C. Code Regs. 43234.
The school currently plans to use Carnegie Units unless the student is enrolled in a stateapproved credit recovery course. In the future, Allegro may work with CCSD to provide a plan
for providing proficiency credit in lieu of meeting the seat-time requirements for Carnegie Units.
Allegro fully understands the school is accountable for ensuring that the academic standards and
the individual learning needs of the students are addressed.
Currently SC requires students to earn a total of 24 pr escribed units of credit:
http://ed.sc.gov/agency/programs-services/124/
English/language arts
(English 1, 2, 3, 4)

4.0

Mathematics
(Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Calculus, Calculus,
Probability and Statistics)
Science
(Biology, Chemistry, Physics)
U.S. History and Constitution

4.0

Economics
U.S. Government

3.0
1.0

Other social studies course(s)
(World History and World
Geography)
Physical education or Junior ROTC

1.0

Computer science (including
keyboarding)
Foreign language or career and
technology education
Electives

1.0

0.5
0.5
TOTAL= 24 Credits

1.0

1.0
7.0
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Proposed School Day and Calendar See Appendix E.
Tuning the Instrument – School Learning Environment and Culture
Allegro will be a relatively small Middle/High School serving sixth through twelfth
grades starting with 100 in August 2015 and growing to 350 students when students are fully
matriculated. As a small school, students will be with the same teachers for two to three years,
reducing the “learning curve” at the beginning of the school year with teachers already familiar
with where students are academically.

Allegro’s School Leader and faculty will focus on

developing a culture and climate that is unique to the school’s mission and focused on student
success – both academically and their social and emotional development. The creation and
sharing of music will be used to naturally create a community of connectedness. G uided by
faculty trained in school culture and climate, students will take on responsibilities and leadership
roles in creating norms and beliefs for their school around behavior, communication, respect,
diversity, and their physical environment.
Allegro will implement research-based “climate and culture” monitoring and
development tools such as those created by the National School Climate Center or other similar
organizations.
Composing Instructional Strategies
Allegro’s educational program instructional strategies will focus on i mproving student
learning and increasing student achievement by fully engaging the Allegro mission of producing
inspired thinkers and creative members of society through the infusion of music into an
academically challenging environment. To ensure the mission of Allegro is realized and that all
students find individual pathways to academic achievement, the Planning Committee has
identified four key interrelated instructional strategies to implement. These four instructional
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strategies are designed to help Allegro meet and/or exceed all curriculum standards adopted by
the State Department of Education; these strategies are robust and flexible enough to
accommodate predicted changes to SC state standards.

Creating Musically
Inspired Minds

Developing Excellent
Facilitators of
Learning through
Professional Learning
Communities

The mission of the Allegro
Charter School of Music is to
produce inspired thinkers
and creative members of
society through the infusion
of music into an
academically challenging
environment.

Effectively Utilizing
Emerging
Technology to
Support Student
Innovators and
Mastery of
Standards

Authentically
Engaging in Inquiry
Based Learning

Instructional Strategy 1: Creating Musically Inspired Minds
“Creativity is as important as literacy.” - Sir Ken Robinson
•

•

•

•

Creativity is central to the educational program of Allegro. Music is linked to developing creative thinkers. Sir
Ken Robinson, an internationally recognized leader in the development of creativity and innovation, positions
creativity as a vital competency that must receive ample attention in schools. Students at Allegro will be
encouraged to become independent thinkers, skilled in the generation of creative ideas that have value.
Allegro is not a performing arts school. We are not creating the next generation of professional musicians.
The supply of professional musicians already disproportionately exceeds available work. Instead, music will
be used as an integrative vehicle to foster student creativity, enjoyment, and engagement. Allegro students
will follow a plethora of career pathways, armed with the creative capacity and academic foundation they
need to succeed.
Students will be immersed in music on a daily basis, developing the fundamentals and ability to create music
of their own through intense study and participation. Allegro’s music curriculum will reach far beyond the
classics. The classical music curriculum that is often standard fare at performing arts schools forms only a
small component of Allegro’s music curriculum, which instead covers the broad range of music. This includes
all music rooted in the Western tradition that has made a substantial and lasting impact on our culture,
including but not limited to classical, jazz, blues and rock genres, as well as studies of Eastern music. The
rationale for such a broad study of music is to provide rich and varied musical instruction so that students
develop the tools they need to both appreciate and create a diversity of music.
Students will create music by composing, arranging, improvising, performing and recording. In addition to
participating in standard musical ensembles such as a symphony orchestra, wind ensemble, and jazz band,
students will also be encouraged to form their own musical groups, even crossing genres at times. By not
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•

•

•

•

forcing students to fit into standard classifications of music, we will open their minds to creating art that is
truly their own.
The basis for creating music is in understanding and appreciating it. Allegro’s music curriculum will include
the fundamentals of music literacy, analysis and evaluation, history and culture, and connecting music to
other arts disciplines, other content areas, and the world. Music courses will include Music History, Theory,
Ear Training, Performance, and Music Science and Technology (see Appendix G).
Upon entering Allegro, each student will choose and/or be matched to an instrument or voice that will be
their primary tool for music performance. In addition to classroom instruction and ensemble participation,
every student will receive weekly individual instruction from a professional musician from one of our partner
organizations on their instrument or voice. These professional musicians will also offer coaching to small
ensembles and student-created musical groups.
The availability of weekly individual instruction is in itself innovative; however differentiation also comes
from innovations in scheduling, facilities, and resources. Allegro will engage professional performing
musicians on a part-time basis, each having a “studio” of 12-15 students. The daily schedule allows for a
block of three consecutive 40-minute periods for this individual instruction to occur. The permanent facility
for Allegro will include small teaching studios suitable for this instruction so that each Allegro student
receives a 40-minute individual lesson every week. Rooms for small ensemble rehearsal and music creation
will also form part of the facility.
Allegro should not be viewed as a competitor to the Charleston County School of the Arts (SOA). Unlike SOA,
Allegro will not restrict admissions by audition, and will thus include a wider array of talent and ability than
an audition-based program. The breadth of music study and focus on developing creativity, rather than
conservatory preparation, differentiate Allegro.

Strategy 2: Effectively Utilizing Emerging Technology to Support Student Innovators and
Mastery of Standards
“I think it's fair to say that personal computers have become the most empowering tool we've ever
created. They're tools of communication, they're tools of creativity, and they can be shaped by their user.”
-Bill Gates
•

•
•

While Allegro is committed to having one-to-one computing on tablets and/or laptops, we know such
technology alone is not innovative in today’s middle and high schools. The innovation lies within how Allegro
will empower students and teachers to construct new knowledge and new music using emerging technologies
in original ways that will possibly attract national attention. Students and teachers will be encouraged to
develop new apps and cloud-based solutions to problems they encounter and then identify pathways to best
disseminate these new innovations using open source practices and appropriate social media. The school will
document solutions and best practices that close the achievement gaps among students.
Student progress of mastery across all academic standards will be monitored with e-portfolios and software
such as Project Foundry. (http://www.projectfoundry.org)
Allegro will ensure that all students have access to technology at home with Comcast’s Internet Essentials
(http://www.internetessentials.com/), a program that provides $9.95 a month Internet access, $149.99
computers (that may be purchased in addition to school-issued technology), and free training for qualifying
families. Allegro will help pay Internet access fees through the Internet Essentials program. Families, students,
teachers, and administrators will be able to communicate and collaborate openly and frequently as the
technology gap is eliminated.

Strategy 3: Authentically Engaging in Inquiry-Based Learning
“The best work in the future is going to be done by teams of people with very different expertise, who come
together to focus on one big problem.” - Keith Yamamoto, Vice Chancellor Of Research, UCSF
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•

•

•

•

•

Allegro’s instructional strategies and focus on creativity and music naturally incorporate the strengths of
student-centered, inquiry based (including both project- and problem-based instruction), cross-curricular
learning. John Mergendoller, the School Leader of the Buck Institute for Education, captures why a rigorous
project-based learning (PBL) approach that begins with problem-based inquiry will support student success
at Allegro:
“Research has shown that students learn content as well or better using PBL than with traditional instruction.
It also shows that students remember what they have learned longer and are better able to use what they
have learned. PBL provides the opportunity to learn and practice skills that traditional instruction often
ignores -- working in groups, making choices, monitoring progress, thinking deeply about a problem or
challenge, and communicating what has been learned. In short, PBL helps students not only learn content but
also the 21st-century skills they will need to thrive in a quickly changing, globally connected world.”
Allegro faculty will receive professional development and training in all academic subjects by vetted
curriculum experts on successful implementation of problem-based learning and argument-based writing
across the curriculum during the pre-operational year. Training will focus on these four key components of
PBL identified by researchers that are critical to teaching successful PBL implementation: carefully calibrated
project design, structured student collaboration, assessments that support students’ success, and a network
for teachers’
professional development (http://www.edutopia.org/pbl-research-evidence-basedcomponents).
Starting in sixth grade students will maintain an electronic portfolio that tracks their mastery of concepts and
skills, supports PBL assignments, and allows for communication with their teachers. By ninth grade, students
will be fully engaged in the processes of PBL and will take further control of their individual and group
th
th
projects each year, culminating with a two-year project during 11 and 12 grades.
Allegro is considering implementing Project Foundry, an online learning management and student portfolio
system that allows educators to scale authentic, integrated, individualized learning. Project Foundry was built
by practitioners who understand the value of pedagogy and the inherent need for a streamlined tool that
engages students and ensures academic results. Project Foundry offers an e-portfolio tool that collects and
longitudinally organizes student work, and provides a user-friendly website builder, offering the needed
balance of collection and showcase. E-portfolios allow students to thread together and highlight their work,
interests, and aspirations to tell the rich, detailed story of their educational journey.
(http://www.projectfoundry.org and more details in Appendix G).

Strategy 4: Developing Excellent Facilitators of Learning through Professional Learning
Communities
“I am not a teacher, but an awakener.” -Robert Frost
•

•

Allegro recognizes that hiring high quality teachers forms only one aspect of a key strategy that will be
needed to ensure success. Allegro needs teachers who will facilitate learning by inspiring students and
awakening their minds. Developing excellent facilitators of learning involves a commitment to developing a
professional learning community with continual professional development infusing faculty with cutting edge
pedagogical strategies. We believe that the quality of Allegro’s teachers and the relationships they form with
the students will have a large, positive impact on improved opportunities for learning and increased student
achievement.
Allegro will develop a professional learning community (PLC) during the pre-operation year as staff and
faculty are hired. Teachers will form discipline-specific, cohort-specific, and cross-curricular teams within the
PLC to foster a collaborative environment for curricular planning, implementation, and multi-disciplinary
integration. Teachers will form PLC teams that will focus on student achievement, a positive learning
th
environment, and interdisciplinary integration. Eleventh and 12 grade teachers will emphasize project
leadership and successful transitions to college and/or the workforce.

Addressing the Needs of Struggling Learners. As students enter the school in 6th grade or in
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later years, they will come with various strengths and areas on which to focus. All students will
be initially assessed to benchmark literacy levels and math fluency along with other key areas
depending on t he grade. To identify children who are struggling academically or behaviorally
due to inadequacies in current or past instruction or in the curriculum, Allegro will employ the
Response to Intervention (RTI) process in accordance with the SCDE’s guidance document,
South Carolina Response to Intervention: A Framework and Technical Assistance Guide for
Districts and Schools. Essential components of RTI include:
 Monitoring students’ progress in the curriculum with technically adequate assessments.
 Choosing and implementing a scientifically proven intervention to address students’ deficits.
 Following explicit rules to identify students who are not making sufficient progress in
response to intervention.
 Monitoring the student’s outcomes in the intervention with at least bi-weekly assessments.
 Ensuring that the intervention is delivered with accuracy and consistency.
 Determining the intensity of the support that a student needs to be successful.
Upon identifying students at risk students, Allegro will determine if there is a need to
employ RTI. The School Leader may notify parents at this point of their child’s lack of progress
and request a meeting. At this meeting, Allegro will inform the parents what type of performance
data will be collected, and how much; what general education services are planned; and what
strategies the school will use to increase the child’s rate of learning. Allegro staff will
incorporate emerging technology and software as appropriate into the student’s plans to increase
achievement and identify further areas of individualized focus. The School Leader and other staff
will fine-tune their specific RTI process during the planning year and review and refine
interventions based on student progress once the school is operational.
Allegro may refer a child for evaluation, and parents have the right to request that their
child be evaluated under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) to determine if
he or she is a “child with a disability,” as IDEA defines that term at §300.8.
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5. Goals and Objectives
The following three overarching goals and related objectives are based on the mission of
Allegro: to produce inspired thinkers and creative members of society through the infusion of
music into an academically challenging environment. These objectives will be used by teachers,
administrators, and the board to ensure the school is advancing its mission and students are
achieving academically.
These objectives were drafted with the purpose of the charter act in mind—to create new
forms of accountability—and are based on the characteristics of a High Quality Charter School:
•

Exceptional performance on state test scores or progress performance

•

Steady growth in enrollment and support

•

Positive impact in students’ lives and the community

The school recognizes that basic student achievement data will be captured in the school
report card and many of these objectives are drafted to push forward on c apturing more
meaningful data about the impact of charter schools.
Each overarching, mission-aligned goal has supporting objectives written in the SMART
format to further measure how the school is fulfilling its goals and advancing its mission.
Further information on the data collection of these goals and objectives is included in Section 6.
Goal 1.0

For students to have the academic foundation and abilities to
become creative members of society.
Objectives:
1.1 For each cohort of 8th grade students who have attended the school
for 3 years, to have at least 95% of the students meeting state-mandated
testing standards in all categories by the 2017-2018 School Year based
on increases from the 2015/2016 school year continuing at 95% for
subsequent cohorts of 8th graders.
1.2 To have at least an 85% student graduation rate by the 2019/2020
School Year and increasing numbers each subsequent year until at least
a 95% graduation rate is achieved each year.
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Goal 2.0

Goal. 3.0

1.3 To have at least 95% of students who have scored below grade level
proficiency on benchmark assessments meeting their individual growth
goals each year.
1.4 To have 95% of the students demonstrate growth in skills integrated
into the state-approved curriculum each year to include communication,
collaboration, contextual awareness, creativity, innovation, critical
thinking and problem solving as measured by teacher designed rubrics,
e-portfolios, and Project Foundry software.
For students to be inspired by creating, performing and
interpreting music in arts integrated learning environments
Objectives:
2.1 To have at least 95% of students meet or exceed state standards for
improvising, composing, notating and arranging music.
2.2 To have at least 95% of students meet or exceed state standards for
reading music, performing on instruments solo and in an ensemble from
a variety of stylistic and cultural periods.
2.3 To have at least 95% of students meet or exceed state standards for
analyzing, evaluating and critiquing music compositions and
performances.
For students to become creative and innovative lifelong learners
who understand and appreciate the role that music can play in
society and the quality of their lives.
3.1 To have at least 95% of students demonstrate a desire to
independently explore music by attending a music performance or
listening to a recording.
3.2 To have at least 95% of students demonstrate skills needed for
success in college and careers by successfully completing a crosscurricular project during the 11th and 12th grade years as documented by
teacher-designed rubrics and tracked on cloud-based software, such as
Project Foundry.
3.3 To have at least 95% of students exhibit positive character
development each year at Allegro as documented through teacher
observation and rubrics.

Instructional Strategies to achieve these goals and objectives are included in Section 4
in detail and include:
•

Engaging students in the creation of music

•

Using emerging technologies to engage students and inform teachers and administrators
of areas of instruction that need further focus
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•

Implementing project-based learning to further develop the skills students need for
success in college and the workforce

•

Providing professional development for teachers to ensure they are prepared to facilitate
learning through project-based learning methods and implementing the common core

•

Establishing an extended school day to allow time for individual and small group
instruction, as well as tutoring/mentoring by classroom teachers and part-time music
instructors who are also professional musicians

•

Employing instructional strategies that embrace a r obust, mastery-based learning
curriculum. The arts will be infused into the curriculum through hands-on
multidisciplinary projects. Time is allocated during the day for small group instruction,
collaboration on projects, and individual tutoring and mentoring.

•

Strengthening the child, as well as supporting families by providing them opportunities to
be engaged with their child(ren)’s education, such as family workshops on the academic
and music instruction at the school, attendance at concerts and recitals, and volunteer
opportunities with performances, family dinners, etc.

Process for Sharing Results with Stakeholders and CCSD:
•

These goals and objectives will be reported to CCSD and the SCDE annually as required
by the SC Charter Schools Act.

•

CCSD will have access to how assessments are being administered and benchmarks are
being set for every student.

•

Each year, the school will inform CCSD of any additions or changes in the formal
assessments that would impact data collection. Allegro understands benchmarking and
formative assessments are conducted, for the most part, at the expense of the school, but
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believe they are critical to measure the impact of the school.
•

The School Leader will prepare and disseminate the information and data on s tudent
achievement on the state-mandated tests and our specific music mastery goals to the
faculty throughout the school year to inform instruction, prioritize needs, and identify
specific professional development activities to improve teaching.

•

Overall formative benchmark student achievement data will be shared in October,
February, and May.

•

The School Leader will provide an in-depth review of the summative state-mandated tests
and EOC results for all teachers each year. Teachers will have access to the longitudinal
summative student achievement database as needed.

•

In addition, teachers will maintain, review and inform their instruction using qualitative
student and teacher self-evaluations of lessons and learning.

Allegro is committed to working with CCSD staff to amend these objectives as required state
testing changes and nationally normed data becomes available.
Timelines for baseline data and benchmarks are included in Section 6. B aseline data on
all students will be documented upon e nrollment. We will also engage the families of our
students in the education of their child so they understand the benchmark data from the
beginning of the school year and the individual student goals for the academic year.
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6. Evaluating Academic Performance
Allegro’s academic performance evaluation plan will assess student achievement across
the curriculum in alignment with state performance standards and the school’s musical goals and
objectives. The plan will track student progress using qualitative and quantitative assessments
and strive to preserve as much learning time as possible. Every effort will be made to assist the
state and CCSD in reaching the goals of the current ESEA waiver (or future accountability
measures) and closing student achievement gaps among student groups, including helping the
state meet their approved Student Performance Goals by the 2018/2019 school year.

http://ed.sc.gov/agency/lpa/documents/SCsESEAFlexWaiverRedline03-17-14.pdf
Sixth – Eighth
Grades

High School

South Carolina Mandatory Assessments for Grade Levels
New assessments will be developed in South Carolina. Currently, the Palmetto Assessment of
State Standards (PASS) is aligned with the state curriculum standards for English Language
Arts (ELA), mathematics, science, and social studies. A two-day writing test is administered
in March. ELA, math, science and social studies are administered in May.
Students enrolled in Algebra 1/Mathematics for the Technologies 2, English 1, U.S. History, or
Biology 1/Applied Biology 2 will participate in the End-of-Course Examination Program
(EOCEP or EOC). Results of the test will count as 20% of the final course grade.

The following is a description of how Allegro will use internal assessments, including
baseline data gathering, to achieve short- and long-term goals and to revise professional
development and instruction.
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Baseline data
gathering

Internal Assessments
Allegro will use the local school district’s student achievement data to establish the baseline
for the 6th-12th grade students. In addition, Allegro will collect and track student
Reading/Language Arts and math baseline levels in 2015/2016 by administering MAP or an
equivalent assessment. Test scores for students entering Allegro in 6th, 7th and 9th grades
will also be collected from their base schools to identify baseline achievement levels.
Allegro will administer the Figural and Verbal Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking to all
students. The Torrance Tests will be used as baseline pre-assessments and as postassessments of students’ creativity following musically integrated lessons, performances and
activities. R esearch has confirmed the validity and reliability of the Torrance Tests in
identifying both the quantity and quality of students’ creativity (Kim, 2006; Rosenthal,
1983).
Allegro will collect and track End-of-Course scores each year for high school student
cohorts beginning in 2015/2016.
Allegro will monitor graduation rates each year for high school student cohorts beginning in
2018/2019.
Allegro will monitor ACT scores in high school to determine the college-readiness of
graduating seniors.

Short-term goals

Allegro will administer and collect ELA and math achievement data from benchmark
assessments using MAP or a comparable instrument beginning in 2015/2016 at least three
times during the school year with a short-term goal of establishing the Year One benchmark
databank for all students.
Allegro will continue to administer the Figural and Verbal Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking to all students to measure students’ creativity following musically integrated
lessons, performances and activities.
Teachers will distribute formative student benchmark assessments to determine the impact
of musically integrated lessons on student understanding and learning.
Teachers will complete formative benchmark self-evaluations on the quality of their
musically integrated lessons and compare the results of self-assessments with student
formative benchmark responses.
Teachers will be formatively observed by Allegro’s School Leader to provide feedback and
information to determine appropriate professional development and to support faculty
members in improving the quality of instruction.

Long-term goals

Allegro will collect and established an ongoing databank to monitor longitudinal student
achievement trend data each year. This information will be utilized to achieve the SMART
Goals and Objectives that are designed to meet the state and federal accountability standards
for grades 3 through 12, to inform instruction, to identify staff development needs, and to
align the allocation of funds, resources and materials to support high quality instructional
services.
Allegro will establish a process for supporting each 12th grade student in completing a
Senior Project. The Senior Project will use software similar to Project Foundry to assist
students in developing a senior project proposal for review, benchmarks for monitoring the
senior project process and a S enior Project Rubric to identify the student’s expectations,
determine his or her achievement of goals and evaluate quality of the project-based on
answering the following questions:
1.

Goals – How are you going to challenge yourself in this project?

2.

Research – What resources and supports will you need to complete this project?

3.

Quality – How will we all know that this is a high quality project?
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4.

Process and Improvement – What do you need to do to turn in your best work?

5.

Project Management – How will you stay on track for this project?

The rubric will evaluate the student’s achievement of the Senior Project expectations, goals
and quality based on an Exceeded, Achieved, Met or Attempted rating scale.

Formal Assessments and State-Mandated Assessments
The school will use state-mandated assessments along with computer-based assessments
to measure the achievement of the proposed goals. In addition to these state-mandated
assessments, the school is currently considering using MAP and/or other assessments aligned
with the chosen state curriculum standards to be decided during the planning process. T he
chosen additional assessment will be administered to students in grades six through eight at the
beginning, middle, and end of each year. Test results from the beginning of the year will inform
the educational program needs for each student. Mid-year test data will be used to modify
individual instruction for any child who is not making expected progress.
The results of this test will enable teachers to identify each student’s baseline of
achievement and progress. This highly practical tool will help teachers and parents identify
where a child’s strengths are, as well as specific areas the teacher and student need to address.
Additional assessment tools will be reviewed to ensure that the assessments are helping teachers
and parents identify where a child’s strengths are, as well as specific strands the teacher and
student need to address to continue to achieve the school’s proposed goals.
Data Collection, Analysis, Triangulation, and Management
The school will use an inquiry approach to collect, analyze, triangulate and manage
information, activities and outcomes to support achievement of goals and objectives. This will
include quantitative and qualitative data sources. The school will employ a data clerk to enter,
collect and store information. Student assessment data will be managed collaboratively among
the School Leader and teachers.
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Quantitative data collection to measure achievement of state and federal accountability
standards will include all state-mandated assessment scores, MAP benchmark assessments (or a
comparable software assessment system), graduation rates and ACT scores.

The Torrance

Figural and Verbal Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking assessment will be administered to
measure changes in students’ creativity relative to innovation, critical thinking and problem
solving to determine the achievement of the music goals and objectives. The School Leader will
conduct summative teacher observations to ensure best instructional practices in the classroom
and that all lesson plans are in alignment with state and federal accountability standards and
Allegro’s goals and objectives.
Qualitative data collection will include the assessment of the Senior Project using the
Project Rubric, the open-ended student and teacher self-evaluation questions on learning and the
quality of instruction, and teacher/administrator observations of student musical performances
and student classroom participation behaviors.

The School Leader will conduct formative

teacher observations to provide specific suggestions, recommendations and advisement to
improve teacher lesson plans and alignment with the Goals and Objectives.
The quantitative information will be aggregated into longitudinal data tables to allow
educators to monitor trends in student performance. The qualitative information will be
aggregated into similar and dissimilar categories to allow teachers and administrators to identify
relevant data to be triangulated with the quantitative student achievement scores. This will
provide a valid and reliable means for targeting the strengths and weaknesses in instruction, as
well as the level of alignment between instruction and the goals and objectives.
Communicating with Stakeholders
Allegro students in grades six through eight will take the state-mandated tests each year.
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Scores on the test will reveal how well Allegro students are learning the South Carolina state
standards. The test will also allow stakeholders of Allegro—parents, students, staff, and the
broader community of taxpayers—to make an objective comparison of Allegro to other public
schools in the district. Test results and parent letters will be posted on a secure web site via the
SCDE in June. State, district, and school summary data for each year are posted on t he SCDE
web site. SCDE provides paper copies to school districts for distribution to parents and schools
as soon as possible following receipt. SCDE provides copies of Individual Student Reports to
districts. Districts are responsible for ensuring that these reports are distributed to parents and
schools as soon as possible following receipt. More on communicating with Stakeholders can be
found in Section 5.
Corrective Action
The triangulation of the data sets will specifically reveal students who are falling below
the achievement goals and support the development of intervention strategies and procedures to
take corrective action. The School Leader will work closely with the Guidance Counselor, the
teachers, the students and the parents to develop intervention strategies and procedures to take
immediate corrective action with students who are falling below achievement goals and
standards. The triangulation of quantitative and qualitative data will be used to identify students
needing corrective action and to select valid and reliable intervention strategies to improve their
learning and performance. The School Leader will continuously monitor instruction, student
achievement and teacher lesson plans to take appropriate action to support students, provide staff
development and, if necessary, make changes in teacher assignments based on observations and
evaluations. Further information on Response to Intervention is included in Section 4.
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7. Serving Students with Special Needs
Allegro, as a public charter school, is aware that its enrollment must be open to any
student and that it must provide a free, appropriate, public education (FAPE) by offering services
as needed for students with disabilities. Allegro will comply with the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004, S ection 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the
Americans with Disabilities Act, and Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA), and any revisions thereof in their entirety. F urthermore, Allegro will demonstrate
adherence to the following legal principles, outlined in the above-mentioned legislation:
•

zero rejection of students with disabilities;

•

individualized education programs (IEP);

•

free appropriate public education;

•

least restrictive environment;

•

due process and parental involvement;

•

highly qualified teachers (one special education teacher years 1-3; two in subsequent
years); and;

•

nondiscriminatory evaluations.

Allegro will work closely with CCSD to ensure that all students identified as eligible for
special education services and Section 504 services receive those special education services
and/or accommodations as described in their IEPs. Allegro will comply with all applicable laws
and regulations, as well as the policies of the local education agency (LEA) that are applicable to
charter schools as they relate to identifying students with special needs, developing IEPs, and
providing related and transition services. Allegro may employ faculty or contract with service
providers of our choice to carry out the above-stated responsibilities.
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Any special education teachers employed by Allegro will have certification and highly
qualified status consistent with the requirements of Title III of ESEA and other applicable South
Carolina regulations. Student needs and the staffing required to serve those needs will be
reviewed on a continuous basis, and staffing will at all times be in compliance with all federal
and state laws and regulations.
Allegro understands that as a public charter school it is responsible for providing the full
range of services and placement options typically provided in South Carolina public schools. If it
is determined by a student’s IEP that his or her least restrictive environment is a specialized
placement not typically provided by each school in South Carolina, Allegro will work closely
with its LEA to ensure that appropriate arrangements are made for that student’s specialized
placement and services. Allegro may contract with other agencies to provide the full range of
services needed for any child with special needs.
The proposed 5-year budget, attached as Appendix N, verifies that both personnel and
program needs have been adequately planned for and funded.
Allegro will collect and establish an ongoing databank to monitor longitudinal student
achievement trend data each year. This information will be used to achieve the SMART Goals
and Objectives that are designed to meet the state and federal accountability standards for grades
six through twelve, to inform instruction, to identify staff development needs, and to align the
allocation of funds, resources and materials to support high quality instructional services. The
results of these assessments will enable Allegro teachers to identify each student’s baseline of
achievement and progress over the course of the academic year. These highly practical tools will
help teachers and parents identify where a child’s strengths are, as well as specific modifications
or adaptations the teacher and student need to address.
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Additionally, all public schools operating in South Carolina are evaluated annually on the
academic progress of all students eligible for special education services as part of the annual
school report card process under “closing the gap” criteria. This data will be reviewed and
evaluated as part of our school’s internal evaluation procedure.
As part of our ongoing needs assessment, Allegro will hire employees, or contract with
other agencies, to ensure that all students receive the educational services and support that they
need to make the appropriate educational gains. During the planning year, Allegro will work
with CCSD to ensure that services and funding are available for students who need special
education.
Allegro is committed to working with students and families to ensure that students with
disabilities are provided an equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic and extracurricular
activities. Allegro will therefore make reasonable modifications to its policies, practices, or
procedures, and provide aids and services, whenever such modifications are necessary to ensure
equal opportunity for participation, unless the requested modification would constitute a
fundamental alteration of the nature of the extracurricular activity.
Works cited for this section are included in Appendix G.
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8. Student Discipline, Suspension, and Expulsion
Because the majority of students will be coming from CCSD schools, Allegro will use a
modified code of conduct based on CCSD’s, but with an appeal process to the Board of Directors
of the school. The school will further develop their code of conduct during the planning year
with legal review for compliance with all applicable laws. The school will review the related
laws as applicable when changes occur and adopt policies and procedures accordingly.
The Code of Conduct policies will be given to parents and students at the beginning of
the school year. See Appendix I for an explanation of our planned Student Handbook.
Students who do not comply with the Code of Conduct will be led through a disciplinary
process beginning with counseling and parent notification. If the behavior continues, in-school
detention or suspension may be warranted.
In the event of gross misbehavior, immorality, consistent disobedience, commission of a
crime, or jeopardizing the safety of students, faculty, or staff, the student may be expelled. If a
student is caught with weapons (other than a f irearm), drugs, or assaults a student or school
employee, they will be automatically referred to the Board of Directors for an expulsion hearing
and the City of Charleston Police Department will be notified. In compliance with S.C. Code
Ann. §59-63-235, any student who brings a firearm to school will be expelled immediately.
Before a student is suspended for a period of ten days or less, an informal hearing or
conference will be held with the student, legal guardian, School Leader, and staff members as
deemed appropriate. The School Leader/designee will present the charges to the student and
parent. The student will be given an opportunity to present his/her case to the School Leader or
designee and admit to the charges. If the student does not admit guilt to the charges, the School
Leader/designee will present the evidence. The student will then be given an opportunity to
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respond. If the School Leader/designee decides that the student should receive suspension, a
written notice will be sent to the legal guardian and student.
Before a student receives a suspension of more than ten days or is expelled, the School
Leader/designee will convene the Allegro Discipline Committee, which is composed of the
School Leader and teachers appointed by the School Leader. The Discipline Committee will
review the student’s situation that led to this discipline level. The Discipline Committee may
request the presence of the parent/guardian and/or student. If the Discipline Committee decides
to move forward with the suspension or expulsion, the School Leader shall provide the student
and parent/guardian with written notification of the charges of misconduct, the disciplinary
action to be taken, and their right to appeal in writing to the Allegro Board of Directors. If an
appeal is submitted, the Allegro Board of Directors will schedule a hearing in a timely manner
and provide the student and parent/guardian the opportunity to respond. The Allegro Board of
Directors will then review the entire disciplinary record and notify the student and
parent/guardian in writing of the final disciplinary action to be taken.
Allegro will comply with the requirements of the Family Education Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA), which provides families and students a) the right to inspect and review the
student’s education records at the school; b) the right to challenge and require the school to
amend a student’s record if the information is inaccurate, misleading or in violation of the
student’s privacy rights; and c) the right to require the school to obtain written consent prior to
the disclosure of personally identifiable information, subject to specific exceptions.
Allegro will ensure the continued provision of FAPE for a student with a disability who
is expelled from Allegro and will comply with the requirements of CCSD for the continued
education of a special education student.
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9. Governance and Operation
Allegro is organized as a non-profit corporation. Copies of the school’s Bylaws and
Articles of Incorporation are presented in Appendices J and K, respectively. A spreadsheet
describing our detailed school start-up plan, as required by the recent changes to the charter
application in H3853, is included in Appendix L, for lack of a specified appendix.
Governance and Operation
The governance model that Allegro has selected to implement is a modified policy
governance model where the board governs through policy and the School Leader manages
through procedures. The Board of Directors is ultimately responsible and has the governing
authority for the execution of all board responsibilities in accordance with the Charter School
Act of 1996. The Board’s focus is student achievement, ensuring compliance, and operation
with sound fiscal management. The governing board assumes the following responsibilities:
•

Employing and contracting with teachers and nonteaching employees

•

Ensuring that all certified personnel, teachers, and noncertified teachers undergo
background checks and other investigations before they are employed in the school

•

Contracting for other services including, but not limited to, transportation,
accounting, and legal

•

Developing pay scales, performance criteria, and discharging policies for its
employees, including the school’s administrator

•

Deciding all other matters related to the school’s operation, including budgeting,
curriculum, and operating procedures

•

Ensuring that the school adheres to the same health, safety, civil rights, and disability
rights requirements applicable to all public schools operating in the same school
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district.
An Organizational Chart for the school, which depicts school administration, employees
and the relationship to the sponsoring district, is included in Appendix L.
Transition from Planning Committee to Initial Governing Board
The Allegro Planning Committee consists of teachers, parents, and community members
with various backgrounds and experiences to govern the charter school through the application
process. The Allegro Planning Committee will act as governing board until such time as a duly
elected board shall be chosen.
In compliance with the South Carolina Charter Schools Act, S.C. Code of Laws §59-40-10
et seq. as amended by Act 164 of 2012, the Allegro Board of Directors will contain seven
members with two-year terms. The Board of Directors will consist of seven who will serve twoyear rotating terms with elections taking place each year. Fifty percent of the members of the
board, as specified in the bylaws, shall be individuals who have a background in K-12 education
or in business. In the fall of 2015, a board development committee will be appointed by the
Allegro Planning Committee and will begin forming the slate of candidates for the Board. In
January 2016, the board development committee will present the slate of candidates to the
Planning Committee for approval with at least 50% to be elected as a slate. In compliance with
the Charter School Act, no m ore than 49% of the board shall be appointed. Individuals
nominated will be contacted to ensure their willingness to serve. All employees of the charter
school and all parents or guardians of students enrolled in the school are eligible to participate in
voting in the election. Employees will be given one vote. Parents or guardians of a student shall
have one vote for each student enrolled in the charter school (Section 59-40-50 of the Charter
School Act of 1996). The deadline for voting will clearly be stated on the ballot form, no later
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than the end of February. Ballots may be issued as paper or electronic ballots and will be
counted. Those elected to the board will be notified within two days. If electronic means are
used, the school will provide a computer on site for parents or legal guardians to vote at the
school along with access over the Internet.
At the annual meeting, members of both the Planning Committee and the newly elected
Board will be present, and authority will be transferred to the newly elected Board. At the first
board meeting of newly elected directors, the Board of Directors will elect officers. Rotating
two-year terms will be developed with less than 50% of this Board serving one-year terms and
the remaining serving two-year terms.
Board Training and Capacity Building
The school will engage the services of the Public Charter School Alliance of South
Carolina which brings in national experts each year to focus on best practices in governance of
public charter schools. Along with the mandatory board orientation, the board will actively build
capacity by participating in ongoing board training workshops and conferences offered by the
Alliance on effective meeting management, School Leader hiring and evaluation, understanding
financial audits and student achievement data, compliance with state and federal laws, and all
other facets of excellence in charter school governance.
The Board will utilize various methods of evaluation, training and measurements to
ensure an effective and informed Board, including, but not limited to, the following:
•

Within one year of taking office, all persons elected or appointed as members of the
Allegro board of trustees shall complete an orientation program in the powers, duties,
and responsibilities of a board member including, but not limited to, topics on policy
development, personnel, instructional programs, school finance, school law, ethics,
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and community relations. The orientation will be provided at no charge by the State
Department of Education or an association approved by the department.
•

Use “real-time” data at each of the monthly Board meetings to evaluate or adapt the
budget; such data might include enrollment numbers, new expenditures, length and
cost of any contracted services, projected fundraisers and evaluating based on t he
prior year’s budget; and

•

Participate in training, seminars, and conferences offered through the SC Department
of Education, CCSD, the Public Charter School Alliance of SC, the National Alliance
for Public Charter Schools and any other resources the Board identifies as a means for
the continued improvement and success of Allegro.

Board of Directors Meetings
Meetings of the Board of Directors will be held at least nine times per year (including the
Annual Meeting), and will be conducted in accordance with all provisions of the current law and
any amendments as they may be enacted. All meetings shall be open to the public according to
the requirements of the SC Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) as it a pplies to public charter
schools unless closed pursuant to Section 30-4-70 for executive session. No votes shall be taken
in executive session. The Allegro Board of Directors or staff will consult legal counsel in any
instance in which a FOIA information request appears to conflict with a FERPA regulation. The
governing board and the staff of Allegro will comply with FERPA and must notify parents and
eligible students annually of their rights under FERPA.
Selection of School Leader and Transition
The selection and hiring of the School Leader will be a function of the Allegro board.
The Board may seek the advice and counsel of interested individuals or of an advisory
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committee, and it may hire consultants to assist in selection. However, final selection rests with
the Board. The School Leader will be employed by and will work at the discretion of the board
subject to the rules and regulations of the state of South Carolina. Prior to the first year of
implementation, the Allegro Planning Committee will select the School Leader.
Relationship of Board to School Leader
The Board will delegate to the School Leader the authority for the management and
execution of day-to-day school activities, including management of personnel and instructional
leadership. All staff will be employed by the Board and will report to the School Leader. All
service providers, consultants, and vendors will be contracted by the Board. The School Leader
may be tasked to coordinate the contracts that directly affect day-to-day operations of the school
at the discretion of the governing board. The School Leader will report to the Board on all
contract matters.
The School Leader is the only person in the school with whom the board normally needs
to be directly involved. The school will be subject to Board policies that are implemented by the
School Leader. While the responsibility for the administration of the school should rest with the
School Leader, the Board has the responsibility for developing a systematic means of evaluating
the School Leader’s effectiveness in implementing the objectives expressed in Board policies.
The School Leader has the responsibility for evaluating the effectiveness of all other school
personnel.
Liability and Indemnification
The Allegro Board of Directors assumes liability for the activities of the charter school
and agrees to hold harmless the school district, its servants, agents, and employees from any and
all liability, damage, expense, causes of action, suits, claims, or judgments arising from injury to
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persons or property or otherwise that arises out of the act, failure to act, or negligence of the
charter school, its agents and employees, in connection with or arising out of the activity of the
charter school.
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10. Parent and Community Involvement
Parents, community members, and educators will all have opportunities to participate
actively in the success of the school. Parents and community members will be actively sought
out to serve on t he Allegro Board of Directors.

Allegro parents and employees will be

encouraged to participate in the annual election of board members. In addition, Allegro will take
steps to ensure that parents, community members, and employees are well informed about the
school’s progress so that they can provide meaningful input. As a result of our communications
efforts, we have had numerous offers of help in getting school started. A member of the Planning
Committee will follow up with these parents and community members who are interested in
helping with the development of the school during the planning year.
To create a culture of community at the school, Allegro will provide parents with
numerous opportunities to volunteer their time and talent, as well as monitor their child’s
education and hold the school accountable. Parents will be asked to serve on school committees,
help with performances, chaperone field trips, volunteer in the school office, and engage in many
other activities which will enrich the lives of the Allegro students and help further the school’s
mission. Parents will be surveyed about their goals for their children, their opinion on va rious
school programs, and operations as the school grows and matures.
Opportunities for involvement will be tailored so that all parents can be involved,
regardless of whether they work full time or are single parents. Allegro plans to implement
parent groups that meet regularly to assess school needs and determine how they can contribute,
perhaps by serving on committees, such as publicity or facility management. We hope to offer
parent workshops and trainings specific to these committees. Allegro will sponsor parent
education events each year, using both outside and in-house experts from the school or the parent
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population. Programs could focus on topics like child development, school governance, and
education reform that help prepare parents to serve in decision-making roles at the school.
It is the goal of the Planning Committee for the racial composition of the student
enrollment to mirror that of Charleston County—44.85% white, 44.31% black and 10.84%
other, with no more than a 20% variance in either direction per the SC Charter Schools Act of
1996. T he policies and procedures that Allegro will use to recruit students are broad, as
described in Section 3, and will be carried out during the charter school application process,
through the student application process, and during the enrollment period. Multiple means of
communication and information distribution have been developed to eliminate barriers that could
impede equitable access or participation regardless of demographics. This will encourage a
racially and socio-economic diverse show of support and subsequently an equally diverse student
enrollment.
Allegro plans to become a partner with Comcast’s Internet Essentials program, a program
that provides low-cost Internet service to families with children who qualify for free or reduced
lunch at the school. Internet Essentials offers home Internet service for $9.95 a month with no
price increases, activation or equipment rental fees while in the program. Parents will have the
opportunity to purchase a home computer at initial enrollment in Internet Essentials for $149.99
and will receive free installation and Internet training.
Allegro has partnered with the Charleston Symphony Orchestra, Jazz Artists of
Charleston, Charleston Jazz Initiative, Leonard School of Music, Yamaha Corporation, Girls
Rock Charleston, and Colour of Music. Details of the level and nature of support from these
groups are included in individual letters from each organization in Appendix B.
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11. Budget and Finance
Allegro Charter School of Music’s proposed budget (Appendix N Five-Year Budget)
reflects the school’s commitment to effectively invest appropriate funding directly into the
classrooms. The school’s budgetary philosophy is to fund the teacher and student in the
classroom and all budget items will be judged by what improvement and excellence will be
added to the student’s educational experience. The following description demonstrates Allegro’s
best effort to invest funds throughout the first five years of operation directly into the classroom:
•

13:1 Student to Teacher ratio for music classes and 40 minutes per week private
instruction

•

60% of expenditures are dedicated to the classroom ($1,590,000)

•

16% operational reserves ($465,000)
We anticipate the Charter School Program (CSP) Grant in FY-16 and FY-17 and

evidence that these funds will be received is based on t he award percentage rate provided by
SCDE.

In addition, we have secured a commitment from the Speedwell Foundation, in

Charleston, SC, for supplemental funding for our first three years of operation.
Our annual audit is a statutory requirement; accordingly, we will comply with all aspects
of this mandate.

We have reviewed the Single Audit Guide in detail, to include current

Highlights, Technical Notes, Audit Requirements, and appropriate information in the
Compliance Supplement; consequently, we are knowledgeable of the compliance requirements
and suggested audit procedures. The Board of Directors will engage an auditor no later than 120
days prior to the close of the fiscal year by soliciting three bids from independent Certified
Public Accountant (CPA) firms and selecting the firm that (a) has prior charter school auditing
experience and (b) best meets our needs. The annual audit will encompass our financial and
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administrative operations and will be conducted in compliance with law. The audit report will
meet the state requirements and the Board will receive, review, and approve the Annual Audit
prior to required submission to the Charleston County School District and required state
agencies.
Allegro will adhere to accounting, reporting, and auditing procedures and requirements of
our sponsor, which are those for all public schools operating in South Carolina; accordingly, we
will remain fiscally solvent, adhere to general accepted accounting principles, have no material
breaches, address financial concerns, and follow the South Carolina pupil accounting system by
designing, developing, and implementing a comprehensive Internal Fiscal Control System:
•

Establishing financial policies and corresponding financial procedures to properly
account for all revenue and expenses as directed in the Financial Accounting Handbook
and the Funding Manual.

•

Establishing policies to adhere to the reporting policies, procedures, and regulations of
the South Carolina Pupil Accounting Manual and the South Carolina Student
Accountability Manual.

•

Ensuring that all accounting, reporting, and auditing procedures and requirements will
comply with the published specifications of the Office of District Auditing and Field
Services contained in the (a) Single Audit Guide, (b) Financial Accounting Handbook,
and (c) Funding Manual.

•

Defining and adhering to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.

•

Developing and approving an annual operating budget for the upcoming fiscal year no
later than June 30th of the preceding fiscal year.

•

Maintaining appropriate records on a by-transaction basis thereby establishing our
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financial management system as “audit ready” at the conclusion of any given transaction.
•

Making required reports (on-call, monthly, quarterly, annually) to the Board and external
appropriate agents and agencies. Reports will be maintained and filed according to
district, state, and federal requirements.

•

Identifying, reporting, and dealing with material breaches and financial concerns through
corrective and preventative action protocols.
At this time, Allegro does not have any liens, litigation history, or any sanctions from any

local, state or federal regulatory agencies. Furthermore, we do not have any debt or any other
outstanding financial obligations. Pending approval of this charter application, we do not have
any financial concerns at this time.
We have identified four areas in which professional operational assistance will be
provided: (a) marketing services, (b) curriculum support, (c) fiscal services, and (d) professional
development. We may seek professional operational assistances for fiscal services from KelleyMoser Consulting of South Carolina, marketing services from Alphagraphics of Charleston,
curriculum support from the various music organizations we are partnering with, and
professional development from educational technology vendors, but will also investigate other
options.
Allegro’s Ten Year Budget Plan is included in Appendix O.
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12. Employees
Administrative Positions: The administrative staff at Allegro will include, during the first year
of operation, a School Leader, a Guidance Counselor, an IT Manager, and an Office Manager.
The School Leader will hold a current South Carolina certification in administration and have at
least one year of experience in the field of school-based administration. Job descriptions for
these positions are included in Appendix R.
If the School Leader hired is not certified, within ninety days of employment he or she
will complete an orientation program in the powers, duties, and responsibilities of a school
administrator including, but not limited to, topics on pe rsonnel, instructional programs, school
finance, school law, ethics, and community relations. The orientation will be provided at no
charge by the SCDE or an association approved by the department.
The School Leader will implement the school’s mission and operating policy. He or she
will lead the recruitment and retention of the teaching staff required to provide proper
instructional and support resources for the operation of the school. In addition, the School Leader
will work closely with curriculum experts to provide educational leadership for the school.
The Guidance Counselor must have a master’s degree and completed an advanced
program approved by the SCDE for the preparation of school counselors. He or she must have
earned the minimum qualifying score(s) on the area examination(s) required by the SCDE.
Teaching Positions: At least 75% of Allegro teachers will hold valid South Carolina teaching
certificates. The table below depicts the type of teachers to be hired and required qualifications:
Teaching Position
Teachers

Grade
6 through 12

Content Areas
Math, science, ELA,
social studies

Special Education

Exceptional
children in 6
through 12

All core academic
areas

•
•
•
•

Qualifications/Certifications
Bachelor’s degree
Content knowledge
SC Teaching Certificate
Content knowledge (highly qualified
status consistent with the requirements of
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Special Areas: Music,
Fine Arts, Foreign
Language, P.E,
Computer Science.

6 through 12

Subject-specific

Title III of ESEA and other applicable
South Carolina regulations)
• SC Teaching Certificate in the area of
disability with no waivers of any
requirements
Teaching experience and Bachelor’s
degree in subject area

For music, fine arts, foreign language, physical education, and other teaching positions
necessary to fulfill the school’s mission, Allegro may exercise its right to hire non-certified
teachers not exceeding 25% of the faculty, understanding they still must be highly qualified.
However, the following requirements will be followed: part-time non-certified teachers must be
considered pro rata in calculating staff percentages based on the hours which they are expected
to teach; and a non-certified teacher must be appropriately qualified for the subject matter taught,
must have earned a bachelor’s degree at an accredited college or university, and must meet the
qualifications outlined in SC Code Ann. § 59-25-115. Job descriptions for the teaching positions
are included in Appendix R.
Staff for Years 1-3
School Leader
Guidance Counselor
IT Manager
School Nurse (part-time year 1)
Office Manager
Two Special Education Teachers
Full-Time Certified Teachers (4 in Year 1, 8 in Year 2,
15 in Year 3)
Part-Time Non-Certified Teachers (4 in Year 1, 7 in
Year 2, 0 in Year 3)
30 Music Instructors (all part-time)

TOTALS (FT/PT): 10/35 in year 1; 15/37 in year 2;
22/30 in year 3

Staff for Years 4-10:
School Leader
Assistant School Leader
Curriculum and Instructional Specialist
Director of Finance and HR
Director of Advancement
Two Guidance Counselors
IT Manager
School Nurse
Office Manager
Receptionist
Full-Time Certified Teachers (19 in Year 4, 20 in Years
5-10)
Two Special Education Teachers
36 Music Instructors (all part-time)
TOTALS (FT/PT): 32/36 in year 4; 33/36 in years 510
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Hiring Procedures: Allegro is committed to recruiting and hiring the best-qualified employees
without regard to race, religion, handicap, gender, or age. As an equal opportunity employer,
Allegro will follow all state and federal rules, regulations and laws regarding employment
practices. Allegro will be an at-will employer. The recruitment and selection process will
include, but not be limited to:
•

An analysis of the job vacancy conducted by the School Leader prior to initiating the
recruitment process and development of a job description.

•

Announcements/advertisements for the job vacancy will be published in accordance with all
related legal and reporting requirements and may include internal and external searches,
advertisements on the Allegro website, in local, state and regional newspapers, on state and
national public charter school websites, in bulletins of local churches and community
organizations, in professional publications, in online classifieds, including CERRA,
interviews with students enrolled in teacher education programs, special events for
prospective applicants, and social networking.

•

Applications for a position must be made in writing or via email and shall include at a
minimum: an application form; SC teaching credential or other certification or credentials;
copy of diploma, degree, or certificates, or a transcript, if applicable; and three professional
references, when possible. The school will not consider the individual’s application file
complete until it has received these documents.

•

Allegro will advise all applicants for employment of the school’s employment policy and
application process, including a check of all criminal records and, if applicable, a credit
check. School personnel will advise applicants that any falsification of information, either by
omission or commission, will be grounds for disqualification from consideration or grounds
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for discharge, should they be employed.
•

The School Leader and/or designee will screen applications to ensure the applicant meets the
minimum training, education and experience requirements for the position. At the finalist
level, all application information, including education and job-related training, work
experience, prior employment records and criminal records will be verified by the school
administration.

•

Using the information gained during the screening process, the School Leader and/or
designee will make a determination as to who will be invited to be interviewed.

•

Employees of the school who apply for a position will be given consideration.

•

The interview team will be composed of the School Leader and any others he/she determines
could provide input into the selection process for the position.

•

The selection process may include interview(s), observation of performance of work, review
of other appropriate documents, and contact with appropriate professionals having
knowledge of the applicant’s performance.

•

At the completion of the selection process, the School Leader and/or designee will evaluate
all information gathered and select the best qualified candidate.

•

The School Leader and/or designee will offer the position to the selected candidate and will
notify the Board after the employment agreement is signed by the candidate.

Plan of Support and Funding for Staff Development: Allegro will provide support, funds, and
resources for teachers to create lesson plans for grades 6-12. The support, funds, and resources
will provide planning time, professional development and training for the faculty to implement
high quality instruction for all students including curriculum development support for teachers
who are looping and implementing the newly adopted SC curriculum standards.

The
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professional development plans are further detailed in Section 4 and Appendix G.
Teacher Evaluation Process: Allegro will use SC TAP for evaluating teachers and understands
that SCDE is in the process of revising the evaluation process to incorporate higher levels of
accountability. SC TAP is a model that fulfills the requirements of both the SC ADEPT system
as well as the new ESEA waiver evaluation process. The SC TAP System focuses on four key
tenets: Multiple Career Paths, Ongoing Applied Professional Development, Instructionally
Focused Accountability, and Performance Compensation.

To specifically fulfill the

requirements of ESEA, all teachers within a TAP school receive a minimum of four observations
yearly using clearly defined, researched-based rubrics. These observations are conducted by
certified evaluators and are used as part of a school or district’s overall teacher evaluation
system.
Communication of Employee Policies and Changes: The Allegro Board of Directors will
approve the terms and conditions of employment for all employees to include, but not be limited
to: length of work year and work day, salary and payment schedule, vacation days, holidays,
paid leave, notification of absence, insurance benefits, reimbursement, disciplinary and
termination procedures, and confidentiality. An Employee Handbook outlining policies and
procedures will be developed and approved by the Allegro Planning Committee and will comply
with South Carolina and US federal laws (see Appendix S). The handbook will be given to all
employees and revised annually. Employees will sign a statement indicating their receipt of the
handbook and willful acceptance of the policies and procedures contained within.
Teacher Employment and Dismissal Procedures: Allegro will not adopt the procedures for
the employment and dismissal of teachers outlined in S.C. Code Ann. Section 59-25-410 et seq.
(2004). See Appendix S for Key Employee Policies.
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13. Insurance Coverage
The Allegro Planning Committee will arrange for all necessary and applicable insurance
policies for the school. The school’s administrators and Board of Directors will be appropriately
bonded. The levels of insurance and bonding will remain in effect throughout the term of the charter,
unless changed by a charter amendment.
A statement setting out our ability to secure the necessary insurance and estimates of the
costs of the insurance is included in Appendix T.
Workers’ Compensation Insurance
The South Carolina Workers’ Compensation Law is designed to provide medical and
monetary benefits for an employee who sustains an accidental injury arising out of and in the
course of his or her employment. The law provides medical care to bring about the earliest
possible recovery from the injury, a percentage of wages and salary lost during the injured
employee’s disability, and, in case of death, compensation for the deceased employee’s
dependents. The Planning Committee has obtained an estimated annual premium from a South
Carolina licensed insurance company of $2,925.00, which includes Statutory Limits of
$500,000—bodily

injury/accident;

$500,000—disease

policy

limit;

$500,000—

disease/employee.
Liability Insurance
The Planning Committee has obtained an estimated annual premium for liability
insurance from a South Carolina licensed insurance company. These policies are designed to
match or exceed the minimum limits required by South Carolina Tort Claims Act (S.C. Code
Ann. § 15 -78-120 (Supp. 2011)). The General Liability premium estimate is $1,201.00 for
$1,000,000 per occurrence and $3,000,000 annual aggregate.
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Property Insurance
Since we will be renting a building for the first few years of opening the school, the
Planning Committee has obtained an estimated annual premium for building contents insurance
of $1,240.00 for $400,000 worth of building contents with a $2,500 deductible.
Indemnity Insurance
We will obtain indemnity insurance against civil and criminal liability for Allegro to
protect the sponsoring district, the members of the board of CCSD, and the employees of CCSD
acting in their official capacity with respect to all activities related to the charter school. The
indemnity insurance premium estimate is $1,483.00 with limits of $1,000,000 per occurrence and
$2,000,000 annual aggregate.
Automobile Insurance
The Planning Committee has obtained an estimated annual premium for automobile
insurance. The estimate insures up t o $1,000,000 for hired and non-owned automobiles that
covers both property and liability insurance. The Auto premium estimate is $181.00.
Other Insurance
The Planning Committee has obtained an estimated annual premium for umbrella
insurance which has a $1,000,000 l imit of liability. The Umbrella premium estimate is
$2,387.00.
We have also procured an estimate for Student Insurance, which provides $10,000 in
medical benefits for students injured at school or while participating in school sponsored
activities on or off school premises. This premium estimate is $7.00 per student.
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14. Transportation
Transportation will not be a barrier to attendance at Allegro; accordingly, we have
appropriated funds in our budget for contingency transportation requirements. At this time, we
do not intend on providing transportation.
If, in the future, the Board of Directors decides the school will provide transportation by
school bus, a plan will be developed that complies with the state requirements for drivers and
training and the state safety requirements for school buses.
The Planning Committee of Allegro has not, at this time, contracted with any party for
transportation services.
Our special needs students will be given access to a free and appropriate public education
and related educational services – including transportation. Federal Public Law 94-142 and
Chapter 33 of Code of Law of South Carolina 1976: Title 59 (Sections 59-33-10 through 59-33110) govern this requirement. As mandated, our students with special needs will be provided
transportation as necessary. The student’s IEP will specify any special circumstances
(equipment, supervision, vehicle type, etc.) that will be provided to meet the student’s needs.
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15. Facilities
We have identified a building available for rent in downtown Charleston that will be
suitable for a few years until a permanent building is found and we are negotiating lease terms
with landlord. We will consult the SCDE Office of School Facilities’ “Best Practices for Site
Selection and Planning” and “Best Practices for Instructional Space” documents in our search
and planning for a facility.
Based upon a proposed initial student population at school opening year 2015–2016 of
100 students, the building that we rent and renovate to use for the first three years of operation
requires about 10,000 square feet. Based upon the proposed maximum student population,
beginning in school year 2019/2020 of 350 students, our permanent building needs to be about
12,000 square feet.
Allegro will ensure that both the temporary and permanent buildings will be in
compliance with the requirements set forth in the South Carolina School Facility Planning and
Construction Guide for charter school occupancy and will accommodate at least 35 square feet
per student. The building will be renovated to create common multi-use spaces where classroom
centers can expand to collaborate on cross-curricular activities.
Activity
Negotiate Lease
Prepare Site Documents and Review with Committee
Modifications
Planning Committee Approval
Rezoning Submittal to City of Charleston and OSF Review
Advertise and Receive Construction Bids
Bid Review/Approval
Pre-Construction Permitting
Construction
Obtain Certificate of Occupancy
Faculty/Staff Move In
School Begins

Start Date
10/14/14
11/10/14
11/24/14
12/1/14
12/9/14
1/19/15
2/13/15
3/2/15
5/1/15
8/3/15
8/3/15
8/17/15

Duration
4 weeks
2 weeks
1 week
1 week
6 weeks
4 weeks
2 weeks
9 weeks
13 weeks

End Date
11/7/14
11/21/14
12/1/14
12/8/14
1/16/15
2/13/15
2/27/15
4/30/15
8/1/15

2 weeks

8/14/15
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16. School Management Contracts
Allegro does not intend to contract with an education management organization.
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Michael A. Smith
5099 Timicuan Way Summerville, SC 29485 | msmith8978@gmail.com | 646.320.5026

Executive Director
Passionate. Driven. Imaginative.
Symphony orchestra professional with a finesse for relationship building, collaborative
leadership style, and a roll-up your sleeves work ethic. Poised and committed to ushering in
a new breed of symphony orchestra within an industry at a crossroad. Proven ability to lead
team towards goals of financial & organizational sustainability. Successful as a musician,
educator, & administrator. Skilled in managing the daily operations of a symphony with a
fluent understanding of industry economics, vast experience in labor relations, and an
intense desire to keep classical music a relevant component of the human experience.
Professional Experience
Executive Director, Charleston Symphony Orchestra

2013 - present

Operations Manager, Charleston Symphony Orchestra

2010 – 2012

Position Highlights
• Change agent: Successfully co-led small team to implement new operating model
after major organizational restructuring
• Instrumental in rebuilding management/musician relations, paving the way for a
more flexible orchestra, and an overall improvement in employee morale
• Collaborated in successful new website design & branding. Branding has been a
critical piece in recent success of CSO
Artistic
Planning
Team

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production

•

Assisted with overall budget
With Artistic Advisor & Marketing, planned CSO seasons, realized
significant increase in subscription base
Facilitated launch of new Chamber Orchestra Series at new venue.
Subscriber base quickly established
Oversight of Music Librarian, Personnel, & Production
Responsible for Artistic/Production budget. (finished seasons under
budget)
Contracted and negotiated fees for guest artists and conductors
Handled all aspects of guest artist/conductor relations ensuring a
good experience in Charleston
Idea-man: heavily involved in weekly brainstorming to find new ways
for CSO to engage the community most effectively and increase
earned revenue
Ensured union contract adhered to, significant improvement in
labor/management relations
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Contracted performance venues, vying for ideal dates, and cultivated
lasting relations with venue leaders
Responsible for concert operations/logistics, staffed appropriate
production crew to ensure musicians had best environment to
perform in, and patrons had the best possible experience

Principal Trumpet, Charleston Symphony Orchestra
2009 - 2013
• Lead brass section of the CSO
• Peer-elected to chair negotiating committee
2013
• Peer-elected to negotiating committee
2009
o Ignited stalled CBA negotiations to forge new agreement diverting
bankruptcy
Second Trumpet, Charleston Symphony

2006 - 2009

Additional Orchestral Work
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra (substitute)
Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra (guest principal/substitute)
Tokyo Symphony Orchestra (Tokyo, Japan, substitute)
Charlotte Symphony Orchestra (substitute)
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra (substitute)
Orchestra Sinfonica de Guanajuato (Guanajuato, Mexico, substitute)
Hilton Head Symphony Orchestra (member)

Adjunct Trumpet Faculty, College of Charleston
Trumpet Faculty, Manhattan School of Music Pre-College Division
•

2010 – present
2000 - 2006

Students selected to finest music conservatories in the country

Room Scheduling Manager, Mannes College of Music

2004 – 2006

*Promoted three times in title and salary in two years
• Year round development of course schedule and classroom assignments for all Mannes divisions
• Management of administrative procedures involved in the day-to-day operation of room scheduling
and assignments for students and faculty

•

Delegation and management of work flow to Senior Office Assistant

Education
Bachelor of Music, Trumpet Performance
1996 – 2000
• Merit based scholarship recipient
• Received award for Excellence in Brass Performance upon graduation
Master of Music, Trumpet Performance (degree pending)
2000 - 2001
• Merit based scholarship recipient
Additional Studies
East-West International Music Academy, Altenburg Germany
Summers 1996-2000
Pacific Music Festival, Sapporo, Japan
Summer 2001
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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HEATHER R. BEEM
95 Gordon Street
Charleston, South Carolina 29403
HeatherBeem17@gmail.com
Phone: (864)293-6883

Former collegiate and professional athlete with a diverse background in sales, brand development, and people
management. Awarded sales representative and district manager whose career in the Pharmaceutical and
Wine industries have been distinguished by exemplary performance and numerous honors. Devoted to overall
company growth and commitment to aid in the success of “the team” as a whole. Excellent communicator and
negotiator with the ability to strategize and facilitate ideas with a long-term vision in mind.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Heritage Pharmaceutical Inc.
National Accounts Manager, February 2014 –Present
Eatontown, NJ
 Responsible for all business conducted with “Tier 2” GPOs, maintaining current contracts while further
developing customer relationships to significantly grow business.
 Devise company strategy and implement plan to acquire new business at secondary distributors and
integrated health systems where no previous business relationship has been established.

Provide competitive intelligence to help marketing formulate strategies that include pricing, packaging and
new product ideas. Collaborate with management and marketing team on product launches and plan of
execution.
 Conduct customer reviews and create programs to drive compliance.
 Represent the company at national Pharmaceutical conferences, educating attendees about our background,
product line and expected expansion.
West-Ward Pharmaceutical Corporation
Territory Sales Representative, June 2011-February 2014
Eatontown, NJ
 Responsible for SC, NC, VA and WV territory, marketing and selling Generic Injectable portfolio to
hospital pharmacy buyers, contract managers and secondary distributors.
 Provided insight to the company on current market conditions and gathered competitive intelligence to be
used for strategic planning purposes.
 Drove GPO compliance and met with customers to ensure correct pricing and wholesaler stocking to
increase product pull-through.

Negotiated, maintained and monitored direct contracts with Integrated Health Networks and secondary
distributors within assigned territory.
 Collaborated with management to help facilitate new and/or changing policies to ensure concise
communication to both our customers and members of the sales team.
Highlights:
 West-Ward 2013 Salesperson of the year.
 Achieved a 143% median YTD sales growth on Institutional account sales over the previous
year (November 2012 vs November 2013).
 Consistent sales leader in product specific sales competitions.
 Repeatedly requested by sales management to serve as a trainer and mentor to new reps.
Shares best practices and inspires co-workers to deliver outstanding levels of service and
quality.
 Key contributor and member of internal team in resolving company issue on Medicare and
Medicaid billing with the CMS Data Compendium.
Republic National Distributing Company, part of E&J Gallo Management Training Program
District Sales Manager, October 2010- June 2011
Greenville, SC
 Conducted Business analysis, planning, and tracking of sales performance for the “Upstate” On-Premise
wine division and 6 direct sales reports.
 Structured the sales territories, staffed positions, developed and implemented sales training, continuing
education and overall personnel development programs unique to each sales rep.
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Conducted weekly team meetings for the purpose of disseminating supplier information, conducting
product and sales training, and obtaining feedback on the effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the
sales and promotional activities.
Evaluated and corrected performance and administered policies and procedures.
Highlights:
 Excelled in personnel and brand development. Started the position with an
underperforming territory and closed tenure with #1 performing sales district in the state.
 Recipient of several performance based travel rewards for outperforming my counterparts on
sales goals. Only district manager to win all 3 travel incentives.
 Successfully organized, delegated and tracked sales programs on several supplier-driven
sales competitions, leading my team to several 1st place finishes.

E&J Gallo Winery, Management Training Program
Market Specialist, October 2009-October 2010
Charleston, SC
 Assisted distributor personnel in achieving Winery objectives in sales and brand distribution through
distributor personnel work withs, sales calls, brand tastings and wine dinners.
 Developed programs and incentives for local restaurants that were consistent with monthly Winery
objectives to assist distributor in achieving sales goals.
 Maintained an in-depth understanding of the SC sales market to provide corporate with competitive intel
regarding the local state of the industry.
Highlights:
 Constructed and implemented a wine sales program with a local restaurant that quickly
resulted in exceeding the specific yearly brand performance goal by 400% for 2010.
 Collaborated with distributor personnel to strategically plan and implement programs to hit
monthly sales targets which led to distributor finishing #1 in the state for 2010.
 Obtained certification for the Dale Carnegie Leadership Advantage Training Program, E&J
Gallo Management Development Program, and the Certified Specialist of Wine.
Charmer-Sunbelt Group, Ben Arnold Beverage Company
Off-Premise Wine Sales, September 2005- June 2006
Charleston, SC
Charleston, SC
On-Premise Wine Sales, June 2006- October 2009
 Provided sales, service, and support for more than 15,000 different wine sku's from all regions of the
world to an on and off-premise account base of ~100 accounts.
 Generated an average of $120,000 in sales each month.
 Designed and implemented short and long term programs to meet customer needs and achieve
distributor goals and quotas.
 Conducted weekly trainings, presentations, tastings and dinners on company brands with buyers,
staff and the consumer to increase overall knowledge and sales of Ben Arnold products.
 Acted as a brand ambassador for Ben Arnold products at local and charity events.

Participated in new hire training.
Swedish Women’s Soccer Premier Division, Stattena Idrottens Futbol Club
Professional Athlete, August 2004-December 2004
First Aid Exchange
Sales, Marketing and Business Development, December 2003- August 2004
Women’s United Soccer Association, New York Power
Professional Athlete, May 2003-November 2003

Helsingborg, Sweden
Vancouver, WA
Uniondale, NY

EDUCATION
Clemson University
B.S., Food Science and Technology with an Emphasis in Business, August 1999-May 2003
Clemson, SC
 Dean’s List, Honor Roll and NCAA Student-Athlete Academic All-American
 Four-year full-athletic scholarship, 2-year Women’s Soccer team captain, Athletic Department Board
Representative
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ANDY LYONS
20 Murray Hill Drive, Charleston, SC
Work: 843-958-1272
Cell: 843-513-3791
andy.lyons@rsfh.com
andylyons4@gmail.com
@AndyLyonsCHS on Twitter
Profile

Director of Corporate Communications at Roper St. Francis, the Lowcountry’s
largest health system with more than 90 facilities and doctors offices. Currently
serves as spokesperson and directs the overall messaging while protecting and
enhancing the organization’s reputation to the media and residents of the seven
counties it services. Former journalist and leader who helped run a newsroom.
Assigned, planned and executed stories for the front page and Local section of The
Post and Courier, the largest and most decorated daily newspaper in South
Carolina. Trained in feeding stories and photos to a web site, and producing an
award-winning publication seven days a week. Former editor of an annual
magazine that garnered two first place awards from the South Carolina’s Press
Association. Experienced as a reporter who has covered a wide variety of nationally
significant stories in a variety of fields including crime, courts, education and
municipal government. Skilled in using social networking as an advantage at the
workplace. Special interests include photojournalism and video production.

Experience
August 2013current

Director of Corporate Communications, Roper St. Francis
Responsible for writing speeches for CEO David Dunlap and assisting and advising
him on high-profile matters where the healthcare system is in the public’s eye.
Tasked with staying in close touch with doctors and leadership in order to show the
public how Roper St. Francis fulfills its mission of “healing all people with
compassion, faith and excellence.” Responsible for leading the Corporate
Communications team in how to position doctors and employees as experts in
various issues and breaking news stories. Committed to keeping the organization’s
5,500 employees apprised of internal news and important training and education
announcements. Consistently feeds the system’s web site and health blog with
fresh content concerning extraordinary treatment offered to patients.

April 2008-August Metro Editor, The Post and Courier, Charleston, SC
2013
Responsible for planning news coverage of the Charleston metropolitan area. Kept
in close contact with all newsroom reporters, ensuring every angle of a story was
covered and that all newsworthy stories were reported.
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Pitchman during daily editorial meetings, fighting to ensure the best stories and
photographs appeared on the front page and Local section.
Duties included overseeing newsroom editors, assigning stories, ensuring that local
government, education and crime were covered, coaching reporters on how to
write stronger stories. Other tasks involved developing section-front centerpieces
with the Photo Editor so the Post and Courier presented as much local news as
possible.
Editor of the Sunday edition, the largest and most-read paper of the week.
Responsible for brainstorming and helping execute hard-hitting enterprise and
investigative stories.
Editor of My Charleston, a 100,000 circulation magazine, published each year since
2009. My Charleston is the quintessential guide to Life in the Lowcountry.

August 2006 - April Assistant City Editor, The Post and Courier,
2008
Supervised eight-member team of justice reporters who covered crime and court
cases.
Led 16 reporters going in 16 different directions after a furniture store fire took the
lives of nine Charleston, SC firefighters. Directed coverage of the fire and helped
produce stories that would later win several of the nation's highest honors for
journalism, including the First Place ASNE Award for Breaking News.
Led a project that profiled Lowcountry victims and survivors of violent crimes and
examined long-range implications for the community.
2004-2006

Bureau Chief, The Daytona Beach News-Journal, Daytona Beach, FL
Ran three satellite offices for the newspaper outside of the main newsroom,
coaching reporters and photographers, rewriting stories and motivating writers to
improve. Helped plan daily and weekend coverage of the newspaper. Wrote a
major four-part series about six young people killed inside their home in Deltona,
FL over the theft of a video game system.

1998 - 2004

Reporter, The Daytona Beach News-Journal, Daytona Beach, FL
Covered hurricanes, tornadoes, the Florida Election Recount, served as the
Associated Press "pool" reporter when President George W. Bush visited. Story
assignments included taking flying lessons, attending hostage negotiation training,
participating in high-speed chase training, motoring in a small boat down the
Amazon River with a missionary who provided dental care to remote Peruvian
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villages -- all for the sake of "the story."
Earned numerous writing awards, including a first-place Florida Society of
Newspaper Editors Award for feature writing.
Held monthly brownbag seminars and coached fellow reporters in the art of
feature and deadline news writing.
1996 to 1998

Reporter, The News-Herald, Willoughby, OH
Covered eight municipalities and two school districts.

Education

BA, Communications/Specialization in Journalism, 1996; Liberty University.

Personal life

Married for 17 years to Renee Lyons, a freelance photojournalist. We have three
children who are specializing in the arts in the Charleston County School District.
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Michael Elliott has been involved in the built environment industry since 1982.
During the outset of his professional career, Elliott severed as an assistant project manager for
Heery International for large commercial complex projects in the Mid Atlantic.
In 1986 he joined the Market Center Development Corporation of Baltimore, a quasi-public agency
tasked with the re development of downtown Baltimore. Elliott was involved With urban complexes
such as the University of Maryland medical system, both the Ravens and Orioles stadiums, funding and
planning of the Maryland light rail line and the creation of Performing Arts District. While at this
position Elliott won a First Place award for the design of the Maryland Vietnam
Veterans Memorial which was to be built on Federal Hill overlooking the Baltimore Inner Harbor.
Since 1990 Elliott has been involved in the planning, development and building of residential
communities in Baltimore Maryland, Leesburg Virginia, and Charleston South Carolina.
He has won awards for his custom home designs from the Maryland Home Builders Association.
In 2005 Elliott moved to Charleston South Carolina to focus his efforts in the growth market of the
Coastal Carolinas. To capitalize on this market, he founded and established Elliott Nash LLC,
A land development firm focused in South Carolina.
Successful projects include;
Southport by the Sea Condominiums and Marina, Southport NC
Wentworth Hall, 200 units built out by Lennar…Summerville SC
Old Orangeburg Center, 20 acre shopping center/multi family site, Summerville Sc
Swygerts Landing. A 200 lot subdivision,. Sold to Investors who are presently developing the site.
The sale of a 165 lot townhouse community known a Marshview , West Ashley SC
In 2011 Elliott formed a JV relationship with Charleston based Steve Hill Builders, and together they are
presently building and selling new homes in Charleston.
Education
University of Maryland, School of Architecture 1982
Certificate of Real Estate Development, Johns Hopkins Berman School of Real Estate 1985
Licensed Real Estate Agent in South Carolina since3 2010
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TARA ENRIQUEZ
92 Alberta Ave, Charleston, SC 29403 | | C: (843) 367-7345 tea312nyc@gmail.com

Summary
Interior Designer with exceptional design instinct. Attuned to the importance of materiality,
spatial environment, lighting and overall design composition. Strong background in Music
performance.

Highlights
Concept development
Drafting
Space planning
Interior architectural detailing

Rendering proficiency
Photography
Color and material application
Choral Group and Solo Performances

Experience
Freelance Interior Designer
Matthew Shank Design - New York City, NY
Designed floor plans, elevations, and 3D perspective views and material boards for both inhouse review and presentation to the client. Visited home sites when necessary to assess and
fulfill customer needs.
Interior Designer
Liberty Healthcare - New York City, NY
Participated in furniture selection, documentation and follow up of the specifications and
materials. Sourced warehouses in each state to store furniture and materials for facilities.
Reviewed project costs, budgets and adherence to schedules. Supervised and coordinated
installation of all interior contractors and deliveries for each facility. Worked with Architects,
Contractors, and Vendors to Complete facility on schedule.
Sales associate
Country Swedish, Waldner's Business Environments, Hinson & Associates, and Corraggio
Textiles - New York City, NY
Organized showroom and sample library. Promote product lines to Designer's and Architects.
Assisted clients to ensure that the project vision and design intent were reflected. Placed and
tracked orders.

Education
Bachelor's of Fine Arts w/ Magna Cum Laude Honors, Interior Design
1997
Fashion Institute of Technology - New York City, NY
Appendix A-10
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Ollis Jones
7720 Fayetteville Road
N. Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 843-480-8321
ojones33@gmail.com

Summary
Dynamic Business Development Professional with demonstrated ability to lead and motivate diverse teams to achieve
company and personal goals and initiatives. Strong management and business qualifications with an impressive track
record of more than 12 years of experience in business development, account management, departmental development,
project management, and revenue growth strategies. Successful analytical skills, identifying potential opportunities,
and developing innovative and cost-effective solutions for enhancing competitiveness while increasing revenues,
exceeding customer service expectations, and client retention. Excellent judgment, organized and very detail oriented.

QUALIFICATIONS
Over 12 years of experience in all aspects of Mid to High Level Audio Visual Account Management and Development
coupled with proven abilities in:
Business Development
Technical Support
Customer Service
Accounting
Communications
Sales Training

Employee Reviews
Inventory Management & Control
Commitment
Product Knowledge
Accountability
Annual Budgets

Scheduling
Contract Negotiation
Quality Control
Team / Staff Development
Leadership
Regional Planning

EXPERIENCE
Director of Business Development & Hotel Operations
Production Design Associates – Charleston, SC















Feb 12 – Present

Contribute to the development and refinement of Company’s vision and strategy
Assist and support the overall process of Executive management decision-making to ensure the organization
maximizes its short, medium, and long-term profitability return goals
Strategizes with other department heads on the implementation of the company’s strategic and operational
plans
Develop, review, and report on the business development strategy, ensuring the strategic objectives are well
understood and executed
Impact the profitability of the company through ensuring strategic and tactical management decisions and
new business development results
Assist with developing and implementing marketing plans designed to maintain and increase existing
business and capture new opportunities
Ongoing competitor and market analysis
Maintain and develop organizational culture, values and reputation in its markets and with all staff,
customers, suppliers, and partners
Ensures organization remains competitive and grow according to business plan by identifying, assessing and
developing new business opportunities
Develop proposals in response to requests for proposals (RFPs)
Once new business has been won, responsible for working with other department heads and staff to
coordinate account startup and service delivery
Conduct sales presentations and lead meetings with clients and external vendors
Aggressively seek opportunities to establish new markets and new relationships with key decision makers
Build and lead an effective and cohesive Hotel Audio Visual Teams
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Revenue generation and strategic partnerships development and management.
Establish and maintains sales database entries and Business Development reports
Follow up on sales leads and make cold calls to potential clients. Maintain a working knowledge of products
and services and an up-to-date understanding of industry trends and technical developments that affect the
hospitality audio visual and event production’s market
Produce and present monthly sales reports to the President and Vice President
Develop good working relationships with new and existing hotel management clients
Interface with existing hotel audio visual management team when questions arise or to assist with resolving
in-house challenges

Area Director of Audio Visual Services
Production Design Associates – Charleston, SC


Nov 09 – Feb 12



From a production sales and operations capacity, worked extensively creating corporate image, marketing,
training and promotional projects as well as informational and educational campaigns to increase revenues.
Accountabilities include delegating and overseeing the production staff, enhancing relations with hotel &
convention center staff, securing and approving contracts with clients, scheduling, inventory control and
departmental training and development.
Maintain and cultivate strong mid to high-level client relationships by understanding their key event
objectives.
Maintain day-to-day communication with clients and internal creative, production, measurement & analytics,
and project management teams.
Active in the development and presentation of client deliverables.
Develop, write, and execute effective events/convention proposals.
Accountable for customer satisfaction and providing high quality service.
Effectively manage staff by providing regular feedback, establishing goals and developmental plans.
Initiate sales process thru prospecting, scheduling appointments, making initial presentation, understanding
business needs, developing proposals, closing sales.
Expands sales in existing accounts by introducing additional production solutions and services; developing
new applications.
Recommend new solutions and services by evaluating current solutions, identifying needs.



Maintain and grow strong mid to high-level client relationships by understanding their key event objectives.



Day-to-day communication with clients, internal creative, production, measurement & analytics, and project
management teams. Develop, write, and execute effective events/convention proposals.





Accountable for customer satisfaction and providing high quality service.
Excellent organizational skills and the ability to manage multiple tasks in a high volume environment.
Manage Associate Account Executives by providing regular feedback and establishing goals and
development plan.
Initiate event process by prospecting, scheduling appointments, making initial presentation, understanding
event needs, developing proposals, closing sales.
Expands production sales in existing accounts by introducing additional solutions and services; developing
new applications.
Recommended new solutions and services by evaluating current solutions and identifying opportunities.
Duties & Responsibilities include account management for tradeshow & special event clients.
Exhibiting at tradeshows, attending monthly networking functions.
Develop and manage relationships with event coordinators, producers, hotels, conventions centers, and
vendors for events, tradeshows, and company meetings.
Create, develop, and present proposals for presentations to industry decision makers.



















Director of Audio Visual Services

Mar 04 – Oct 09
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Swank Audio Visuals – Atlanta, GA















Managed the overall growth of in-house Production/ Audio Visual Department with in a major hotel chain.
Revenue Growth exceeded Million within two years under my leadership.
Responsibilities included delegating and supervising the entire production staff, enhancing relations with
facility staff, securing contracts with clients, customer service, scheduling, inventory control and training.
Demonstrated success in audiovisual equipment sales and impeccable customer service.
Strong operational background resulted in a higher volume of large events.
Successful experience in developing positive customer relationships and seeking ways to increase customer
satisfaction and loyalty.
Excellent leadership, organizational skills and the ability to manage multiple tasks in a high volume
environment.
Exhibited well developed communication skills; clear, concise, motivating, and persuasive.
Ability to create the environment to produce positive motivation and accountability by articulating and
arousing enthusiasm for a shared vision and mission.
Duties & Responsibilities included account development with corporate clients.
Weekly/Monthly reports to superior and corporate office.
Worked with planners and producers for special events, tradeshows, and company meetings.
Created & developed proposals for meeting planners on local and national events.
Provided a high level of service & support for tradeshows and conventions.

Director of Events
Pitney Bowes Management Services/HP- Atlanta, GA

















Responsible and accountable for all phases of Hewlett Packard event operations, clients services and
achievement of Hewlett Packard objectives.
Maintained a high level of client contact, with focus at the executive level, to ensure client satisfaction.
Managed and developed site personnel.
Ensured efficient, effective, profitable (P&L) operation of the assigned site.
Primary responsibilities also included acting on the client’s behalf while interfacing with outside vendors on
all Event Management projects.
Responsible for overall management of Production/Audiovisual and Reprographics department for Hewlett
Packard.
Met consistently the contractual agreements and scopes of services were fulfilled.
Interfaced with customer and clients diplomatically.
Developed and communicate expected standards of performance for all employees.
Oversee training and development of all site employees.
Managed special event coordination on a large scale for Hewlett Packard.
Provided event support for other Hewlett Packard sites within the state.
Responsible for Event Management of specific projects within Hewlett Packard.
Superior Service Level in satisfying customer and client request.
Maintained all logs, inventory, and reporting documentation as required.
Responsible for acquiring bids from potential vendors and consulting with Hewlett Packard management.

Director of Audio Visual Services
Presentation Audio Visual Services (PSAV) – Atlanta, GA









Jan 01 – Feb 04

Jul 98 – Jan 01

Responsible for overall management and profitability of the local office in accordance with all Hospitality
Resources Incorporated guidelines and standard operating procedures.
Ensure the utmost in client satisfaction by providing an atmosphere of learning and development for
employees.
Comply with all Executive Office request.
Ensure team members know their job and take responsibility for their actions.
Submit accurate quarterly inventory reports.
See that each Team Member delivers the utmost in client satisfaction.
Handle all customer concerns diplomatically.
Stress a sense of urgency in handling client needs.
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Work seamlessly with hotel to provide ultimate customer satisfaction.
Apply sales principles as outlined in HRI training manuals.
Ensure that all quotes are professional in appearance and content and are delivered in a timely fashion.
Capitalize on revenue unique to the market place.
Review business levels to determine staffing needs.
Responsible for: Billing Snapshots, Order Forecast, Capture Ratio Reports, Daily Cover Sheets, Daily
Summary Reports, Quotation Reports-Detailed, Quotation Reports-Summary, Rental Order Reports-Daily,
Credit Memos, and Sub-Rental Reports.
Employee Payroll
Weekly Forecast and Actual.

Assistant Director of Audio Visual Services
Total Audio Visual Services – Atlanta, GA















Jun 96 – Jul 98

Responsible for key floor management on a daily basis and in all show set-up situations.
Establish effective working relationships with all vendors.
Maintain an accurate consumable sign out system.
Communicate effectively with related parties regarding shipping, receiving, transferring and packaging
equipment.
Provide appropriate maintenance and repair as dictated by published procedures and the Director.
Assist Director in Monthly and quarterly inventory, security with shows, office, storage areas, etc.
Practice revenue maximization techniques.
Assist Director in achieving and maintaining budgeted goals.
Gain an effective operating knowledge of all industry tools and innovations.
Accurately relay employee request or challenges to the Director.
Train, develop all personnel and devise team-building activities with Director’s assistance.
Develop effective verbal and written communication skills in order to successfully interact with clients,
fellow Team Members, Hotel Staff, and Executive Office.
Input, prepare, download, and submit billing.
Approve time sheets, submit and upload payroll to corporate.

EDUCATION
United States Army
Communications Specialist
Persian Gulf War Veteran

1989-1992

Morehouse College
Elementary Education

1992-1995

Charleston Southern University
Organizational Structure and Management

2013-Present

Sales Training & Seminars:
Sandler’s President’s Club Professional Development Program
Skill Path:
Selling Techniques
Successful Project Management Skills
Credibility
Composure and Confidence
Excellent Customer Service and Team Building
How to Become a Better Communicator
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ACTIVITIES / MEMBERSHIPS
Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce Chairman’s Partnership Council – Co-Chair
SC PTA State Diversity Chair
South Carolina Economic Development Association (SCEDA)
South Carolina Society of Association Executives (SCSAE)
Local Unit PTA President - Past
Pack 707 Cub Scout Den Leader
Lowcountry Foodbank Planning Committee
Charleston Black Expo Board
National Sales Network (Atlanta Chapter)
International Special Events Society (ISES)
Society of Government Meeting Professionals (SGMP)
Atlanta Convention & Visitors Bureau
Georgia Association of Meeting Professionals International (GAMPI)
Georgia Association of Sales Executives (GASE)

References
Available upon request
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Ellen Dressler Moryl
EllenMoryl@gmail.com

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

(843) 509-2766

City of Charleston, Charleston, SC
1993 – August 2013
Director, Office of Cultural Affairs
Served as Director of the Office of Cultural Affairs, developing and implementing City Arts
Policy for Mayor Joseph P. Riley, Jr. and City Council; acting as liaison for area arts and
cultural groups; directing ongoing City projects such as the Piccolo Spoleto Festival, MOJA
Arts Festival, Charleston Farmers Market, Holiday Magic in Historic Charleston, Parade of
Boats, Happy New Year Charleston; managing the City Gallery at Waterfront Park, Arts in
Charleston Calendar, and the Lowcountry Quarterly Arts Grants Program; overseeing
production of special events such as programs involving the Lowcountry Observance of the
Civil War Sesquicentennial and visits by foreign and domestic dignitaries; and managing
annual budgets of up to $2.5 million.

Director of Development for the Arts
1992 – 1993
Provided fundraising support and technical assistance to the Charleston Symphony
Orchestra and Charleston Ballet Theatre
Director
1978 – 1983
Duties included acting as liaison for about 50 cultural groups in Charleston; directing
ongoing annual projects such as Piccolo Spoleto, the Charleston Black Arts Festival, and the
summer Arts Alive program; serving as Administrative Advisor to the Charleston Area Arts
Council; preparing the budget ($600,000) and raising funds for the City's cultural activities
and programs.
Oregon Public Broadcasting, Portland, OR
1987 – 1992
Director of Communications
Responsible for Advertising, Promotion, Public Relations, Special Events, Publications,
Outreach Function and $1 million Budget.
Artquake, Portland, OR
Executive Director, Communications, and Public Affairs
Portland's annual arts festival

1984 – 1986

PUBLICATIONS

Piccolo Spoleto Festival
1995 The Unanswered Question, Where is Our American Music
1983 Where is Our American Music: A Symposium
1981 Jewish Art and Culture in Early America
1980 The Spiritual and Artistic Odyssey of Ernest Bloch: A Centenary Retrospective
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Oregon Public Broadcasting
1990 It's Where You Belong
1988 On the Importance of Being Earnest
Artquake
1984-1986 Artquake Festival Guide

Ernest Bloch Society
1990-1992 Ernest Bloch Society Bulletin
Oregon Focus Magazine
1987-1991 Oregon Focus Magazine

PROJECTS

PSA: "Bear Bryant and the Arts"
1977
Producer of "Bear Bryant and the Arts," a 30-second public service announcement for the
Montgomery Parks and Recreation Department, distributed to 64 community arts councils
in Alabama

PSA: "Teamwork and the Arts - University of Alabama Coach Bryant"
1982
Producer of four 30-second videotaped public service announcements for the National
Assembly of Community Arts Agencies released January 28, 1982 at the U.S. Conference of
Mayors convention and distributed nationally by NALAA and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

PSA: "The Arts Reaching Out to People - Jazz Artist Ramsey Lewis"
1982
Producer of four 30-second videotaped public service announcements for the National
Assembly of Community Arts Agencies released January 28, 1982 at the U.S. Conference of
Mayors convention and distributed nationally by NALAA and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

PSA: "Business Support for the Arts - Portland Businessman Mon Orloff"
1982
Producer of four 30-second videotaped public service announcements for the National
Assembly of Community Arts Agencies released January 28, 1982 at the U.S. Conference of
Mayors convention and distributed nationally by NALAA and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

PSA: "Arts and the Cities - Charleston, SC, Mayor Joseph P. Riley, Jr."
1982
Producer of four 30-second videotaped public service announcements for the National
Assembly of Community Arts Agencies released January 28, 1982 at the U.S. Conference of
Mayors convention and distributed nationally by NALAA and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

ORGANIZATIONS

Charleston Consortium on Higher Education
Planning Committee
Charleston United Way Planning Board
Board of Directors

1978 – 1983
1978 – 1983
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South Carolina Assembly of Community Arts Agencies (now SC Arts Alliance) 1979 – 1982
Board of Directors and Founding President
Governor's Arts Task Force of South Carolina
Member

1979 – 1983

National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies (NALAA)
Chair, Advocacy Committee

1981 – 1983

Portland Baroque Orchestra
Board of Directors

1984 – 1985

Ballet Oregon
Board of Directors

1985 – 1986

Warner Pacific College
Community Advisory Board

1987 – 1988

World Affairs Council of Oregon
Board of Trustees

1992 – 1992

U.S. Conference of Mayors
Chairman, Working Subcommittee for the Arts

1980 – 1983

Chamber Music Northwest
Board of Directors

1983 – 1984

Portland Youth Philharmonic
Board of Directors

1984 – 1990

Delauney Mental Health Center
Board of Directors, Vice President

1986 – 1987

Children's Television Workshop (aka Sesame Street, etc.)
National Advisory Board

1991 – 1992

South Carolina Arts Commission
Inner City Steering Committee
Artquake (Portland, OR)
Consultant

1994 – 1994

Alabama Council for the Arts and Humanities
Grants Advisory Panel Member

1994 – 1994
1977 – 1977
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South Carolina Arts Commission
Grants Advisory Panel Member

1978 – 1983

City Club of Portland (OR)
Standing Committee for Arts and Culture, Member

1984 – 1987

The Community Foundation (now Coastal Community Foundation of SC)
Expansion Arts Grants Panel Member

1993, 1995

Oregon Arts Commission
Grants Advisory Panel Member

1983 – 1986

Metropolitan Arts Commission (Portland, OR)
Grants Advisory Panel Member

1992 – 1992

Lowcountry Quarterly Arts Grants Program
Grants Panel Member

2013 – Present

HONORS & AWARDS

S.C. Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism
State Recreation Award
Given for Piccolo Spoleto Festival

1980, 1981

PBS
Advertising and Promotion Award

1988-1992

MOJA Arts Festival Planning Committee
Distinguished Service Award

1997

YWCA of Greater Charleston
TWIN Outstanding Women Award

1981

Institute for Science, Engineering and Public Policy
1992
Science and Technology Award
For distinguished service in promoting a better understanding of Science and Technology
and in society

Charleston Stage Company
Founder's Award

1997

South Carolina Arts Commission
2003
Elizabeth O'Neill Verner Governor's Awards for the Arts
Received in the category "Government" by the City of Charleston Office of Cultural Affairs
with special recognition to its Director, Ellen Dressler Moryl
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Girl Scouts of America - Southeastern SC Division
Woman of Distinction Award
For the "Arts" Category

2009

Charleston Magazine
2010
Named one of the 35 visionaries in the 35th Anniversary issue of Charleston Magazine (SC)

EDUCATION

City Club Leadership Seminar (Portland, OR)
1990 – 1990

CPB Executive Management Institute, University of Wisconsin
1988 – 1988

Arts Administration Institute, University of California (Santa Barbara, CA)
1977 – 1977

North Carolina State University School of Arts Management (Oglebay Park, WV)
1977 – 1977
Performing Arts Management Institute (New York, NY)
1976 – 1976
Westminster Choir College
Early Music
1974 – 1974
Portland State University
Music
1961 – 1964
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Jocelyn Maner Steele
4937 Lake Palmetto Lane
North Charleston, SC 29418
706-627-4073
jnmaner@gmail.com
EDUCATION
University of Georgia School of Law, Athens, Georgia
Juris Doctor, May 2013
 Winner and Best Oralist Award, 2011 Richard B. Russell Moot Court Competition
 Finalist, 2012 Talmadge Moot Court Competition
 UGA Moot Court Member
 Barbri Student Representative
 Black Law Students Association
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, May 2002
 Concentration in Broadcast News
 Graduated magna cum laude with Honors
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Weekend Morning Anchor
WCSC-TV
 Anchors weekend morning newscasts.
 Writes news stories for television presentations.
 Generates segment ideas and community contacts.

February 2014-Present
Charleston, South Carolina

Associate Attorney
Young Clement Rivers LLP
 Drafted memoranda of law.
 Communicated with insurance adjusters.
 Conducted legal research.
 Attended depositions and mediations.

Sept. 2013-February 2014
Charleston, South Carolina

Law Clerk
May 2012-August 2012
Young Clement Rivers LLP
Charleston, South Carolina
 Drafted memoranda of law.
 Drafted motions for summary judgment and motions to strike experts.
 Conducted research.
 Attended depositions and mediations.
Student Intern
UGA School of Law Special Education Practicum
 Conducted client interviews.
 Attended individualized education plan meetings for students.
 Drafted memoranda of law.
 Researched case law pertaining to the IDEA.

January 2012-May 2012
Athens, Georgia
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Jocelyn Maner Steele
4937 Lake Palmetto Lane
North Charleston, South Carolina 29418
(706) 627-4073
jnmaner@gmail.com

Legal Intern
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
 Researched case law for pending EEOC complaints.
 Drafted memoranda of law.

July 2011-August 2011
Atlanta, Georgia

Legal Intern
May 2011-July 2011
The Coca-Cola Company
Atlanta, Georgia
 Drafted on-premise and vending contracts for schools and universities.
 Conducted legal research and drafted memoranda of law.
 Ensured company employee policies did not violate new state legislation.
 Researched foreign corporation qualifications for Mergers and Acquisitions.
 Developed talking points and fact sheets for human resources managers and company employees
based on new state legislation.
 Collaborated with other interns to develop a final presentation concerning the acquisition of a
company.
Career Services Associate
July 2009-July 2010
Augusta, Georgia
Virginia College
 Conducted research pertaining to job availability and hiring needs.
 Generated job leads for students with area employers.
 Provided students with career counseling and guidance concerning long-term goals.
 Assisted students with resume and cover letter preparation.
 Conducted life skills and job readiness workshops.
Contributing Editor
Jan. 2008-Aug. 2010
IMARA Woman Magazine
Columbia, South Carolina
 Researched and developed magazine article ideas that addressed interests and needs of
magazine’s demographic.
 Conducted interviews and wrote articles on topics including politics, health, education and
economics.
Television News Reporter
May 2004-Nov. 2008
WLTX-TV
Columbia, South Carolina
 Generated daily story ideas and contacts.
 Conducted interviews with government, political and city leaders as the City Government
Reporter.
 Wrote stories and performed breaking news live shots on newscasts.
 Served as host of the “Restaurant Report Card” series that featured new restaurants and reported
inspection grades from state official
AWARDS AND HONORS
2006 University of South Carolina Kappa Alpha Psi Media and Community Service Award
2006 South Carolina Associated Press Education Reporting Award, Second Place
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JUNIUS PAUL WRIGHT III

References

Academic Magnet High School

Mark Sloan

1577 Oak Island Drive
Charleston, SC 29412
United States

Director
The Halsey Institute of
Contemporary Art
843.953.4422
sloanm@cofc.edu

LANGUAGE ARTS TEACHER

juniuswright@gmail.com
My Website:

www.readingart.net

SUMMARY
Junius Wright is a Language Arts teacher at the Academic Magnet High School known for his
innovative lessons and integration of art into the traditional classroom curriculum. His unique lessons
spark student curiosity, nurture discovery, and help students recognize the value of playing with what
they learn. Junius passionately believes in the power of art as a teaching tool. His passion has
convinced many local artists to install original works in his classroom, an arts-rich environment where
ideas flourish, attitudes are challenged, and students leave changed by their exposure to art. When
Junius is not teaching, he enjoys kayaking and juggling (yes, he can juggle fire). He lives on Oak
Island in Charleston, South Carolina with his wife, Tracy, and their three children Zoe, Sadie, and
Sage.

(Professional)

Judith Peterson

(Superior)

Principal
Academic Magnet High School
843.746.1300
judith_peterson@charleston.k12.sc.us

FEATURED
PROJECTS
The Conjure Woman
Project

SELECTED LESSONS
AN EXPLICATION OF ROMANTICISM THROUGH ART AND POETRY
In this lesson, students use art and poetry to explore and understand major characteristics of the
Romantic period. First, students are introduced to the historical, societal, and literary characteristics of
the Romantic period. Next, students deepen their understanding of Romanticism through an evaluation
of William Wordsworth's definition of poetry. Students then complete an explication of a painting from
the Romantic period, noting its defining characteristics.
http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/explorationromanticism-through-poetry-1142.html
ANALYZING SYMBOLISM, PLOT, AND THEME IN DEATH AND THE MISER
Students apply the analytical skills that they use when reading literature to an exploration of the
underlying meaning and symbolism in Hieronymous Bosch’s early Renaissance painting Death and the
Miser.
http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/analyzing-sy
mbolism-plot-theme-833.html
RENAISSANCE HUMANISM IN HAMLET AND THE BIRTH OF VENUS
After reading Shakespeare’s Hamlet, students identify, analyze, and explain how elements in
Botticelli’s painting Birth of Venus and examples from the play illustrate the philosophy of Renaissance
Humanism.
http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/renaissancehumanism-hamlet-birth-297.html
EXPLICATING THE PERSISTENCE OF MEMORY BY SALVADOR DALI
Students use questioning, creative writing, and sketching to delve into a deep exploration of Dali's
painting, The Persistence of Memory. The students then use notes from their exploration to discuss
connections between the painting and The Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka.
https://sites.google.com/site/thevisualliteracyproject/LESSONS/explicatingd
ali

Writing students met with the
Washington, D.C. artist, Renee
Stout, and toured an exhibition of
her artwork at the Halsey Institute
of Modern Art in Charleston, SC.
Students used their experience
to create stories and poems
based on Stout's artwork. The
student works are posted on
the Tales of the Conjure
Woman web page
(www.reneestout.wikispaces.com).

THE SHOE BOX
PROJECT

The Shoebox Project challenges
students to create an original
work of art and then complete a
"literary artist's statement" about
the work they created.
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SELECTED PROJECTS
The Three Dimensional Story Project
Inspired by a school visitation by the artist, Eames Demetrios, the Three Dimensional Story Project
(3DSP) is a collection of stories written by Academic Magnet creative writing students. The stories
chronicle fictional events that attempt to explain why the nearby Naval Shipyard was abandoned in the
1990's. The project features metal markers that summarize stories “discovered” by the students at
eight sites on the Naval Shipyard. In addition to the markers, visitors to the sites can use their smart
phones to read QR codes and instantly view an image of a marker, text of a story, or a video clip
posted on the 3DSP project webpage (www.3DSP.wikispaces.com).
The Conjure Woman Project
Writing students met with the Washington, D.C. artist, Renee Stout, and toured an exhibition of her
artwork at the Halsey Institute of Modern Art in Charleston, SC. Students used their experience to
create stories and poems based on Stout's artwork. The student works are posted on the Tales of the
Conjure Woman web page (www.reneestout.wikispaces.com).
The Shoebox Project
The Shoebox Project challenges students to design and produce a piece of assemblage art and write a
literary artist statement that uses literary tools to explain how individual objects in their work
establishes the theme of the work.
The Aldwyth Project
The Aldwyth Project was centered around The Aldwiki, a site featuring student's research,
observations, interpretations, and creations related to works created by the artist, Aldwyth. The
student's explications and ekphrastic poems inspired by Aldwyth's works were posted on the Aldwiki
webpage (www.aldwythexhibition.wikispaces.com/).
The Spoleto Teacher Blog
The goal of the Spoleto Teacher Program was to offer master teachers a unique opportunity to develop
classroom lessons through the comprehensive study, attendance, and interpretation of multiple
performances at the Spoleto festival. An example of the blog maintained during the 2008 Spoleto
Festival can be viewed at the following address: http://spoletoteacher.blogspot.com/2008/06/
conversation-with-hotel-modern.h
tml

AN ARTIST SHARES
HIS ART IN THE
CLASSROOM

Artist-In-Resident Ben Timpson
talks to students about the
classroom installation of his work,
Narcissus. Visit the
Timpsonwiki a website featuring
student's insights and
interpretations of Timpson's art.

STUDENTS CREATE
AND CURATE AN
EXHIBITION

Fletcher Crossman's exhibition,
Great Big Paintings, included
paintings previously installed at
my school. Students also helped
curate the exhibition. View a
video summary of the exhibition
at: http://youtu.be/fntkX51qj1A

ARTIST IN RESIDENT INSTALLATIONS
The Timpson Installation (2010): Classroom Installation
Two works by the Charleston artist, Ben Timpson were exhibited in my classroom and were later
featured in an exhibition of Timpson's works at a local gallery. Students created the Timpsonwiki, an
online website were students posted their interpretations of Timpson's works.
She Shall Be Called Woman (2009): Educational Consultant and Curator
The She Shall Be Called Woman exhibition featured visual works of art created by seven Charleston
artists exploring the female protagonist and the role of woman in faith. Students used works from the
exhibition to explore the role of the female protagonist in literature, visited the exhibition, and then
wrote literary reviews about works in the exhibition. After the exhibition's close three of the works from
the exhibition were installed in Mr. Wright's classroom at the Academic Magnet High School and were
integrated into a unit on Paradise Lost. For more information, visit the She Shall Be Called Woman
exhibition web site and read an article about the exhibition in The Charleston City Paper.
GREAT BIG PAINTINGS (2008): Educational consultant and Curator
Project Fusion focused on the installation of six original works of art created by Charleston artist,
Fletcher Crossman. The works were installed in classrooms and stairwells at the school. During the
five week installation, the works were integrated into the Creative Writing and European Literature
classes through a wide variety of activities and projects. The paintings later joined other works by
Crossman for his exhibition, Great Big Paintings, where words and images created by students were
projected onto Crossman's canvasses transforming them into new , interpretative works of art. The
exhibition was voted by The Charleston City Paper as "Best Art Gallery Show for 2009".
THE CABELL COLLABORATION (2003) Educational consultant and Curator
A collaborative project with the Academic Magnet's 2003 artist in residence, Cabell Heyward. The
project included visits by the artist and a classroom installation of an original work created by Heyward

THE ALDWYTH
PROJECT

A Student reading an ekphrastic
poem inspired by Aldwyth's
assemblage piece, Evolution of a
Species.

ARTWORK AS A
CLASSROOM
RESOURCE

Students working in my
classroom with Fletcher
Crossman's painting, Six Panels.
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which was later featured in an exhibition of Heyward's works. Activities included explications written by
students using their knowledge of literary tools. The project culminated with a field trip to the
exhibition, Peril Dream Promise, which featured 15 of Heyward's assemblage pieces.

The 2012 Six-Word
Memoir Film

SAMPLING OF PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS
Pecha Kucha Presentation
One of six speakers selected by the Charleston Creative Parliament to present at Pecha Kucha 18 on
May 7, 2013.
Writing Without Words, Classroom Creations for the Real World, and Fueling the Fires of
Literacy: Sparking Student Curiosity and Imagination through auditory and visual media.
South Carolina Council of Teachers of English Conference, Kiawah, S.C. 2010, 2011, and 2013.

The 2012 Six-Word Memoir is the
fifth memoir film written and
produced by Junius Wright's
Creative Writing students. It was
awarded "Best Locally Produced
Video of 2013" by the Charleston
City Paper.

Integrating the Arts in the English Classroom
National Council of Teachers of English Annual Convention, New York, NY. 2007.
Visual Literacy Integration Presentation
The South Carolina Alliance for Arts Education Arts Integration Conference, Columbia, SC. 2007.
Differentiated Teaching Through the Integration of Visual Literacy Skills
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development Spring Conference. North Charleston, SC.
2007.
Spoleto Festival USA Teacher's Institute
Panel Member and workshop presenter 2005-2007.

MY PHILOSOPHY
OF TEACHING

A video explaining the genesis of
my teaching philosophy.

The Visual Literacy Project Institute (Project Leader)
Gibbes Museum of Art, Charleston, SC. 2005.
Integrating Visual Literacy into the Traditional Classroom Curriculum
District-wide workshop conducted for Lexington County Art teachers. Columbia, SC 2004.
Using Visual Literacy to Differentiate in the Gifted Classroom
South Carolina Consortium for Gifted Education. 2002 and 2003.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
BEST LOCALLY PRODUCED VIDEO of 2013
Students in my Creative Writing class wrote and produced a film that featured images they created for
their six-word memoirs. Their film was voted as "Best Locally Produced Video of 2013" in the
Charleston City Paper's "Best of Charleston" contest .
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS CREATE A PARALLEL HISTORY IN THE NAVY YARD
The Charleston City Paper has featured two articles about the Three Dimensional Story Project
created by my Creative Writing Students. The first article, "High School Students Create A Parallel
History In the Navy Yard", provides a general overview of the project. The second article, "What if the
Navy Yard was the site of bizarre human testing and a mysterious outbreak?", was included in a
special issue of the City Paper that explored alternative events in Charleston's history.
Smith Magazine's Classroom of the Week, March 2012
A Smith Magazine article featured the activities that I used to help my Creative Writing students write
and produce both their six-word memoirs and their Six-Word Memoir film.
WOMEN IN RELIGION
Post and Courier article about the She Shall Be Called Woman exhibition that I curated for my
student's study of the female protagonist.
Click here to view the full article.
THE GREAT BIG PAINTINGS OF FLETCHER CROSSMAN
Charleston City Paper article about an exhibition featuring works created by our classroom artist in
resident, Fletcher Crossman.
Click here to view the full article.
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WORK HISTORY
Academic Magnet High School
Charleston, SC, United States

Aug 1999 - Present

Language Arts Teacher

Baptist Hill High School
Hollywood, SC

1998 - 1999

Language Arts Teacher

The American School Of Kinshasa
Kinshasa, Zaire

1996 - 1998

Language Arts and Social Studies Teacher

Education
College of Charleston
1987 - 1991

M.A. English

The Citadel
1993 - 1995

Masters of Arts in Teaching, Language Arts

Certifications
NBPTS Certified Teacher, English Language Arts (Adolescence and Young
Adulthood)
(National Board for Professional Teaching Standards)

Gifted and Talented Certification Endorsement

2002

2006

(South Carolina Department of Education)

English Certification

(South Carolina Department of Education)

Social Studies Certification

(South Carolina Department of Education)

1996

2000
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Selected Personal Artwork
Just A Minute
Project

Cash Flow

Explored the meaning of
Assemblage work of art
mundane moments by
exhibited at the 2010
filming a one minute
Kulture Klash in North
scene every day for sixty
Charleston, SC.
days. Visit the project
site at:
http://justaminuteproject.wikispaces.com/

Archetypal Mind
Machine

Assemblage work of art
created for the Shoebox
project.

SELECTED ARTIST INTERVIEWS
Video Interview:
Crossman and
the female
protagonist

Audio Interview:
Nathan Durfee
discusses In
Search For Song

Charleston artist Fletcher
Crossman discusses his
interpretations of the
female protagonist in his
paintings, other artist's
works, and literary
works.

Charleston artist, Nathan
Durfee, discusses his
work In Search For Song
at the 2009 Spring
Kulture Klash in North
Charleston, SC.

Clip from a video
interview with the
performance troupe
Hotel Modern at the
2008 Spoleto Festival.

Video link:
http://youtu.be/WmR8T5v2fMY

Video Link:
http://youtu.be/4RuA0h6CBNg

Video link:
http://youtu.be/LYkLLXH9Ru0

Video Interview:
Hotel Modern
explains the
importance of
imagination

This next-generation resume was created using VisualCV
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YAMAHA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620 - Phone 714.522.9011

June, 26, 2014
Allegro Charter School Planning Committee
756 St. Andrews Boulevard
Charleston, SC 29407

To Whom It May Concern,
Yamaha Corporation of America’s Keyboard Division is pleased to endorse the Allegro
Charter School of Music for their revolutionary educational approach involving music
studies. With the integration into the standard curriculum, Allegro Charter Schools is
poised to be a national and global leader towards a new method that will emphasize
the relevance of music education.
We are are looking forward to future collaborations.

Sincerely,

Jun Fujimoto
Manager, Institutional Solutions Group
Yamaha Corporation of America
jfujimoto@yamaha.com
714-625-1735

June 18, 2014

Charleston County School Board
75 Calhoun Street
Charleston, SC 29401
Dear members of the Charleston County School Board:
I am writing you in support of the Allegro Charter School of Music on behalf of the Colour of Music Festival
(COMF). We are a local non-profit organization that strives to expose new audiences to African American
composers, concertmasters and principal classical musicians in an effort to encourage more diversity in the classical
genre. We believe music is an invaluable tool to empower young people, build confidence, and increase motivation in
their educational endeavors. Music education gives students an opportunity to discover new skills, interests, and an
enthusiasm for the arts.
At COMF, we believe a music-focused school option for families would have a positive impact on our
community and the education of many students. We believe that students in Charleston County should have more
opportunities to attend schools with a focus on music and arts and that music education should be available to all
students who are interested, regardless of financial resources or natural talent.
The Allegro Charter School would make music education more accessible to students who have not
attended an arts-focused elementary school or taken private lessons in music. Having a music-focused school that is
accessible to students in Charleston with diverse backgrounds and needs will contribute to the cultural fiber of the tricounty area.
The benefits of a music and arts focused education have been widely researched and these benefits should
be made available to more students in Charleston County. The Allegro Charter School of Music would provide a
wonderful choice for families.
Sincerely,

Lee Pringle
Founder and General Manager

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Post Office Box 22724
Charleston, South Carolina, 29413-2724
www.colourofmusic.org

June 30, 2014
Charleston County School Board
75 Calhoun Street
Charleston, SC 29401
Dear Board Members:
It is a pleasure to provide my support for Allegro Charter School of Music. I am a co-founder and
principal of the Charleston Jazz Initiative (CJI), a jazz history and research project affiliated with the
College of Charleston’s Arts Management Program (where I also teach and direct the program) and the
Avery Research Center where CJI’s comprehensive jazz collection is archived. CJI documents the rich
but largely unknown history of jazz ensemble musicians who were trained in Charleston and other cities
in our state, and who have made monumental contributions to jazz in America and Europe.
I am also an educator of 35 years who began as a music educator. Although I have spent my most recent
teaching and administrative career in arts management education, my work with CJI keeps me connected
to the importance of music education among our youth. I am also active in arts advocacy in our state
through my many years as a board member of the South Carolina Arts Alliance. Through this entity, I
have learned about the work of the South Carolina Alliance for Arts Education and continue to be amazed
at the large number of public school children and youth in Charleston and our state, who are talented and
would benefit from specialized training in music.
I am most interested in students in our public schools – particularly those who are interested in careers in
music, learning about the rich musical history of Charleston. I would welcome the opportunity for CJI to
be a partner with Allegro, and assist in developing a musical history curriculum that would teach students
about Charleston’s jazz legacy. Likewise, the Arts Management Program at the College of Charleston
has long been interested in introducing arts management to older children and pre-college youth. Schools
such as Allegro would be an ideal setting to expose youth to the music industry and begin developing
their business and entrepreneurial skills alongside their musical skills.
CJI believes a music-focused school like Allegro would be a good option for families and ultimately
could have a positive impact on the education of many of our city’s youth regardless of financial
resources or talent. I am most excited about Allegro’s plans to make music training accessible to students
who have not attended an arts-focused school or taken private music lessons. As a music school that
would be accessible to students with diverse backgrounds and needs, Allegro is not only a good idea for
students, families and the cultural fabric of Charleston, but it is also a good educational paradigm.
So, without reservation, and with very strong conviction, I wholeheartedly support the vision and plans
for Allegro. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need additional information concerning my
support for Allegro Charter School of Music.
Sincerely,

Karen A. Chandler, Ph.D.
Director and Associate Professor, Arts Management Program
Co-Founder/Principal, Charleston Jazz Initiative
School of the Arts
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Charles M. Fox, Fox Music House, 3005 W. Montague Ave, Charleston, S. C. 29418

Direct-843.303.3334, fax 843.740.7206, office 843.740.7200 ext 123
charles@foxmusichouse.com

June 19, 2014
Allegro Charter School: Planning Committee
756 Saint Andrews Boulevard
Charleston, South Carolina 29407
Dear Planning Committee:
Many years ago, over 30 years, the McDonalds cooperation funded a marching band comprised
of 2 students from each state, 50 instruments strong. They did this after an extensive study
found their top franchise owners had been active or exposed to music for three years or longer.
NASA did a study to determine any commonalities in the characteristics of their astronauts back
in the late 70’s. The ONLY similar trait they could identify was that over 90% of their qualified
candidates had been in music for 4 years or more.
Fortune Magazine did an extensive, multi-year study of the top 500 CEO’s and looked at
religion, family income, education, extracurricular activities, marriage status and endless other
conditions and standards. The ONLY common experience was exposure to music for six years
or more.
In the past 15 years, the National Association of Music Merchants and the American School
Music Dealers Association have funded investments in studies on the positive impact music
education has on the brain, on the ability to learn and master skills, on discipline and music’s
positive impact on a child’s ability to learn. These can be found on their respective web sites.
For these obvious reasons and others found on the next page, we totally and without question
support the Allegro School of Music.
We ask that you do the same, can you, please?
Warmly,
Charles M. Fox
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1. The Benefits of Music Education . Music & Arts ... - PBS
www.pbs.org/.../education/music.../the-benef...
Public Broadcasting Service
According to the Children's Music Workshop, the effect of music education on language development
can be seen in the brain. “Recent studies have clearly ...
2. [PDF]

How Music Education Helps Students Learn, Achieve, and ...
www.aep-arts.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/.../Music-Matters-Final.pdf
by HM Education
show conclusively that music education equips ... Music instruction impacts learning in the following
ways: A ... and musically trained children have better motor.
3. [PDF]

the impact of music education on academic achievement
www.issaquah.wednet.edu/documents/highschool/.../achievement.pdf
- Cited by 23 - Related articles
question, this issue is: What is the impact of participation in music education on .... national assessment,
only 32% of the nation's fourth grade children are ...

4. Benefits of Music Education - Children's Music Workshop
www.childrensmusicworkshop.com/advocacy/benefits.html
You can use the following facts about the benefits of music education, based .... of anecdotal knowledge
to the effect that music education makes kids smarter.

5. Research Suggests Positive Impact of Music Education | ED ...
www.ed.gov/.../research-suggests-...
United States Department of Education
Jul 18, 2013 - Research Suggests Positive Impact of Music Education · student ... grade-school-aged
children participating in Harmony's mentoring program.

6. New Study Investigates the Cognitive and Linguistic ...
www.fendermusicfoundation.org/.../new-study-investigates-the-cognitive...
May 31, 2013 - For those of us who had music education as children or who have seen our own ... of the
effects of school-based music education on children.

Dear members of the Charleston County School Board,
I am writing in support the Allegro Charter School of Music on behalf of Girls Rock Charleston.
We are a local non-profit organization that strives to empower youth through music education and
creative collaboration. We believe music is a valuable tool to empower young people, build confidence,
and increase motivation in their educational endeavors. Music education gives students an opportunity
to discover new skills, interests, and an enthusiasm for the arts. Learning a musical instrument also
helps students develop patience, focus, and perseverance which will help them grow in other academic
areas. We believe a music focused school option for families would have a positive impact on our
community and the education of many students.
We believe that students in Charleston County should have more opportunities to attend
schools with a focus on music and arts. Music education should be available to all students who are
interested regardless of financial resources or natural talent. The Allegro Charter School would make
music education more accessible to students who have not attended an arts focused elementary school
or taken private lessons in music. We strongly believe that students should not have to audition and
compete with other students in order to experience the benefits of music education. We would love to
see a music focused school that was accessible to students in Charleston with diverse backgrounds and
needs.
Through our work with young people in Charleston we have seen how music encourages
collaboration, builds community, and boosts self-esteem. We know that young people become
motivated and confident when they are encouraged to explore their own unique ideas and creativity.
Students become more engaged in learning when they are actively participating, and music education
requires active participation. The benefits of a music and arts focused education have been widely
researched and these benefits should be made available to more students in Charleston County. We
believe the approval of the Allegro Charter School of Music would provide a wonderful choice for
families in Charleston County.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Larson, Founding Organizer
Girls Rock Charleston

September 4, 2014

Tracy Bush
Director
Taiko Charleston
To: The Allegro Charter School of Music Board Members
This letter is to confirm Taiko Charleston’s interest in contributing to the musical
curriculum of The Allegro Charter School of Music from Fall of 2015 and a synopsis
of what we might offer as well as estimated budget.
Overview of Japanese Taiko Drumming
Japanese Taiko drumming is a dynamic musical art form grounded in core aspects
of the martial arts, dance and percussion. Performances and musical practice are
characterized by discipline, intensity, precision and strength.
Program Benefits

Taiko is an engaging physical and mental discipline that is accessible to
everyone regardless of physical ability or musical aptitude. It is a genre that
appeals and inspires on a musical as well as physical level. With solid
training, students engaged in this practice can achieve a basic level of
mastery in a short amount of time keeping them engaged, confident and
inspired.
Traditional Taiko instruction emphasizes:

•
•
•
•

Discipline
Focus and commitment
Respect for self and others
Physical fitness and coordination

Proposal Synopsis

In the initial year, Taiko Charleston would meet with students for 1-2 classes
weekly for Beginning Taiko. If there are sufficient numbers of students, it is

recommended to hold separate classes geared for the 6-7th grade and a
different class for 8-9th grade. These classes would cover the following areas:
• Basic Musical components – covering both Japanese notation as well as
basic western musical notation
• Vigorous physical training similar to martial arts training
• Basics of improvisation
• Culture and history of Japan and Asia
During subsequent years, the program can expand to include “Performance
Taiko” where students can apply their skills more intensively and develop
their musical understanding with student developed composition and
choreography geared toward performance.
Equipment and Space Needs

Classes require a large space to rehearse with a secure storage area in which
to store the equipment.
Each class can accommodate 15 students

Projected budget for equipment: $15,000

Recommended drums and equipment would include:
• 10 Mid-sized Taiko drums
• Related stands and equipment for drums
• Drumsticks: Standard as well as “specialty” drumsticks
During the first 1-2 years of the program, Taiko Charleston can supplement
this base with drums and equipment from our collection to include:
• One ODaiko – large sized drum
• 2 ShimeDaiko – high pitched rope drum
• 5 Synthetic Practice drums to include related stands

I look forward to the opportunity of sharing more information and working
out further details. Our hope is to find a way to implement a World
Music/Taiko curriculum that fits in with the overall course of study and can
contribute to the exciting mission of The Allegro Charter School of Music.
Sincerely,
Tracy Bush
Director of Taiko Charleston
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Appendix E - School Calendar and Daily Schedule for Academic Year

Allegro Academic Calendar 2015-16
8/10/15
8/11/15
8/12/15
8/13/15
8/14/15
8/17/15
9/7/15
10/16/15
10/23/15
11/4/15
11/23/15 - 11/27/15
12/21/15 - 1/1/16
1/8/16
1/14/16
1/15/16
1/18/16
2/15/16
3/23/16
3/25/16
3/28/2016 - 4/1/16
5/30/16
6/2/16
6/3/16

Teacher Workday
Teacher Workday
Teacher Workday
Teacher Workday
Teacher Workday
First day for students
Labor Day - School Closed
45th School Day
Teacher workday/Makeup Day
Election Day - School Closed
Thanksgiving Break - School Closed
Winter Break - School Closed
90th School Day
PD Day - School Closed
Teacher Workday
MLK Day - School Closed
President's Day - School Closed
135th School Day
Teacher Workday/Makeup Day
Spring Break - School Closed
Memorial Day - School Closed
Last day for students (180th School Day)
Teacher workday/Makeup Day
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Time
8:00 - 9:05
9:15 - 10:20
10:20 - 11:25
11:35 - 12:15
12:25 - 1:05
1:15 - 1:55
2:05 - 3:25
3:35 - 4:15

Mon (A)
ELA
Math
Health

Allegro Daily Schedule
Tue (B)
Wed (A)
Science
ELA
Social Studies
Math
Foreign Language
Health

Thu (B)
Science
Social Studies
Foreign Language

Fri (A)
ELA
Math
Health

Lunch / Individual Instruction / Small Group Instruction / Small Ensemble Rehearsal / Mentoring
Large Ensemble
Ear Training

Music Theory / Piano
Improvisation

Large Ensemble
Ear Training

Music Theory / Piano
Improvisation

Large Ensemble
Ear Training
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2015-2016
PROGRAM OF STUDIES

ALLEGRO CHARTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Mission Statement: The mission of the Allegro Charter School of Music is to produce inspired thinkers and
creative members of society through the infusion of music into an academically challenging environment.
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Disclaimer: This Program of Studies contains information current as of September 2014. As state
and district policies and regulations are revised, updated information will be available. Some
courses in this Program of Studies may not be offered due to lack of enrollment.
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Curriculum Framework
Allegro embraces the Curriculum Model developed by Cynthia Millinger, a national charter
school curriculum expert with Charter School Essentials. As a comprehensive approach to
curriculum development, this model is a continuous loop of standards, assessments,
instruction, resources, and reflection.

Additional Information on Instructional Strategies
Benefits of problem-based learning for students (problem-based learning is a subcategory of
project-based learning and will be implemented by Allegro faculty):
http://www.projectfoundry.org/why-project-based-learning/
Greater control over what and how they learn – Teachers set parameters for each
project and the students are free to propose their own ideas, pending their teacher’s
approval.
● A sense of educational ownership – Because they have greater control over what and
how they learn, students often feel more invested and responsible for their work.
●
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●

●

●

●

Project-based learning also makes it easier for students to learn at a pace that is
comfortable for them.
Acquisition of complex, real-world skills – Students learn about teamwork, critical
thinking, communication, decision-making, time management, public speaking,
organization, social behavior and more.
An audience with their teachers – The traditional classroom lecture model is all about
listening. The teacher lectures and the students absorb. A key advantage of a problembased approach is that each student has more one-on-one time with their instructors to
ask questions and share ideas.
Hands-on, “fun” learning – Problem-based learning requires a level of participation not
seen in the traditional classroom, giving students a higher level of stimulation and a
greater role in the educational process.
Portfolios that go beyond paper – Rigorous, authentic portfolios resulting from
problem-based inquiry may include videos, products, photographs, multimedia
presentations, digital and/or hard copies of books and papers. Portfolios serve to
showcase and record students’ diverse work, and to provide cumulative, tangible
evidence of learning. Portfolios are maintained online at sites such as Project Foundry®,
and can be securely distributed with the click of a button.

Benefits of problem--based learning for teachers:
Greater student interaction – Traditional classroom learning involves a teacher more or
less speaking to his or her students with little interaction other than to ask or answer a
periodic question. Problem-based learning puts the teacher into more of a facilitator
role that allows for greater dialogue with each individual student.
● Insight into student motivators – With each new problem that is proposed and
presented, teachers receive a glimpse into the interests, passions and motivators of
their students. Everything about a given problem – the subtopic that is selected, how it
is presented, how students works with others, where they pull their research from –
gives teachers crucial information about the learning habits of their class.
● No longer an army of one – The assessment process in a problem-based learning setting
usually involves more than just the opinion of the teacher and often times includes
other instructors and even peers of the student. Project Foundry’s® intuitive, web-based
management tool gives teachers an easy way to manage feedback so that it can be best
absorbed by them and their students.
● Going beyond the classroom – Another benefit of problem-based learning is the ability
to draw in resources from the entire school and even the community. Learning is no
longer confined to the walls of the classroom, but rather is conducted on a more
“boundaryless” scale, giving teachers an even greater pool of assets to work with.
●

Other benefits of problem-based learning:
●

Administrators see results – With the ever-increasing pressure to raise performance
standards in school, problem-based learning helps to engage students’ intrinsic
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motivation to learn and, in turn, increase performance. School leaders are also able to
tout curriculums that incorporate school-wide learning.
● Good for the parents, too – With tools like Project Foundry®, parents can see
information on their child’s educational progress and work samples that a traditional
report card can’t provide.
● Community involvement – Because problem-based learning often takes students
outside of the classroom, a school’s surrounding community quickly becomes an
educational resource. Community leaders and places of interest can be tremendous
resources for various student projects, and can also be beneficiaries of student work.

Curriculum and Instructional Strategies
The integration of the mathematics and music curricula is what will truly set Allegro apart from
traditional school settings. Students will interact with teachers, other students, the content,
and instructional resources in ways that will provide them the greatest opportunity to meet
grade level expectations as previously outlined. The use of the backward design model will
allow teachers to identify the desired results from the students, determine acceptable evidence
of those results and plan the learning experiences and instruction that will be provided to the
students (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). This process will be used to ensure the best allocation of
time, make the curriculum/content relevant for the students and their individual learning goals,
provide opportunities for the teacher to serve as facilitator of the students’ learning and make
sound instructional decisions. In doing so, students will have more time to collaborate with one
another using project/problem based learning, and with the teacher to meet their learning
goals and objectives. Heavy emphasis will be placed on students becoming creators/producers
in the classroom and allowing them to demonstrate their understanding of the mathematics
content in a manner that best meets their individual learning styles using various methods such
as audio and video.
Allegro will partner with local businesses such as the Charleston Symphony Orchestra, Jazz
Artists of Charleston, and other music organizations to provide rich experiences for the
students so that they gain a better understanding of the world around them and how the
mathematics they learn in the classroom is applied in the field of music. When planning units
of study, teachers will have opportunities to work with business partners to gain a better
understanding of how the resources they have available can be brought into the classroom,
both physically and virtually, and learn about the various levels of support that can be provided
to the students. For example, companies may allow employees to come to the school campus
to assist students with a project related to their field, or allow students to visit their site to
learn about the day to day operations as it relates to concepts addressed in a unit of study.
Teachers at Allegro will be better able to design hands-on experiences in the classroom and
facilitate a learning environment that is conducive to whole and small group instruction,
project-based learning and interdisciplinary instruction.
Technology will play a key role in supporting curriculum and instruction at Allegro. Students
will have access to either personal laptops or tablets in an effort to provide every student the
opportunity to become researchers in and outside of the classroom. With instant access to
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instructional materials, documents and information that supplement the curriculum, teachers
have the capacity to instruct, assess and monitor the performance of their students in a manner
that is truly authentic and relevant to each individual student.
Other technologies that will be made available to both students and teachers to integrate music
into the math curriculum include interactive white boards, graphing and non-graphing
calculator technology (and accessories associated with these devices), data collection devices
such as those that detect sound waves, computer software programs to build websites and edit
music, music notation software, music playback programs, and apps for tablet technology to
create music such as GarageBand, MusicStudio, Auria, and forScore which allows students to
read music. Planning, preparation, implementation and the evaluation of all forms of
technology will be the key to successfully integrating new technology into curriculum and
instruction.
Just as Allegro will provide training for teachers on the use of various instructional strategies
that will be used in the classroom, the same will hold true for classroom technologies that will
be used. Training will include, but will not be limited to, the general operation and use of the
technology, as well as methods for training students on the appropriate use of the technology
to master learning goals and objectives.
In addition to ensuring that teachers and students receive ongoing training, parents will also be
equipped with the tools necessary for assisting their students through their educational
experiences. Parents will be encouraged to help their students utilize the technology provided
to them to assess tutorials, assist with conducting research and creating projects/presentations
at home. Allegro is committed to ensuring that parents understand the instructional strategies
that are being used to teach their student(s).
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Music
Course Sequence: Grades 6-8
As the school evolves, Allegro may develop new courses to better advance the mission of the
school.
Typical Track (note that courses are level-specific and not grade-specific, although this would
illustrate the typical incoming track for a 6th grader with little to no music knowledge)
Grade 6
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Building Blocks of Music I (1561)

Building Blocks of Music II (1561)

Intro to Ear-Training

Intro to Ear-Training

Large Ensemble (1531)

Large Ensemble (1531)

Intro to Improvisation

Intro to Improvisation

Chorus (1541)

Chorus (1541)

Piano Lab I

Piano Lab II

Dalcroze Eurhythmics I

Dalcroze Eurhythmics II

Grade 7
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Chorus (2541)

Chorus (2541)

Improvisation and the Jazz Age

Improvisation and the Jazz Age

Large ensemble (2531)

Large Ensemble (2531)

Sight-Singing

Sight-Singing

“Counterpoint & the Renaissance” (2554)

“Counterpoint & the Renaissance” (2554)

Dalcroze Eurhythmics III

Dalcroze Eurhythmics IV

Piano Lab III

Piano Lab IV
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Grade 8
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Chorus (2541)

Chorus (2541)

Improvisation & the Jazz Age

Improvisation and the Jazz Age

Large ensemble (2531)

Large Ensemble (2531)

Sight-Singing & Dictation

Sight-Singing & Dictation

Music Theory I & the Baroque Period

Music Theory I & the Baroque period

Dalcroze Eurhythmics V

Dalcroze Eurhythmics VI

Piano Lab V

Piano Lab VI

Description of Music Course Offerings: Grades 6-8
Music Theory
Building Blocks of Music
Part I
The principles of Allegro will be revealed: What is Music? Why is the study of music essential?
What is art?
Why are music and Art the only things remaining from fallen
Empires/Civilizations? What is the mission of Allegro, and how will it affect your life? Will
studying music really make me smarter?
Part II
Fundamentals of music: reading musical notation, key signatures and tonality, time signatures
and why meter matters, clefs, and basic rhythms.
Counterpoint and the Renaissance
A course that explores the exciting times of the Renaissance through the study of Gregorian
Chant and other music and art of the Renaissance period. Learn the basic rules composers
used to write polyphonic music. This class will culminate with students being able to write their
own polyphonic music and perform them with their peers on their major instruments. They will
also learn all of the musical modes, a great asset to jazz improvisation.
Theory I
A course that covers music and art of the Baroque period, intermediate musical notation and
rhythm study, diatonic scales, triad construction, and intro to four-part harmony. The class will
culminate with the composition of a four-part chorale in the style of J.S. Bach to be performed
by peers on major instruments. Structure and form will follow the traditions of the Baroque
period.
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Ear-Training
Intro to Ear-Training
“What is Ear-Training?” This will be a year-long course where students will begin “training their
ears” by singing in a call and response style. Students will learn the difference between major
and minor triads and how different triads convey different feelings and emotions. They will
begin learning how different intervals sound by singing songs that focus on particular intervals.
Sight Singing
Learn how to relate sounds to musical notation learned in Theory classes by singing, and
implementing a system of pitch relations using solfeggio.
Sight Singing & Dictation
Continue building “solfeggio” skills while adding the ability to dictate basic rhythms and pitches.

Major Focus
Major Instrument Lessons
Begin learning fundamentals of a musical instrument by studying with a professional
performing musician. Focus on tone production, proper technique, and build rapid skills by
coinciding study with the core Theory and Ear-Training courses.

Performance
Large Ensemble (Band/Orchestra/Jazz Band/Chorus)
Students will perform in a band, orchestra, jazz band, or chorus setting. The group will meet as
one unit to practice level-appropriate music. The course will culminate with public
performances at the end of each semester.
Intro to Improvisation
What is improvisation? Students will begin with very basic studies of improvising by using
instruments, their voices and body movement.
Improvisation and the Jazz Age
A course that teaches students to “swing like the greats”. Students will study Jazz History, Jazz
Harmony, and Jazz specific improvisation. Students will study the blues and beyond to enhance
their skills. Classes will be taught by musician professionals. This class will be a mix of course
work and performance.
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Piano Lab I-VI
Students will learn basic piano skills in a group class setting. They will be required to reserve
time in the piano lab to practice a minimum of 15 minutes per day. They will cover scales,
chords, and level appropriate music
Dalcroze Eurhythmics
Students will learn rhythm, structure, and musical expression through body movements.

Course Sequence: Grades 9-12
As the school evolves, Allegro may develop new courses to better advance the mission of the
school.
Grade 9
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Music Theory 2 and the Romantic Period

Music Theory 2 and the Romantic Period

Intermediate Ear-Training OR Jazz EarTraining

Intermediate Ear-Training OR Jazz EarTraining

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Chorus or Select Choir (3541)

Chorus or Select Choir(3541)

Jazz Ensemble/Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4531)

Jazz Ensemble/Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4531)

Grade 10
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Music Theory 3 & the 20th Century

Music Theory 3 & the 20th Century

Advanced Ear-Training or Jazz Ear-Training
II

Advanced Ear-Training or Jazz Ear-Training
II

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
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3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Jazz Ensemble/ Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4532)

Jazz Ensemble/ Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4532)

Chorus or Select Choir (3542)

Chorus or Select Choir (3542)

Grade 11
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Jazz Ensemble/ Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4533)

Jazz Ensemble/ Jazz Improvisation or
Chamber Music (4533)

Intro to Song Writing or Intro to Audio
Engineering, and the Science behind it
(4586)

Intro to Song Writing or Intro to Audio
Engineering, and the Science behind it
(4586)

Chorus or Select Choir (3543)

Chorus or Select Choir (3543)

Grade 12
Semester 1

Semester 2

Major Instrument Lessons

Major Instrument Lessons

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Large Ensemble (Percussion 4583; Winds
4545; Brass 4546; Woodwinds 4547; Steel
Drums 4548; Rock 4549; Band 3530, 3537,
3538, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536,
& 3578, 3579; Strings 3551, 3552, 3553, &
3554)

Jazz Improvisation or Chamber Music Jazz Improvisation or Chamber Music
(4534)
(4534)
Chorus or Select Choir (3544)

Chorus or Select Choir (3544)

“Music & Insurrection” or “The Masters”

“Creative People and Society” or “The
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Masters”

Description of Music Course Offerings: Grades 9-12
Music Theory
Music Theory 2 and the Romantic Period
A course studying the Romantic and Impressionist Periods in Western Music and Art.
Characteristic pieces of music will be analyzed in their melodic, harmonic, and structural
content. How does the music of the time relate to the art/literature of the time?
Music Theory 3 and the 20th Century
A course that analyzes in depth characteristic works of music art and literature from the 20th
century, focusing on the latter half of the century. How did technology affect music?
Intro to Song Writing
Learn the basics of modern song writing with your background of all core curriculum Allegro
Theory classes. Use your peers to form a “band” to perform songs.

Ear-Training
Intermediate and Advanced Ear-Training
A continuation of Ear Training skill development
Jazz Ear-Training
Learn how to sing and translate sound to musical notation in the jazz idiom.

Performance
Large Ensembles
Large Ensembles will include band, orchestra, jazz band and chorus.
Small Ensembles
Small Ensembles will include jazz ensembles, chamber music, and cross-genre student-designed
groups.

Major Focus
Major Instrument lessons
Students will hone the skills of the major instrument by studying with a professional performing
musician. Scales will be mastered, as well as in depth study of solos, etudes, and other standard
repertoire. Emphasis will be on tone, technique, and phrasing.
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Music History Electives
The Masters
Throughout history, there are musicians in all idioms that we refer to as “Masters”. From
Mozart to Miles, what made these people rise to the top to become different than their peers?
Was it genetics, circumstances, luck? Using specific examples, you will examine the music and
lives of these true “masterminds” to find out what they all had in common. What can you do to
maximize your potential with music, or whatever your talents might be to become a “Master”?
Creative People and Society
Explore the relationship between creative innovators, artists, & society by studying the science
of the imagination, and the transcendent connection to music, art and literature. Reading
materials will include works by great Greek philosophers, Freud, Einstein, Nietzsche etc. What
is the fate of the creative individual?
Music and Insurrection
Discover how music has embedded itself into world politics for centuries. Study specific
examples of how music was used during times of political insurrection using examples such as
Beethoven and Napoleon, Shostakovich and the Communist party, all the way to Woodstock
and beyond. See how political leaders used music as propaganda, or how composers used it to
instigate national revolution. Learn and understand specific musical examples and learn the
impact that these great works had on history.
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English/Language Arts
Introduction
English classes at the Charter School for Musically Inspired Minds (Allegro) provide literacy rich
classrooms for grades sixth through twelfth where teachers model wide-ranging reading and
writing strategies that require students to move beyond basic summary of texts to develop a
more unified and cohesive understanding of the worth and value of a text. Reaching knowledge
of the value of a text requires teachers to model and utilize close reading strategies and to
provide students with a variety of collaborative and independent reading activities. Reading
and writing become fully integrated into the English courses and are taught in concert rather
than as separate components of a course. Teachers instruct students in understanding author’s
purpose and voice through close readings while also allowing students opportunities to mimic
model texts through relevant writing prompts. Successful implementation of the South Carolina
State Curriculum Standards will require teachers to conduct close reading exercises and to use
mentor texts while modeling reading and analysis strategies (ncte.org).
English teachers will incorporate technology into lessons and units of study. Technology based
classrooms prove to be engaging and exciting. Using computer programs, software, computers,
and/or tablets will enrich students’ experience and enhance understanding.
Interdisciplinary collaboration creates unified instruction and understanding. Teachers will have
opportunities to prepare and plan cross-curricular units and lessons that appeal to students’
multiple intelligences and different learning styles.
Summary of What Is To Be Achieved Each Year
It is the current understanding that the Common Core will not be utilized when Allegro opens in
2016, but was used in the drafting of this document as it is what the state has currently
adopted. The English State Curriculum Standards are based on four primary components:
reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language. For each component, there are 10
anchor standards that outline skills and concepts students should master at each grade level:
reading proficiency (key ideas and details, craft and structure, integration of knowledge and
ideas), writing (text types and purposes, production and distribution of writing, research to
build and present knowledge), speaking and listening (comprehension and collaboration,
presentation of knowledge and ideas), and language (conventions of standard English,
knowledge of language, vocabulary acquisition and use) (corestandards.org).
Sixth Grade
Course
codes:
1001

Reading: Reading goals for grade six require students to summarize and analyze
a text’s central theme while also supporting inferences using textual evidence
drawn from the text. Students will compare and contrast the presentation of
similar ideas by two different authors as well as compare and contrast the
reading of a story to the listening or viewing of the same text through various
media. Students will analyze author’s purpose, point of view, tone, and use of
plot structure to make inferences and draw conclusions about the text.
Students will also analyze authors’ arguments, considering claim, evidence,
point of view, and structure. Teachers may want to consult Teaching Argument
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Writing, Grades 6-12: Supporting Claims with Relevant Evidence and Clear
Reasoning by George Hillocks, Jr. when preparing to teach argument and
rhetoric. Close reading strategies will be taught and modeled. Pre-AP strategies,
such as TP-CASTT (poetry) and SOAPSTone (nonfiction) are especially helpful in
teaching students how to analyze and evaluate a text closely
(apcentral.collegeboard.com). Teachers may consult Appendix A of the CCSS for
teaching close reading (corestandards.org). The CCSS incorporates more
nonfiction texts; thus, about 30% of texts taught should be literature-based and
about 70% nonfiction-based. Students are expected to read proficiently in the
grades 6-8 text band complexity range. For text suggestions, teachers may
reference Appendix B (corestandards.org).
Writing and Language: Students will write for a variety of purposes:
argumentative, narrative, informative, and research. The writing process will
become an integral part of composition, and students will show understanding
of how it may change for different writing assignments. Students will practice
writing claims, using supporting evidence, and writing conclusions that logically
follow the argument or thesis. Students will also employ narrative techniques
(dialogue, pacing, description) as well as use specific word choice and language
according to the writing assignment. Students will conduct short research
assignments that address summarizing, paraphrasing, bibliographic
information, and plagiarism. Students will use literary and nonfiction texts and
use specific evidence to support research. Teachers may consult the Owl at
Purdue website for information on MLA formatting and research writing
(owl.english.purdue.edu). Students will understand the publication process and
will engage in planning, revising, editing, rewriting, and publishing their work.
Electronic and handwritten pieces will be required. Students will also evaluate
online and digital sources. Teachers may access Appendix C for grade level
writing samples (corestandards.org). Grade six English language instruction
focuses heavily on pronoun usage, spelling, and punctuation. Students will
demonstrate a knowledge of language through their control of tone and use of
a variety of sentence patterns; vocabulary acquisition is necessary to the
development of the writer; thus, students are expected to know Greek and
Latin affixes and root (consult Charleston County School District’s English
Coherent Curriculum Prefixes and Suffixes and Greek and Latin Roots Matrix)
and use context clues to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. Students
will analyze and show evidence of understanding of figurative language, word
connotations, and denotations. Teacher resources include Vocabulary Games
for the Classroom, Lindsay Carleton and Robert Marzano and Janet Allen’s
website: janetallen.org.
Speaking and Listening: Students will actively engage in a variety of classroom
discussions and will have opportunities to ask, answer, evaluate, and reflect.
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Discussions will focus on grade six texts, values, and ideas. Students will
interpret information from a variety of formats analyzing speakers’ claims and
evidence. Students are expected to present their own claims, arguments, and
information in a variety of digital formats and are to adjust speech according to
the assignment. Teachers may consult readwritethink.org for methodology and
practice of Socratic Seminar and paideia.org for information about Paideia
Seminars. Both websites offer lessons and valuable teaching tips.
Seventh
Grade
Course
codes:
2001

Reading: Reading goals for students in grade seven are similar to those of grade
six, yet build on the foundation skills set forth in sixth grade. Grade seven
students are expected to cite textual evidence and to determine two or more
central ideas in a text. Students are also expected to understand how an author
organizes a text and builds an argument with relevant evidence and sufficient
support. Students will compare and contrast the presentation of similar ideas
by two different authors as well as compare and contrast the reading of a story
to the listening or viewing of the same text through various media. Students will
analyze author’s purpose, point of view, tone, and use of plot structure to make
inferences and draw conclusions about the text. Close reading strategies will be
taught and modeled. Teachers may want to consult Teaching Argument
Writing, Grades 6-12: Supporting Claims with Relevant Evidence and Clear
Reasoning by George Hillocks, Jr. when preparing to teach argument and
rhetoric. Pre-AP strategies, such as TP-CASTT (poetry) and SOAPSTone
(nonfiction) are especially helpful in teaching students how to analyze and
evaluate a text (apcentral.collegeboard.com) and teachers may consult
Appendix A of the CCSS for teaching close reading (corestandards.org). The
CCSS incorporates more nonfiction texts; thus, about 30% of texts taught
should be literature-based and about 70% nonfiction-based. Students are
expected to read proficiently in the grades 6-8-text band complexity range. For
text suggestions, teachers may reference Appendix B (corestandards.org).
Writing and Language: Standards in writing for grade seven build on
fundamentals taught in sixth grade. Students will write for a variety of
purposes: argumentative, narrative, informative, and research. Students will
practice writing claims, using supporting evidence, and writing conclusions that
logically follow the argument or thesis. Students will also employ narrative
techniques (dialogue, pacing, description) as well as use specific word choice
and language according to the writing assignment. Students will conduct short
research assignments that address summarizing, paraphrasing, bibliographic
information, and plagiarism. Students will use literary and nonfiction texts and
use specific evidence to support research. Teachers may consult the Owl at
Purdue website for information on MLA formatting and research writing
(owl.english.purdue.edu). The writing process will become an integral part of
composition, and students will show understanding of how it may change for
different writing assignments. Students will understand the publication process
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and will engage in planning, revising, editing, rewriting, and publishing their
work. Electronic and handwritten pieces will be required. Students will also
evaluate online and digital sources. Teachers may access Appendix C for grade
level writing samples (corestandards.org). Language instruction in grade seven
specifically targets clauses, phrases, and sentence structure. Students will
demonstrate a knowledge of language through their control of tone and use of
a variety of sentence patterns; vocabulary acquisition is necessary to the
development of the writer; thus, students are expected to know Greek and
Latin affixes and root (consult Charleston County School District’s English
Coherent Curriculum Prefixes and Suffixes and Greek and Latin Roots Matrix)
and use context clues to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. Students
will analyze and show evidence of understanding of figurative language, word
connotations, and denotations. Teacher resources include Vocabulary Games
for the Classroom, Lindsay Carleton and Robert Marzano and Janet Allen’s
website: janetallen.org.
Speaking and Listening: Students will actively engage in a variety of classroom
discussions and will have opportunities to ask, answer, evaluate, and reflect.
Discussions will focus on grade seven texts, values, and ideas. Students will
interpret information from a variety of formats analyzing speakers’ claims and
evidence. Students are expected to present their own claims, arguments, and
information in a variety of digital formats and are to adjust speech according to
the assignment. Teachers may consult readwritethink.org for methodology and
practice of Socratic Seminar and paideia.org for information about Paideia
Seminars. Both websites offer lessons and valuable teaching tips.
Eighth Grade
Course
codes:
2001 or 3024
(see 9th
grade
description)

Reading: Reading goals for students in grade 8 are similar to those in grades six
and seven, yet build on the foundation skills set forth in previous grades. One
major reading goal difference is eighth grade students are expected to cite the
strongest textual evidence when supporting what a text says explicitly. Eighth
grade students are to determine and analyze one of the text’s central themes
or ideas. Reading standard RL.8.9 increases in complexity from grades six and
seven, requiring students to analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
archetypes from myths, the Bible, etc. Students are also expected to
understand how an author organizes a text and builds an argument with
relevant evidence and sufficient support. Students will compare and contrast
the presentation of similar ideas by two different authors as well as compare
and contrast the reading of a story to the listening or viewing of the same text
through various media. Students will analyze author’s purpose, point of view,
tone, and use of plot structure to make inferences and draw conclusions about
the text. Teachers may want to consult Teaching Argument Writing, Grades 612: Supporting Claims with Relevant Evidence and Clear Reasoning by George
Hillocks, Jr. when preparing to teach argument and rhetoric. Close reading
strategies will be taught and modeled. Pre-AP strategies, such as TP-CASTT
(poetry) and SOAPSTone (nonfiction) are especially helpful in teaching students
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how to evaluate a text (apcentral.collegeboard.com) and teachers may consult
Appendix A of the CCSS for teaching close reading (corestandards.org). The
CCSS incorporates more nonfiction texts; thus, about 30% of texts taught
should be literature-based and about 70% nonfiction-based. Students are
expected to read proficiently at the high end of the grades 6-8-text band
complexity range. For text suggestions, teachers may reference Appendix B
(corestandards.org).
Writing and Language: Standards in writing for grade eight build on
fundamentals taught in sixth and seventh grade. Students will write for a
variety of purposes: argumentative, narrative, informative, and research.
Students will practice writing claims, using supporting evidence, noting the
counterclaim, and writing conclusions that logically follow the argument or
thesis. Students will also employ narrative techniques (dialogue, pacing,
description) as well as use specific word choice and language according to the
writing assignment. Students will conduct short research assignments that
address summarizing, paraphrasing, bibliographic information, and plagiarism.
Students will use literary and nonfiction texts and use specific evidence to
support research. Teachers may consult the Owl at Purdue website for
information on MLA formatting and research writing (owl.english.purdue.edu).
The writing process will become an integral part of composition, and students
will show understanding of how it may change for different writing
assignments. Students will understand the publication process and will engage
in planning, revising, editing, rewriting, and publishing their work. Electronic
and handwritten pieces will be required. Students will also evaluate online and
digital sources. Teachers may access Appendix C for grade level writing samples
(corestandards.org). Language instruction in grade eight specifically targets
verbs and use of verbs in mood, voice, and tone. Punctuation expectations also
increase to encompass the use of ellipses, dashes, and commas to denote a
pause or break. Students will demonstrate a knowledge of language through
their control of tone and use of a variety of sentence patterns; vocabulary
acquisition is necessary to the development of the writer; thus, students are
expected to know Greek and Latin affixes and root (consult Charleston County
School District’s English Coherent Curriculum Prefixes and Suffixes and Greek
and Latin Roots Matrix) and use context clues to determine the meaning of
unfamiliar words. Students will analyze and show evidence of understanding of
figurative language, word connotations, and denotations. Teacher resources
include Vocabulary Games for the Classroom, Lindsay Carleton and Robert
Marzano and Janet Allen’s website: janetallen.org.
Speaking and Listening: Students will actively engage in a variety of classroom
discussions and will have opportunities to ask, answer, evaluate, and reflect.
Discussions will reflect on grade eight texts, values, and ideas. Students will
interpret information from a variety of formats analyzing speakers’ claims and
evidence. Students are expected to present their own claims, arguments, and
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information in a variety of digital formats and are to adjust speech according to
the assignment. Teachers may consult readwritethink.org for methodology and
practice of Socratic Seminar and paideia.org for information about Paideia
Seminars. Both websites offer lessons and valuable teaching tips.
Ninth-Tenth Ninth and tenth grade CCSS are grouped together; thus, expectations, goals,
Grade (EOC and standards are similar between the two grade levels.
Course)
Reading: Reading goals for ninth and tenth grade increase in complexity and
3024
specificity. Ninth and tenth grade students are expected to cite thorough
textual evidence when supporting what a text says explicitly and are to analyze
3025
or Honors
a text’s central idea, multiple characters, a text’s structure, and author’s choices
in detail. Literature standards delineate that students should be reading world
literature selections as well as studying artwork as texts. At the end of the year,
both ninth and tenth grade students are expected to read and comprehend
literature in the 9-10 text complexity band; however, tenth graders are
expected to be reading independently and proficiently from the high-end of the
text complexity band (corestandards.org). Informational text standards denote
students will read influential U.S. documents (both fiction and nonfiction).
Students will understand how an author organizes a text and builds an
argument with relevant evidence and sufficient support. Students will analyze
author’s purpose, point of view, tone, and structure to make inferences and
draw conclusions about the text. Close reading strategies will be taught and
modeled. Students will also identify fallacies of argument. The Owl at Purdue
website offers a comprehensive look at “Rhetorical Situations” that teachers
may wish to consult (owl.english.purdue.edu). Two book resources for teaching
argument are Everything’s an Argument by Andrea A. Lunsford and John J.
Ruszkiewicz and Teaching Argument Writing, Grades 6-12: Supporting Claims
with Relevant Evidence and Clear Reasoning by George Hillocks, Jr. Pre-AP
strategies, such as TP-CASTT and SOAPSTone should be familiar to students;
teachers may wish to continue using these organizers with students
(apcentral.collegeboard.com). Voice Lessons by Nancy Dean is a resource
teachers may use to teach diction, detail, imagery, syntax, and tone. Teachers
may consult Appendix A of the CCSS for teaching close reading
(corestandards.org). The CCSS incorporates more nonfiction texts; thus, about
30% of texts taught should be literature-based and about 70% nonfictionbased. For text suggestions, teachers may reference Appendix B
(corestandards.org).
Writing and Language: In grades nine and ten, students will write for a variety
of purposes and for shorter and longer lengths of time. Students will write
arguments, narratives, expository pieces, and short and lengthier research
pieces. Students will employ specific writing elements: specific claims,
rhetorical devices, specific evidence, counter-claims, and conclusions. Students
will also employ advanced narrative techniques as well as specific word choice
and language according to the writing assignment. Research will encompass
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narrow and broad topics. Students will research literary and nonfiction texts
and use specific evidence to support research. Students will use a standard
format for citations, such as MLA. Teachers may consult the Owl at Purdue
website on MLA formatting and research writing (owl.english.purdue.edu). The
writing process will become an integral part of composition, and students will
show understanding of how it may change for different writing assignments.
Students will understand the publication process and will engage in planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, and publishing their work. Electronic and
handwritten pieces will be required. Students will also evaluate online and
digital sources. Teachers may access Appendix C for grade level writing samples
(corestandards.org). Language instruction in grades nine and ten specifically
target types of phrases and parallel structure. Punctuation expectations
encompass the use of a semicolon to combine independent clauses and the use
of a colon to introduce a list or quotation. Students will demonstrate
knowledge of language through their control of tone and use of a variety of
sentence patterns. Editing and writing is expected to conform to a style. The
CCSS recommend the MLA Handbook or Kate Turabian’s Manual for Writers.
Vocabulary acquisition is necessary to the development of the writer; thus,
students are expected use context clues to determine the meaning of
unfamiliar words. Students are also expected to use derivatives and understand
how a word may change its part of speech. Students will analyze and show
evidence of understanding of figurative language, word connotations, and
denotations. Teacher resources include Vocabulary Games for the Classroom,
Lindsay Carleton and Robert Marzano and John Marzano’s Building Academic
Vocabulary.
Speaking and Listening: Students in grades nine and ten are expected to take a
more collegial approach to classroom discussion. Students are expected to be
prepared with questions that engage classmates in specific discussion about the
text. Students are also expected to take ownership of discussion goals and rules
to stimulate well-rounded, academic discussion. Discussions will reflect grades
nine and ten texts, values, and ideas. Students will interpret information from a
variety of formats analyzing speakers’ claims and evidence. Students are
expected to present their own claims, arguments, and information in a variety
of digital formats and are to adjust speech according to the assignment.
Teachers may consult readwritethink.org for methodology and practice of
Socratic Seminar and paideia.org for information about Paideia Seminars. Both
websites offer lessons and valuable teaching tips.
EleventhTwelfth
Grade
Course
codes:
3026

Eleventh and twelfth grade CCSS are grouped together; thus, expectations,
goals, and standards are similar between the two grade levels.
Reading: Reading goals for eleventh and twelfth grade increase in complexity
and specificity. Eleventh and twelfth grade students are expected to cite
thorough textual evidence when supporting what a text says explicitly and
implicitly and are to analyze two or more of a text’s central ideas as well as
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3027
3030
3032

multiple characters, text structure, and author’s choices in detail. Literature
standards delineate that students should be reading American literature
selections that span the eighteenth to early-twentieth-century as well as study
at least one play by Shakespeare and one play by an American playwright. At
the end of the year, both eleventh and twelfth grade students are expected to
read and comprehend literature in the 11-12 text complexity band; however,
twelfth graders are expected to be reading independently and proficiently from
the high-end of the text complexity band (corestandards.org). Informational
text standards denote students will read influential U.S. documents that reflect
“constitutional principles and legal reasoning” and analyze and evaluate
seventeenth
to
nineteenth-century
historical
U.S.
documents
(corestandards.org). Students will understand how an author organizes a text
and builds an argument with relevant evidence and sufficient support. Students
will analyze author’s purpose, point of view, tone, and structure to make
inferences and draw conclusions about the text. Close reading strategies will be
taught and modeled. The Owl at Purdue website offers a comprehensive look at
“Rhetorical
Situations”
that
teachers
may
wish
to
consult
(owl.english.purdue.edu). Two book resources for teaching argument are
Everything’s an Argument by Andrea A. Lunsford and John J. Ruszkiewicz and
Teaching Argument Writing, Grades 6-12: Supporting Claims with Relevant
Evidence and Clear Reasoning by George Hillocks, Jr. Pre-AP strategies, such as
TP-CASTT and SOAPSTone should be familiar to students; teachers may wish to
continue using these organizers with students (apcentral.collegeboard.com).
Voice Lessons by Nancy Dean is a resource teachers may use to teach diction,
detail, imagery, syntax, and tone. Teachers may consult Appendix A of the CCSS
for teaching close reading (corestandards.org). The CCSS incorporates more
nonfiction texts; thus, about 30% of texts taught should be literature-based and
about 70% nonfiction-based. For text suggestions, teachers may reference
Appendix B (corestandards.org).
Writing and Language: In grades eleven and twelve, students will write for a
variety of purposes and for shorter and longer lengths of time. Students will
write arguments, narratives, expository pieces, and short and lengthier
research pieces. Students will employ specific writing elements: specific claims,
rhetorical devices, specific evidence, counter-claims, and conclusions. Students
will also employ advanced narrative techniques as well as specific word choice
and language according to the writing assignment. Research will encompass
narrow and broad topics. Students will research literary and nonfiction texts
and use specific evidence to support research. Students will use a standard
format for citations, such as MLA. Teachers may consult the Owl at Purdue
website on MLA formatting and research writing (owl.english.purdue.edu). The
writing process will become an integral part of composition, and students will
show understanding of how it may differ for different writing assignments.
Students will understand the publication process and will engage in planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, and publishing their work. Electronic and
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handwritten pieces will be required. Students will also evaluate online and
digital sources. Teachers may access Appendix C for grade level writing samples
(corestandards.org). Language instruction in grades eleven and twelve resolves
for students to understand that language function varies and meaning is
dependent upon context. Punctuation expectations encompass the use of the
hyphen. CCSS recommends the use of Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English
Usage or Garner’s Modern American Usage for reference (corestandards.org).
Teachers may also reference a grammar book, such as Woe is I by Patricia T.
O’Connor, Eats, Shoots and Leaves by Lynne Truss, and/or The Elements of Style
by Strunk and White. Students will demonstrate knowledge of language
through their control of tone and use of a variety of sentence patterns. Editing
and writing is expected to conform to a style. The CCSS recommend the MLA
Handbook or Kate Turabian’s Manual for Writers. Vocabulary acquisition is
necessary to the development of the writer; thus, students are expected to use
context clues to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. Students are also
expected to use derivatives and understand how a word may change its part of
speech. Students will analyze and show evidence of understanding of figurative
language, word connotations, and denotations. Teacher resources include
Vocabulary Games for the Classroom, Lindsay Carleton and Robert Marzano,
Janet Allen’s website: janetallen.org, and John Marzano’s Building Academic
Vocabulary.
Speaking and Listening: Students in grades eleven and twelve are expected to
take a more collegial approach to classroom discussion. Students are expected
to be prepared with questions that engage classmates in specific discussion
about the text. Students are also expected to take ownership of discussion
goals and rules to stimulate well-rounded, academic discussion. Discussions will
reflect grades eleven and twelve texts, values, and ideas. Students will interpret
information from a variety of formats analyzing speakers’ claims and evidence.
Students are expected to present their own claims, arguments, and information
in a variety of digital formats and are to adjust speech according to the
assignment. Teachers may consult readwritethink.org for methodology and
practice of Socratic Seminar and paideia.org for information about Paideia
Seminars. Both websites offer lessons and valuable teaching tips.
Eleventh
Twelfth
Grade

– Dual Credit allows students to take college courses for units of credit toward
his/her high school diploma. One three-hour college course is equal to one unit
of high school credit. The dual enrollment course may be taught at Allegro or at
a
postsecondary institution (Trident Technical College). Dual enrollment courses
Dual
include English 101, which is the study of composition in conjunction with
Enrollment
appropriate literary selections, with frequent theme assignments to reinforce
Credit
effective writing. It also reviews standard usage and presents basic research
Options
techniques. English 102 includes the development of writing skills through
logical organization, effective style, literary analysis, research and introduction
to literary genres. http://www.tridenttech.edu/hs_dualcredit.htm
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Curriculum and Instructional Strategies
Teachers may teach texts thematically or through units. Aligning all lessons to the State
Standards, teachers will use a variety of state-approved informational and literary texts that
vary in text complexity. Employing sound pedagogical techniques, teachers will incorporate
writing, speaking, listening, grammar, and reading into lessons. Lessons may incorporate
aspects of project based learning, inquiry based learning, and interdisciplinary learning. Lessons
and units will be designed with the product in mind (backwards-by-design) and scaffolded to
ensure students move through all levels of Webb’s Depth of Knowledge. More emphasis will be
placed on levels two, three, and four as students progress through units of study. Teachers will
promote and teach critical thinking skills that require students to analyze, evaluate, develop,
and create.
Reading, writing and language standards will not be met separately, but rather, skills will be
taught in conjunction so that students may practice language skills in context. Teachers will use
model texts that exemplify the writing and language skills emphasized. Students will analyze
and evaluate the text from multiple angles and will then engage in real-world writing activities
that incorporate those skills exemplified by the text and modeled and practiced by the teacher.
Collaborative exercises are important for student engagement and understanding. Teachers will
use grouping in the classroom to differentiate among student achievement and ability. Groups
may be heterogeneously arranged according to ability level (mixed abilities, high performers,
and middle to low performers) and changed occasionally throughout the course to allow
students the opportunity to work and collaborate with different types of students.
Innovative practices that incorporate music and technology will create a well-rounded, cutting
edge classroom. English teachers will incorporate music study into their curriculum, finding
pieces, classical and modern, that are relevant to their class’s units of study. Teachers may
focus on a composition as a text, noting the complexity of the piece and its cultural significance.
Helping students draw parallels between the composition and literary and artistic movements
will create a complete, comprehensive understanding of a time period and movement. English
teachers are encouraged to employ technology that broadens students’ understanding of a
concept or idea. Students learn best through hands-on application, collaboration, and the
enhancement of specific skills and concepts. Teachers may enhance their units of study by
“flipping” their classes. Flipping allows for more class time devoted to the actual application
and practice of a skill. Students can come to class prepared to ask questions and receive
guidance from the teacher, while the teacher can become a true facilitator, assisting students
as necessary (flippedclassroom.com).
Socratic seminars or Paideia seminars encourage true classroom dialogue and actively engage
students in the building of knowledge and meaning from appropriate texts. Integrating a variety
of discussion techniques will ensure students learn how to communicate openly and
academically with classmates and the teacher. True and fuller understanding of a text and its
importance come to fruition with classroom dialogue that engages students actively and
requires students to think honestly about a text and its higher values.
Communication with parents and families, concerning class work and grades, and collection of
work samples will be of the utmost importance, as these aspects of the English education
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provide structure for and proof of student achievement. English teachers will use technology to
communicate grades and assignments and to display samples of student work. Teachers can
use evidence folders or portfolios (digital and/or hard copy) to store student work.
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Social Studies
Social Studies is the comprehension, evaluation and analysis of events through the lens of
Economics, Sociology, Anthropology, Geography, History, Government and Politics. The student
of Social Studies brings an emerging knowledge of the world around her, fostered over time,
and adjusts this understanding so that she is empathetic towards her neighbors and family as
well as her fellow humankind throughout the world.
According to the National Council for Social Studies (NCSS), “Powerful social studies learning
leads to a well-informed and civic-minded citizenry that can sustain and build on democratic
traditions” (NCSS, 2001). The study of Social Studies must transform our learners into just that;
citizens who act. With a well rounded approach to social studies that emphasizes diversity of
views, critical thinking approaches to all historical events as well as attention to the greater
good, our students can succeed as democrat-minded citizens.
A student who attends a South Carolina musically-centered charter school understands that the
additional lens of music is interwoven into the state curriculum. In South Carolina, the Social
Studies standards are used as the guide for the curriculum. Music will shape and illustrate all
experiences in Social Studies. At each grade level the Social Studies curriculum will be broken
into the study of theme of music from the past, present and future. The themes carry through
each grade level and foster amazing connections. As students advance, their investigations
grow deeper as musical talents are promoted. Using Socratic methods and the Paideia
approaches to learning, the students use their teachers and classrooms as the stable and safe
environment where questioning, examination, discussion and debate are common place.
Social Studies: Grades Six through Twelve (SCDOE, 2011)
The Social Studies Curriculum in the state of South Carolina emphasizes the growth and
development of the student’s mind through useful applications and careful developments of
reasoning skills.
Sixth Grade
Course code
1301

World History through 1600
Sixth grade Social Studies begins the first year of learning about the Ancient
World. In that year the students are expected to master several Ancient
cultures including the Egyptians, Chinese, Greeks and Romans. Students
examine the achievements, religions and people associated with each culture
and learn the legacies that form their historical consequence. Throughout the
year, the students are expected to make connections between cultures
especially the emergence of monotheistic religions and the spread of empires
and their influences. The year continues in a chronological manner as the
journey through time continues with Feudal societies in Europe and Japan and
proceeds through the Middle Ages into the Renaissance and Age of
Exploration. Sixth grade students use charts to plot parallel histories and use
these charts to compare and contrast societal development.
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Seventh
Grade
Course code
2310

Eighth Grade
Course code
2320

Ninth Grade
Course code
3310

Tenth Grade
Course code
3360

Contemporary World History: 1600-present
As a continuation of the study of World History, seventh-grade students begin
in the Age of Exploration and Colonization and progresses through the world
and time. Students examine conflicts that evolve throughout the world in the
1700s and 1800s including world revolutions and world domination. The
Industrial Era continues this exploration as students reflect on why cultures
moved from an agricultural life to a city life and the vast problems that ensued.
As the study of conflict continues, students begin to see that world
depressions give way to Totalitarian governments in Europe as well as the rise
of Socialism and Communism. The year concludes with the rise of conflicts in
the Middle East as the students analyze the historical implications for the
world of past history and the foundations for conflict that were established
hundreds of years before. By seventh grade, students can determine the best
way they learn and is encouraged to seek out these modes of information.
Teachers should present material as questions and have students then develop
a plan for achieving understanding. The student is capable of teaching others
and may have a better, more insightful approach to teaching certain events.
South Carolina History
Eighth grade Social Studies involves an in depth examination of the history of
South Carolina as well as the significance of the state and its people. Students
begin with the state’s development during the colonial period, the struggle for
independence from England and the events leading to the Civil War. As the
state moved forward during the 19th and 20th centuries, its contributions and
work within the nation gave it much pride and established its legacy in the
United States. Eighth grade students should complete research papers on
several topics as the role of research broadens within the curriculum. Students
can work towards better debating skills as they learn to argue and voice their
opinions on colonial expansion and slavery.
World Geography
World Geography is an in-depth examination of life on Earth “The course is
organized systematically around the topics of region, physical earth dynamics,
population, culture, economic systems, urban systems, political systems, and
the environment” (SCDOE, 2011). Unlike prior grade levels, the standards are
not organized in a certain order. “Critical thinking should be emphasized in this
course, with an emphasis on developing spatial thinking skills and competency
related to places, regions, movement across space, and human-environment
interaction” (SCDOE, 2011). Students will be expected to use and understand
the uses of maps and the relationships between people and their
environments.
World History
World History focuses on the development of major world civilizations from
early man to the Renaissance. Students analyze in great detail the questions
behind the development and demise of many of these civilizations as well as
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their contributions to humanity and their influence on the world. Discussions
and questions guide this course as well as deeper examinations into the
smaller topics surrounding cultural extinction.
Eleventh
Grade
Course code
3320

US History
US History is a survey course covering a range of time periods from the
settlements of the thirteen colonies to present time. Students gain an
understanding of the fundamental principles and landmark events that have
contributed to the growth of the United States into its present form. This
course builds on students’ abilities to evaluate significant events and make
connections between major historical events, people and places. Because this
is a high school course, students are asked to make inferences about a wide
variety of events and use these conclusions to make judgments that must be
defended and evaluated for justness.

Twelfth
Grade
one semester, Economics
course code
Economics is the study of how people, either independently or collectively,
3350
make decisions about wants and needs. The study of microeconomics and
macroeconomics demonstrate the study of the systems and theories related to
supply and demand, markets, banking and competition within the United
States Economy and that of the Global Economy. A student in Economics
evaluates and analyzes organizations like the IMF, World Bank and Federal
Reserve to investigate theories behind lending practices and the globalization
of money. Finally, this course evaluates the trends and practices of trade in
expanding markets as well as the place for the consumer in the technology
driven market place. Analysis is the key component to this class. Analyzing
data and trends shape the conclusions that are made and students must be
able to predict outcomes.
one semester, Government
course code
In United States Government, students further their study of the structures,
3330
organizations, stakeholders and functions of American government and
politics. In order to be active participants in the United States political system,
students develop an understanding of participation and involvement in
elections on both a national and local levels. Students read and examine
governmental and political theories rooted in philosophical ideas and argue
policies related to civil liberties, unemployment practices and checks and
balances. Students should understand the role of the Supreme Court in
moderating political practice as well as the relationships between the branches
of government and the citizens.
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A student who thrives at Allegro must understand that Social Studies uses the standards as the
guide for learning while the curriculum emphasizes the musical talents of individuals, regions,
countries and periods of time to explore the diversity and culturally significance of each event
and era.
The most important element of this curriculum is the kinesthetic and hands-on environment
created in a music rich environment. At each grade level, the students use their own expertise
to develop instruments from different periods and create music similar to that developed
during the time period.
The Social Studies standards provide opportunities for investigations into music. Throughout
the study of American History, students dive into creative projects on the music of eras like the
Civil War, World War II and the 1960s. Students in World History have the opportunity to
develop instruments found in Ancient Rome like the lyre as well as putting poetry to music like
the female poets of Ancient Greece. The School House Rock series has done just this with the
development of songs related to Capitol Hill and the struggle of the 13 colonists. Composing
new songs to remember facts and relationships between events would be a vital tool for all
students.
Small group projects based on Problem Based Learning along with the Paideia approach to
teaching and learning can provide a place for investigations. Students develop the questions to
be answered, the rubric to grade themselves based on the integration of Social Studies
concepts and music outcomes, and use their classroom as a work station to meet, develop,
brainstorm and conceptualize.
The differentiated approach and the inclusion of the special education student to this school
will prove to be successful. The Neuroimaging Laboratory associated with Harvard Medical
School found that students with Autism who encountered music experienced a positive
influence on their speech (Neuroimaging Laboratory, n.d.). Likewise, there is a correlation
between the exposure of children to music lessons before the age of seven and stronger
connections between motor regions of the brain (Penhune, 2013). The development of senses
and the mind will flourish in this environment. Students who play instruments are more patient
and have better coordination (Child Senses: Benefits, 2013). The idea that children of any age
and any level can benefit from exposure to music while participating in an academically driven
environment is overwhelming. Music will add to students’ success and will prove to be
beneficial for them as they travel through life.
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Science
Introduction
Science literacy and content knowledge are vital for thriving in a rapidly evolving technological
landscape. Scientific issues increasingly impact and define our daily life, career potential, public
policy debates, and national and global security (Alberts, 2004; Marcinola, 2006; The Royal
Society Science Policy Center, 2010; UNESCO, 2010) Scientific research studies have suggested
that music education may positively influence spatial temporal reasoning abilities (Rauscher et
al., 1993), a phenomenon popularly known as the “Mozart effect” (Jenkins, 2001). Music
participation is not only associated with academic achievement (Vaughn, 2000; Southgate &
Roscigno, 2009), but may also reduce high school dropout rates among at-risk students (Barry
et al., 2002). The spotlight on arts in education and its effect on enhanced development of
critical and creative thinking skills in future generations has been suggested to date back to the
launching of Sputnik, which drew attention in the United States for the need to regain global
competitiveness (Greher & Ruthman, 2012; Pogonowski, 2001). Despite some ambiguous
results regarding simplistic correlations with improved academic measures, most researchers
and the public agree that music education and participation enhances learning environments,
improves self-efficacy and self-esteem, and is either directly or indirectly correlated with higher
academic achievement (Kennedy, 2002; Americans for the Arts, 2005; Hodges & O'Connell,
2005).
South Carolina and most other southern states lag behind projected postsecondary attainment
necessary to prepare students for high wage-high skilled employment (Carnevale & Smith,
2012). Science instruction at Allegro will address this disparity by implementing a rigorous
science curriculum in grades 6-12 by differentiating instruction across traditional academic and
social boundaries in order to maintain high graduation rates, and to prepare students
artistically, academically, and socially for postsecondary success. The Allegro science
curriculum is specifically designed to position students to attain secondary and postsecondary
education, by augmenting an arts-infused learning environment with rigorous science as
preparation for any field, so that graduates may fully realize their artistic, academic, social, and
citizenship potential.
Allegro is committed to utilizing science textbooks and materials that have been reviewed and
approved by the state of South Carolina, and will accordingly implement newly revised South
Carolina Academic Standards (SCAS) and Performance Indicators for Science (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014). While these standards were initially aligned with Common
Core State Standards (CCSS) to be implemented 2014-2015, CCSS will likely be replaced by
South Carolina College and Career Readiness Standards for Allegro’s opening year, 2015-2016.
Allegro’s administration and faculty will closely follow and update curriculum alignment as
needed should SC CCRS be adopted.
Science education at Allegro, while first and foremost standards-aligned, will be informed by
other disciplines when possible, particularly music and English language arts. Science teachers
will incorporate argument-based writing and will focus on discipline-specific vocabulary
attainment to promote scientific literacy. Teacher-facilitated instruction will include small
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group, round-table style discussions that promote participation and engagement, small group
lab activities, as well as individualized tutoring and mentoring activities, and the use of
innovative self-paced software.
Summary of what is to be achieved each year
Summaries of grade level goals below were formulated by incorporating the newly published
South Carolina Academic Standards (SCAS) and Performance Indicators for Science (South
Carolina Department of Education, 2014). For 2015-2016, these same standards will be aligned
with SC CCRS, if adopted. SC CCRS will serve to supplement science standards and target
science literacy (reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language), providing a cross-curricular
bridge between ELA, math, and science (National Governors Association, 2010). South Carolina
science standards (both current and emerging) inform the coordinated strategy for improving
instruction in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education (S2TEM
Centers SC, 2013), and integration with all subjects with the ultimate goal of teaching students
how to incorporate scientific problem-based thinking into their daily lives. Grade level goal
summaries given below are drawn from the sources cited above.
Science goals for middle school grades 6-8 expand on topics covered in elementary school, and
continue to focus on scientific inquiry and the process of scientific investigation, but the
expectations and core ideas incorporate technological design, higher level process skills, more
sophisticated application of mathematical concepts, and more rigorous analytical expectations.
Students are expected to transition to developing and planning controlled investigations to
create more explicit and detailed models and explanations. Seven core concepts (patterns;
cause and effect; scale, proportion, and quantity; systems and system models; energy and
matter; structure and function; and stability and change) are embedded and reinforced in the
core science content through hands-on instruction in the classroom (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).
Science goals for high school grades 9-12 transition students to developing more abstract
models and explanations to understand concepts in greater detail and sophistication as they
build from experiences in kindergarten through grade eight. The same seven core concepts are
carried over from middle school and are reinforced within the context of each core science
content through hands-on instruction in the classroom (patterns; cause and effect; scale,
proportion, and quantity; systems and system models; energy and matter; structure and
function; and stability and change) (South Carolina Department of Education, 2014). South
Carolina high school students are required to have a minimum of three laboratory science units
in order to graduate, and must also pass a high school science course in which an end-of-course
examination is administered. Currently the only course that satisfies this requirement is
Biology.
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Sixth Grade
Course code:
1201

Sixth Grade science goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are focused on
eight science and engineering practices and four core areas (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).
Sixth Grade Science and Engineering Practices: South Carolina students are
expected to develop understandings of the core science content listed above
and demonstrating grade-appropriate proficiency in the processes and skills of
scientific inquiry. Standard 6.S.1: The student will use the science and
engineering practices, including the processes and skills of scientific inquiry, to
develop understandings of science content.
Sixth Grade Core Areas:
♦ Earth Science: Earth’s Weather and Climate
Standard 6.E.2: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the
interactions within Earth’s systems (flow of energy) that regulate weather and
climate.
♦ Physical Science: Energy Transfer and Conservation
Standard 6.P.3: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the
properties of energy, the transfer and conservation of energy, and the
relationship between energy and forces.
♦ Life Science: Diversity of Life - Classification and Animals
Standard 6.L.4: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how scientists
classify organisms and how the structures, processes, behaviors, and
adaptations of animals allow them to survive.
♦ Life Science: Diversity of Life - Protists, Fungi, and Plants
Standard 6.L.5: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the
structures, processes, and responses that allow protists, fungi, and plants to
survive and reproduce.
(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)

Seventh
Grade
Course
codes:
2201
2221

Seventh Grade science goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are focused on
eight science and engineering practices and four core areas (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).
Seventh Grade Science and Engineering Practices: Standard 7.S.1: The student
will use the science and engineering practices, including the processes and skills
of scientific inquiry, to develop understandings of science content.
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Seventh Grade Core Areas:
♦ Physical Science: Classification and Conservation of Matter Standard 7.P.2:
The student will demonstrate an understanding of the structure and properties
of matter and that matter is conserved as it undergoes changes.
♦ Life Science: Organization in Living Systems Standard 7.L.3: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of how the levels of organization within
organisms support the essential functions of life.
♦ Life Science: Heredity – Inheritance and Variation of Traits Standard 7.L.4:
The student will demonstrate an understanding of how genetic information is
transferred from parent to offspring and how environmental factors and the use
of technologies influence the transfer of genetic information.
♦ Ecology: Interactions of Living Systems and the Environment Standard
7.EC.5: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how organisms
interact with and respond to the biotic and abiotic components of their
environments.
(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)

Eighth Grade
Course code:
2251

Eighth Grade science goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are focused on
eight science and engineering practices and five core areas (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).
Eighth Grade Science and Engineering Practices: Standard 8.S.1: The student
will use the science and engineering practices, including the processes and skills
of scientific inquiry, to develop understandings of science content.
Eighth Grade Core Areas:
♦ Physical Science: Forces and Motion Standard 8.P.2: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of the effects of forces on the motion and
stability of an object.
♦ Physical Science: Waves Standard 8.P.3: The student will demonstrate an
understanding of the properties and behaviors of waves.
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♦ Earth Science: Earth’s Place in the Universe Standard 8.E.4: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of the universe and the predictable patterns
caused by Earth’s movement in the solar system.
♦ Earth Science: Earth Systems and Resources Standard 8.E.5: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of the processes that alter the structure of Earth
and provide resources for life on the planet.
♦ Earth Science: Earth’s History and Diversity of Life Standard 8.E.6: The
student will demonstrate an understanding of Earth’s geologic history and its
diversity of life over time.

(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)
Ninth Grade
Course
code:
3211 or
Biology 1
(3221)

Tenth Grade
Course
codes:
Biology 1
3221 or
Biology 2
3222 or
Honors
322D00HW

Physical Science: South Carolina high school students are not required to take
Physical Science, although it is recommended as preparation for other
secondary science courses. Physical Science no longer has separate standards;
course goals are thus drawn from 2014 SCAS for Chemistry and Physics. Goals
for Physical Science are, like other sciences, focused on eight science and
engineering practices. Four core content areas based upon selected Chemistry
and Physics standards include:
♦ Matter and its interactions
♦ Motion and stability
♦ Energy
♦ Waves and their applications in technologies for information transfer
Biology – EOCE Course: Biology goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are
focused on eight science and engineering practices and five core areas (South
Carolina Department of Education, 2014).
Biology – Science and Engineers Practices: Standard H.B.1: The student will use
the science and engineering practices, including the processes and skills of
scientific inquiry, to develop understandings of science content.
Biology Core Areas:
♦ Cells as a System Standard H.B.2: The student will demonstrate the
understanding that the essential functions of life take place within cells or
systems of cells.
♦ Energy Transfer Standard H.B.3: The student will demonstrate the
understanding that all essential processes within organisms require energy
which in most ecosystems is ultimately derived from the Sun and transferred
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into chemical energy by the photosynthetic organisms of that ecosystem.
♦ Heredity – Inheritance and Variation of Traits Standard H.B.4: The student
will demonstrate an understanding of the specific mechanisms by which
characteristics or traits are transferred from one generation to the next via
genes.
♦ Biological Evolution – Unity and Diversity Standards are currently being
reviewed and have not yet been published.
♦ Ecosystem Dynamics Standard H.B.6: The student will demonstrate an
understanding that ecosystems are complex, interactive systems that include
both biological communities and physical components of the environment.
(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)
Eleventh
Grade
Course
codes:
3231
Honors
323D00HW

Chemistry: Goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are focused on eight
science and engineering practices and six core areas (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).
Chemistry – Science and Engineers Practices: Standard H.C.1: The student will
use the science and engineering practices, including the processes and skills of
scientific inquiry, to develop understandings of science content.
Chemistry Core Areas:
♦ Atomic Structure and Nuclear Processes Standard H.C.2: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of atomic structure and nuclear
processes.
♦ Bonding and Chemical Formulas
Standard H.C.3: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of the structures and classification of chemical
compounds.
♦ States of Matter Standard H.C.4: The student will demonstrate an
understanding of the structure and behavior of the different states of matter.
♦ Solutions, Acids, and Bases Standard H.C.5: The student will demonstrate an
understanding of the nature and properties of various types of chemical
solutions.
♦ Chemical Reactions Standard H.C.6: The student will demonstrate an
understanding of the types, the causes, and the effects of chemical reactions.
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♦ Thermochemistry and Chemical Kinetics Standard H.C.7: The student will
demonstrate an understanding of the conservation of energy and energy
transfer.
(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)
Eleventh
through
Twelfth
Grade

Physics: Goals are based upon the 2014 SCAS and are focused on eight science
and engineering practices and two overarching core areas (South Carolina
Department of Education, 2014).

Course
codes:

Physics – Science and Engineers Practices: Standard H.P.1: The student will use
the science and engineering practices, including the processes and skills of
scientific inquiry, to develop understandings of science content.

3241

Physics Core Areas:
♦ Interactions and Forces: Patterns of Linear Motion; Forces and Changes in
Motion; Interactions and Contact Forces; Interactions and Noncontact Forces
and Fields Standard H.P.2: The student will demonstrate an understanding of
how the interactions among objects and their subsequent motion can be
explained and predicted using the concept of forces.
♦ Interactions and Energy: Conservation and Energy Transfer and Work;
Mechanical Energy; Thermal Energy; Sound, Electricity and Magnetism;
Radiation; Nuclear Energy Standard H.P.3: The student will demonstrate an
understanding of how the interactions among objects can be explained and
predicted using the concept of the conservation of energy.
(South Carolina Department of Education, 2014)

Eleventh
through
Twelfth
Grade

Other Science Courses: Allegro students will be able to take additional science
courses through VirtualSC (e.g., Earth Science, Anatomy, Environmental
Science, etc.). Students seeking additional courses may enroll in dual credit
courses discussed below.
Dual Credit Courses: Allegro Juniors and Seniors who qualify and receive
permission may choose to enroll in offsite dual credit courses at Trident
Technical College for which they may simultaneously earn both high school and
college credit. Dual credit courses are advantageous in that they allow students
to make progress toward a post-secondary certificate or degree, allow students
to take course work based on their interests, and bolster students’ confidence
in their in ability to gain entrance into and succeed in a post-secondary
institution. http://www.tridenttech.edu/hs_dualcredit.htm
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Science Curriculum and Instructional Strategies
Allegro science teachers will have a passion for music and seek innovative ways of connecting
the study of music to academic classes; while this seems obvious, not all academic teachers
have studied music theory and appreciation; such teachers may be empowered foremost by
ensuring that they have adequate knowledge of music and music education. This may be
accomplished through formal course work or professional development, by attending
Charleston Symphony Orchestra performances and/or other performances, or by participating
in workshops and/or activities hosted by Allegro music faculty.
Discipline-specific professional development will be available for Allegro science teachers to
ensure fluency in new and emerging science standards as well as problem-based learning
instructional strategies and best practices. Middle school science standards that must be
covered by South Carolina public school science teachers are complex and cover a broad range
of topics; even if a teacher is an expert in a given field of study, one individual is unlikely to be
proficient in all subspecialties of science. High school subject requirements relate in depth
content expectations to overarching multidisciplinary big ideas, and require expert knowledge
and interdisciplinary collaboration. Quality professional development as outlined by the
National Science Teachers Association (2013) that focuses on research and implementation of
effective classroom learning and teaching strategies, content knowledge and development,
incorporation of argument-based writing, and utilization of research-based methods that mirror
those expected in the classroom will empower teachers to successfully implement science
standards at Allegro.
Science teachers will coordinate within and between grades to ensure coherence and cohesion
of science instruction; teachers will also form collaborative teams within grade levels to
develop content and strategies to collaborate on problem-based lesson plans for crosscutting
concepts. As an example, a multidisciplinary problem may include the building of a new and or
improved functioning musical instrument that solves problems or inadequacies that
characterize the original instrument; this would require engineering design and design
optimization, principles of physics as regards to the quality of sound that the instrument makes
and the materials from which it is constructed, literacy needed to comprehend technical
manuals and attributes of building materials, and historical extensions regarding the history of
instrument being made. Professional musicians from the Charleston Symphony Orchestra and
various other music organizations in Charleston will comprise some of the music faculty, and
may serve as mentors to guide research. Scientists, other professional musicians, engineers,
and parents may be invited to collaborate with students on multidisciplinary problem-based
explorations
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Math
Introduction
A goal of Allegro is to fully engage students in the classroom and prepare them to be successful
in the global workforce in a manner that allows flexibility in the design of the curriculum,
instructional considerations and schedule to serve the vision of the school. “Creative workers”
who are able to analyze a situation, hypothesize about causes and effects, and craft new
solutions will be in great demand in the coming years, will garner competitive wages, and will
fuel a high performance economy. Instruction that integrates concepts in music and
mathematics can encourage a higher level of thinking among young children and may stimulate
a child’s creative abilities.
Music has a mathematical architecture, and as young students learn music they are also
learning to recognize patterns and symmetries, and experiencing and hearing the concepts of
counting and fractions (MIND Research Institute). Long since the days of Pythagoras, the idea
that music and math have a special connection has been researched. Studies such as the
Mozart Effect, which indicates that listening to Mozart’s classical music has a short-term effect
on spatial-temporal reasoning, show strong correlation to learning music and the increase in
mathematical ability.
It is the our understanding that the Common Core will not be utilized when Allegro opens in
2016, but was used in the drafting of this document as it is what the state has currently
adopted. The mathematics curriculum at Allegro will be adjusted when the state finalizes its
high-level College and Career Ready standards to be used in the 2015/2016 school year. Our
curriculum will ensure the use of rigorous math standards for 6th-12th grades and expose
students to challenging content which prepares them for college and their future careers, but
affords them the opportunity to tap into their creative nature by offering a curriculum that can
be integrated with their music curriculum.
There is a fundamental belief by mathematics educators and mathematicians alike that every
student should have a solid foundation in mathematics to function effectively and that there is
a need to improve the learning of traditionally underserved groups of students (Ball, FerriniMundy, Milgram, Schmid & Schaar, 2005). Math instruction at Allegro will address the socially
acceptable culture of mathematical illiteracy that has plagued our community by providing
experiences that will foster newfound love for mathematics by intertwining mathematical
concepts with the skills and concepts of the music they have come to love and appreciate.
Teachers will utilize various instructional strategies including direct instruction, small groups,
music labs, computer-assisted instruction, multimedia software and student-driven exploration.
When making the decision about what strategies will be used to teach, teachers at Allegro will
base those decisions on the concept/skill being taught, the learning goals and objectives as
outlined within the curriculum, and the students current skill level and knowledge base
(Stumbo, Circe, and Susan Follett Lusi, 2005).
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Allegro teachers will transform the classroom into an inquiry-based learning environment which
promotes interdisciplinary learning through centers, whole group and small group instruction
and the infusion of technology.
Allegro understands that such resources as classroom technology, state-approved textbooks,
and other learning aides are important tools in the enhancement of mathematics instruction;
however, none of these compares to the value of highly qualified teachers. For this reason,
Allegro is committed to ensuring that teachers are provided with quality initial preparation and
ongoing, systemic professional development. Training will include the implementation of
professional learning communities to foster a spirit of collaboration and encourage teachers to
continue perfecting their craft so that they can provide learning authentic opportunities for the
students.

Summary of What is to be Achieved Each Year
The math curriculum for each grade level will be outlined based on the Mathematical Practices and
the Academic standards as outlined in the State Standards documents. Math is currently being
reviewed by the SCDE. The table below provides an introduction to the expectations for each grade
level, while the document itself provides an overview of the standards, clusters and domains that
are used as a guide for instruction.
The information provided below, as well as detailed
descriptions of grade level standards, can be found at https://ed.sc.gov/agency/se/instructionalpractices-and-evaluations/. Allegro teachers will receive professional development to ensure
course work in aligned to the SC adopted standards.

Sixth Grade
Course Code:
Mathematics
(1110)

In Grade 6, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) connecting
ratio and rate to whole number multiplication and division and using concepts of
ratio and rate to solve problems; (2) completing understanding of division of
fractions and extending the notion of number to the system of rational numbers,
which includes negative numbers; (3) writing, interpreting, and using expressions
and equations; and (4) developing understanding of statistical thinking.
1. Students use reasoning about multiplication and division to solve ratio and
rate problems about quantities. By viewing equivalent ratios and rates as
deriving from, and extending, pairs of rows (or columns) in the
multiplication table, and by analyzing simple drawings that indicate the
relative size of quantities, students connect their understanding of
multiplication and division with ratios and rates. Thus students expand the
scope of problems for which they can use multiplication and division to
solve problems, and they connect ratios and fractions. Students solve a wide
variety of problems involving ratios and rates.
2. Students use the meaning of fractions, the meanings of multiplication and
division, and the relationship between multiplication and division to
understand and explain why the procedures for dividing fractions make
sense. Students use these operations to solve problems. Students extend
their previous understandings of number and the ordering of numbers to
the full system of rational numbers, which includes negative rational
numbers, and in particular negative integers. They reason about the order
and absolute value of rational numbers and about the location of points in
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all four quadrants of the coordinate plane.
3. Students understand the use of variables in mathematical expressions. They
write expressions and equations that correspond to given situations,
evaluate expressions, and use expressions and formulas to solve problems.
Students understand that expressions in different forms can be equivalent,
and they use the properties of operations to rewrite expressions in
equivalent forms. Students know that the solutions of an equation are the
values of the variables that make the equation true. Students use properties
of operations and the idea of maintaining the equality of both sides of an
equation to solve simple one-step equations. Students construct and
analyze tables, such as tables of quantities that are in equivalent ratios, and
they use equations (such as 3x = y) to describe relationships between
quantities.
4. Building on and reinforcing their understanding of number, students begin
to develop their ability to think statistically. Students recognize that a data
distribution may not have a definite center and that different ways to
measure center yield different values. The median measures center in the
sense that it is roughly the middle value. The mean measures center in the
sense that it is the value that each data point would take on if the total of
the data values were redistributed equally, and also in the sense that it is a
balance point. Students recognize that a measure of variability (interquartile
range or mean absolute deviation) can also be useful for summarizing data
because two very different sets of data can have the same mean and
median yet be distinguished by their variability.
5. Students learn to describe and summarize numerical data sets, identifying
clusters, peaks, gaps, and symmetry, considering the context in which the
data were collected. Students in Grade 6 also build on their work with area
in elementary school by reasoning about relationships among shapes to
determine area, surface area, and volume. They find areas of right triangles,
other triangles, and special quadrilaterals by decomposing these shapes,
rearranging or removing pieces, and relating the shapes to rectangles. Using
these methods, students discuss, develop, and justify formulas for areas of
triangles and parallelograms. Students find areas of polygons and surface
areas of prisms and pyramids by decomposing them into pieces whose area
they can determine. They reason about right rectangular prisms with
fractional side lengths to extend formulas for the volume of a right
rectangular prism to fractional side lengths. They prepare for work on scale
drawings and constructions in Grade 7 by drawing polygons in the
coordinate plane.

Seventh Grade
Course Code:
Mathematics
(2110)

In Grade 7, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) developing
understanding of and applying proportional relationships; (2) developing
understanding of operations with rational numbers and working with expressions
and linear equations; (3) solving problems involving scale drawings and informal
geometric constructions, and working with two- and three-dimensional shapes to
solve problems involving area, surface area, and volume; and (4) drawing
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inferences about populations based on samples.
1. Students extend their understanding of ratios and develop understanding of
proportionality to solve single- and multi-step problems. Students use their
understanding of ratios and proportionality to solve a wide variety of
percent problems, including those involving discounts, interest, taxes, tips,
and percent increase or decrease. Students solve problems about scale
drawings by relating corresponding lengths between the objects or by using
the fact that relationships of lengths within an object are preserved in
similar objects. Students graph proportional relationships and understand
the unit rate informally as a measure of the steepness of the related line,
called the slope. They distinguish proportional relationships from other
relationships.
2. Students develop a unified understanding of number, recognizing fractions,
decimals (that have a finite or a repeating decimal representation), and
percents as different representations of rational numbers. Students extend
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division to all rational numbers,
maintaining the properties of operations and the relationships between
addition and subtraction, and multiplication and division. By applying these
properties, and by viewing negative numbers in terms of everyday contexts
(e.g., amounts owed or temperatures below zero), students explain and
interpret the rules for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with
negative numbers. They use the arithmetic of rational numbers as they
formulate expressions and equations in one variable and use these
equations to solve problems.
3. Students continue their work with area from Grade 6, solving problems
involving the area and circumference of a circle and surface area of threedimensional objects. In preparation for work on congruence and similarity in
Grade 8 they reason about relationships among two-dimensional figures
using scale drawings and informal geometric constructions, and they gain
familiarity with the relationships between angles formed by intersecting
lines. Students work with three-dimensional figures, relating them to twodimensional figures by examining cross-sections. They solve real-world and
mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume of twoand three-dimensional objects composed of triangles, quadrilaterals,
polygons, cubes and right prisms.

Eighth Grade
Course Codes:

4. Students build on their previous work with single data distributions to
compare two data distributions and address questions about differences
between populations. They begin informal work with random sampling to
generate data sets and learn about the importance of representative
samples for drawing inferences.
In Grade 8, instructional time should focus on three critical areas: (1) formulating
and reasoning about expressions and equations, including modeling an
association in bivariate data with a linear equation, and solving linear equations
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and systems of linear equations; (2) grasping the concept of a function and using
functions to describe quantitative relationships; (3) analyzing two- and threedimensional space and figures using distance, angle, similarity, and congruence,
SCCC Algebra 1 and understanding and applying the Pythagorean Theorem.

Mathematics
(2110) or

(4114—see
description in 9th
Grade)

1. Students use linear equations and systems of linear equations to represent,
analyze, and solve a variety of problems. Students recognize equations for
proportions (y/x = m or y = mx) as special linear equations (y = mx + b),
understanding that the constant of proportionality (m) is the slope, and the
graphs are lines through the origin. They understand that the slope (m) of a
line is a constant rate of change, so that if the input or x-coordinate changes
by an amount A, the output or y-coordinate changes by the amount m·A.
Students also use a linear equation to describe the association between two
quantities in bivariate data (such as arm span vs. height for students in a
classroom). At this grade, fitting the model, and assessing its fit to the data
are done informally. Interpreting the model in the context of the data
requires students to express a relationship between the two quantities in
question and to interpret components of the relationship (such as slope and
y-intercept) in terms of the situation.
Students strategically choose and efficiently implement procedures to solve
linear equations in one variable, understanding that when they use the
properties of equality and the concept of logical equivalence, they maintain
the solutions of the original equation. Students solve systems of two linear
equations in two variables and relate the systems to pairs of lines in the
plane; these intersect, are parallel, or are the same line. Students use linear
equations, systems of linear equations, linear functions, and their
understanding of slope of a line to analyze situations and solve problems.
2. Students grasp the concept of a function as a rule that assigns to each input
exactly one output. They understand that functions describe situations
where one quantity determines another. They can translate among
representations and partial representations of functions (noting that tabular
and graphical representations may be partial representations), and they
describe how aspects of the function are reflected in the different
representations.
3. Students use ideas about distance and angles, how they behave under
translations, rotations, reflections, and dilations, and ideas about
congruence and similarity to describe and analyze two-dimensional figures
and to solve problems. Students show that the sum of the angles in a
triangle is the angle formed by a straight line, and that various
configurations of lines give rise to similar triangles because of the angles
created when a transversal cuts parallel lines. Students understand the
statement of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse, and can explain
why the Pythagorean Theorem holds, for example, by decomposing a
square in two different ways. They apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find
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distances between points on the coordinate plane, to find lengths, and to
analyze polygons. Students complete their work on volume by solving
problems involving cones, cylinders, and spheres.

High School (or
8th grade)
Algebra
Course Codes:
Algebra 1 (4114)
Algebra 2 (4115)

High School
Geometry
Course Code:
Geometry (4122)

High School
Probability and
Statistics
Course Code:

Algebra 1 students will study and demonstrate knowledge of how to evaluate and
simplify expressions; write and solve linear and quadratic equations, functions,
and formulas; and write and solve systems of equations and linear inequalities.
Students will also study and demonstrate knowledge of how to represent and
analyze relationships using tables, equations and graphs; apply basic operations
on polynomials; use basic operations on rational and irrational numbers; and
communicate mathematically.
Algebra 2 contains an in-depth study of functions, patterns, relations, and
concepts of number systems. This includes linear, quadratic, exponential,
absolute value, radical, and rational functions. Conic sections are also addressed.
Students will use technology and models to investigate and explore mathematical
ideas and relationships and develop multiple strategies for analyzing complex
situations. Students will analyze situations verbally, numerically, graphically, and
symbolically. Students will apply mathematical skills and make meaningful
connections to life’s experiences.
This course includes an in-depth analysis of plane, solid, and coordinate geometry
as they relate to both abstract mathematical concepts and real-world problem
situations. Topics include logic and proof, parallel lines and polygons, perimeter
and area analysis, volume and surface area analysis, similarity and congruence,
trigonometry, and analytic geometry. Emphasis will be placed on developing
critical thinking skills as they relate to logical reasoning and argument. Students
will be required to use different technological tools and manipulatives to discover
and explain much of the course content.
This course includes the following topics: introductory probability, counting
techniques, and probability distributions. Statistic topics include data
organization, sample space concepts, frequency distributions, random variables,
binomial and normal distributions and central limit theorem.

4141
High School
Calculus
Course Codes:
Precalculus
(4131)
Calculus (4135)

Pre-Calculus focuses on the development of the student’s ability to understand
and apply the study of functions and advanced mathematics concepts to solve
problems. Emphasis is placed on active participation through modeling,
technology lab activities, group activities, and communication in mathematics.
With concentrated effort by the student, this course will provide an adequate
foundation for a subsequent study of calculus.
Calculus students will develop a thorough understanding of analytic geometry,
limits, derivatives, and applications of derivatives. This course provides a basic
foundation for advanced studies in mathematics. Some integration rules as well as
integral applications will be explored. Concrete models, manipulatives, pictorial
representations, graphing calculators, and computers will be used to strengthen
concepts previously taught and to teach new concepts.
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Physical and Health Education
Allegro will follow the SC Standards for Physical Education for sixth through ninth grades:
Grades

Standards with Learning Domains

Sixth through
Ninth Grades

Standard 1 – Psychomotor

Course codes:
1440
2440
3441

The student will demonstrate competence in motor skills and movement
patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.
Standard 2 – Cognitive
The student will demonstrate understanding of movement concepts,
principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and
performing of physical activities.
Standard 3 – Psychomotor
The student will participate regularly in physical activity.
Standard 4 – Psychomotor
The student will achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical
fitness.
Standard 5 – Affective
The student will exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that
respects self and others in physical-activity settings.
Standard 6 – Affective
The student will demonstrate awareness that physical activity provides the
opportunity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and social
interaction.
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Health
Education

Grade-level curricular content aligned with these codes is available at:
http://ed.sc.gov/agency/se/Teacher-Effectiveness/Standards-andCurriculum/Physical_Education.cfm

Course codes:
1401
2401
3401
3402
3403

Foreign Language
Allegro will have a foreign language lab to provide instruction to students using VirtualSC online
courses. Spanish will most likely be the initial language for instruction in the initial year, with
the potential for Latin. Students at Allegro will work towards demonstrating indicators of
fluency each year. Allegro will use SCDE’s 2013 South Carolina Standard for World Language
Proficiency adopted in 2013 to drive foreign language proficiency:
http://ed.sc.gov/agency/se/Instructional-Practices-andEvaluations/documents/2013_SC_Standard_for_WL_Proficiency_08-13-13.pdf
Foreign language courses offered at Allegro through VirtualSC:
Spanish 1 (365100CW)
Spanish 2 (365200CW)
Latin 1 (363100CW)
Latin 2 (363200CW)

Visual and Performing Arts
Allegro will naturally engage students in the Visual and Performing Arts in the cross-curricular,
project-based learning course work, but will also provide standards aligned with formal
instruction. All of the standards by grade are provided by SCDE here:
http://ed.sc.gov/agency/se/Instructional-Practices-andEvaluations/VisualandPerformingArts.cfm
Students will be able to demonstrate their progress in the visual arts in their in e-portfolios.
Courses offered:
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Theatre 1 (4521)
Art: Drawing 1 (3521)

Electives
Allegro will remain small to provide a focused music and academic program for our students,
but we want to be able to offer a variety of electives. Fortunately, the SCDE has an innovative
online learning resource that offers many courses that can supplement our course of study.
Elective courses offered at Allegro through VirtualSC:
Keyboarding 510000CH (will be offered to 8th graders—½ credit)
This course is designed to provide students an opportunity the skill of entering alphabetic,
numeric, and symbolic information on a keyboard and ten-key pad using the touch method of
key stroking. Emphasis is placed on the development of accuracy and speed, proper techniques,
and correct fingering. Formatting of basic documents will be introduced.
Computer Applications 500800CH (will be offered to 9th graders- ½ credit)
This course is designed to introduce students to software applications that are necessary to live
and work in a technological society. The applications covered include word processing,
databases, spreadsheet, and presentation. Other content areas may include computer
hardware, terminology, and concepts.
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Appendix I – Student Handbook
Because the majority of students will be coming from CCSD schools, Allegro will use a
modified code of conduct based on C CSD’s 2014/2015 Code of Conduct, but with an appeal
process to the Board of Directors of the school. The school will further develop their code of
conduct during the planning year with legal review for compliance with all applicable laws. The
school will review the related laws as applicable when changes occur and adopt policies and
procedures accordingly.
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Appendix J – By-Laws
ARTICLE I – NAME AND OFFICES
Section 1.1. Name of Corporation. The name of the Corporation shall be as specified in its
Articles of Incorporation, to wit: Allegro Charter School of Music. (hereinafter referred to as
the "Corporation").
Section 1.2. Address of Corporation. The location and address of the registered office of the
Corporation shall be 756 St. Andrews Blvd., Charleston, South Carolina 29407.
ARTICLE II – NATURE OF CORPORATION
Section 2.1. Non-Profit. The Corporation does not contemplate pecuniary gain or profit,
incidental or otherwise, to its members.
Section 2.2. Purposes. The purposes for which the Corporation is to be formed is to organize a
charter school pursuant to South Carolina Code Ann. § 59-40-5 et seq., South Carolina Code
Ann. § 59-40-10 et seq., the South Carolina Charter Schools Act of 1996, as amended
(hereinafter “the SCCS Act”), and as set forth in the Articles of Incorporation, to wit: in
accordance with section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, as an educational organization,
specifically a public charter school in Charleston, SC, with the mission of utilizing music and
academics to produce inspired thinkers who become creative members of society.
Section 2.3. Limitations and Restrictions.
Income and Distributions: No part of the assets, income, or net earnings of the Corporation shall
be distributable to or shall inure to the benefit of its Members, Trustees, Directors, Officers, or
any Shareholder or Private Individual, but reasonable expenses may be reimbursed and
reasonable compensation may be paid for services rendered to enable the Corporation to provide
the functions for which it has been organized.
Dissolution: Pursuant to the SCCS Act and federal law, upon the dissolution of the Corporation,
its assets may not inure to the benefit of any private person. Any assets attained through
restricted agreements with a donor through awards, grants or gifts must be returned to the entity,
if such entity is a legal non-profit entity. All other assets of the Corporation shall become the
property of the school district which is the Sponsor of the charter school.
Scope of Activity: Notwithstanding any other provision herein, the Corporation shall not carry
on any other activities not permitted to be carried on by (a) a corporation exempt from federal
income tax under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or the
corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law, or (b) by an
organization, contributions to which are deductible under section 170 (c)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code, or corresponding section of any future federal tax code.
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Prohibited Transactions: No substantial part of the activities of the organization shall be the
carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the organization
shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of statements)
any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office.
Section 2.4. Non-Discrimination. The Corporation shall be non-sectarian, non-religious and
non-discriminatory. Furthermore, the Corporation shall hire staff and accept students without
discrimination as to race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, sexual orientation,
educational affiliation, handicap status, or age, and shall comply with all applicable laws and
regulations relating thereto including those specifications regarding admission as to racial
composition pursuant to South Carolina Code Ann. § 59-40-50 (B)(6).
Section 2.5. Enrollment. Subject to total enrollment limitations, enrollment in the School shall
be open to any child in accordance with the South Carolina Charter Schools Act, related
amendments, and interpreted case law.
ARTICLE III – MEMBERS
Section 3.1. No Members. The Corporation shall have no members. Any action which would
otherwise, by law, require approval by a majority of all members or approval by the members
shall require only approval of the Board of Directors. All rights which would otherwise, by law,
vest in the members shall vest in the Board of Directors. Nothing in this Article III shall be
construed to limit the Corporation’s right to refer to persons associated with it as “members,”
even though such persons are not members. The Board of Directors may also, but without
establishing memberships, create an advisory council or honorary board or such other auxiliary
groups as it deems appropriate to advise and support the Corporation.
Section 3.2. Annual Meetings. The annual meeting of the Board shall be held by the 3rd week of
March each year. The Board shall also meet regularly with a quorum present at least nine (9)
times each year. An annual schedule of regular meetings shall be adopted, published and posted
at the school office and provided to local media and the charter school sponsor in September of
each year. All meetings are open to the public.
Section 3.3. Place and Time of Annual Meetings. All meetings of the Board (hereinafter
“Board”), including the annual meeting, shall be held at such places within or without the State
of South Carolina and at such times that shall be specified in the respective notices of such
meetings or waivers thereof.
ARTICLE IV – BOARD OF DIRECTORS, CHARTER GOVERNING BOARD
Section 4.1. Management. The Charter Governing Board means the governing body of the
Charter School and also shall be the Board of Directors of the Corporation. The business and
affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by the Board of Directors (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as the “Board”). The members shall act only through the duly constituted Board.
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Section 4.2. Responsibilities. The Board’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the
following:
a) Sign the Charter School Contract and revisions thereto;
b) Establish policies for the governance in accordance with national, state, and local laws
governing public charter schools in South Carolina;
c) Make every effort to maintain a positive working relationship with the Sponsoring
School District;
d) Comply with all Federal and South Carolina laws;
e) Develop strategic plans for the School;
f) Review monthly financial reports and adopt an annual budget and any necessary
revisions thereto;
g) Assist in fundraising activities for the School;
h) Approve and execute all necessary contracts on behalf the School;
i) Hire, evaluate, retain and, if necessary, remove the school administrator;
j) Approve employment agreements for teachers and non-teaching employees;
k) Evaluate the Administrator of the school at least annually;
l) Ensure that all employee applicants have met certification requirements and applicable
background investigations before employment;
m) Review and adjust pay scales, performance criteria and discharging policies as required;
n) Develop policies regarding operations of the school, budgeting and curriculum;
o) Review and evaluate the academic and administrative achievements and progress towards
annual goals;
p) Hear appeals for teacher dismissals and student expulsions;
q) Build and maintain a parent, educator, and community partnership;
r) Conduct periodic reviews of school guidelines regarding health, safety, civil rights, and
disability rights requirements applicable to all public schools operating in the same
school district, as needed, and adhere;
s) Develop and adopt policies of the school;
t) Oversee and maintain the financial health of the School;
u) Perform any and all necessary legal acts to effectuate the purpose of the Corporation;
v) Maintain accurate up-to-date records of the business conducted at all Board meetings;
w) Contract for other services, including, but not limited to, transportation, accounting and
legal;
x) Notify the public of scheduled meetings in accordance with state laws.
The faculty of the School, under the direction of the Administrator, shall be responsible for
implementing the development of the School’s curriculum and teaching methods, consistent with
the mission of the School.
Section 4.3. Composition and Election. Board members shall qualify under the SCCS Act and
demonstrate commitment to the school’s mission. The Board shall consist of seven (7) voting
members. At least 50% of the Members of the Board shall be elected by the parents or guardians
of students enrolled in the School and the employees of the School pursuant to the SCCS Act.
Parents or guardians of a student shall have one vote total for each student enrolled in the charter
school; parents and guardians within each family will determine who will cast that vote. Each
employee shall have one vote. The elected Members of the Board shall be elected by a plurality
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of the votes cast. Eligible voters will vote on a slate presented by Board Development
Committee and approved by the Board. The elected Board will be elected at-large. Up to 49% of
the board may be appointed by the board upon review of the Board Development Committee for
skills that will advance the mission of the school. At least fifty percent of the members of the
board, as specified in the bylaws, shall be individuals who have a background in K-12 education
or in business. The board shall approve election timelines each year at least three months before
terms expire. Elections shall be held by the end of February each year.
Section 4.3a Term of Office. The term of office of each director shall be two (2) years except
in the first year of elections where no more than 50% of the board will have terms for one year as
determined by the board development committee.
Section 4.3.b Ex-Officio Committee Members. There will be no ex-officio members.
Section 4.4. Annual and Regular Meetings. The Annual Meeting of the Board shall be held by
the third week of March of each year. The Board shall also meet regularly with a quorum
present at least nine (9) times each year. An annual schedule of regular meetings shall be
adopted, published, and posted at the school office and provided to local media in September of
each year. Meetings of the Board shall be general meetings and open for the transaction of any
business within the powers of the Board without special notice of such business except in any
case where special notice is required by law or by the Bylaws. All meetings are open to the
public.
Section 4.5. Special and Emergency Meetings. Special meetings of the Board shall be called at
any time by the Secretary upon the written request delivered to the Secretary by electronic mail
(e-mail) of either the Chairperson or three (3) Members of the Board upon twenty-four (24)
hours’ notice posted and delivered to all members and local news media. Meetings shall be held
at the place stated in the notice and shall be open to the public. Emergency meetings may be
called at the discretion of the Chairperson. An emergency meeting may be held without notice,
so long as there is a quorum.
Section 4.6. Place and Time of Meetings. All meetings of the Board shall be held at such place
or places within the State of South Carolina and at such times as shall be specified in the specific
notices of such meetings.
Section 4.7. Notice of Meetings. Notices of meetings of the Board shall be posted in the School
and provided to the public and the charter school sponsor in accordance with the requirements of
the Freedom of Information Act.
Section 4.8. Open Meetings and Administrative Records. All official actions and all
deliberations undertaken by a quorum of the Board shall take place at a meeting open to the
public, as provided in the Freedom of Information Act, except in cases where executive sessions
are authorized pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act.
Section 4.9. Quorum and Voting. In all meetings of the Board, the presence of a majority of
the Members of the Board shall be necessary and sufficient to constitute a quorum. Unless
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otherwise provided by law or by the Bylaws, the act of a majority of the Members of the Board
present shall be the act of the Board. In the absence of a quorum, no business shall be transacted
except to take measures to obtain a quorum, fix a time to adjourn, or to take a recess.
Meetings of the Board may be conducted informally, but all decisions of the Board will be taken
by vote. At the request of any member, any meeting or action within a meeting will be
conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in the then current edition of Robert’s
Rules of Order except when they conflict with these Bylaws.
Section 4.10. Resignation and Removal of Members of the Board. Any member of the Board
may resign at any time during the elected year(s) of service. Any member of the Board may be
removed at any time with cause at any meeting of the Board by a majority vote of the Board of
Directors called for that purpose. Cause will be considered failure to organize or neglect of duty,
abandoning his or her duties and responsibilities, conduct prejudicial to the interests of the
corporation, or failure to act in the best interest of the corporation’s students and faculty,
according to the SCCS Act. Members of the Board are expected to attend at least seventy-five
percent (75%) of all Board meetings and seventy-five percent (75%) of meetings of the
committee or committees on which he or she has agreed to serve. Failure to attend meetings as
outlined herein may be cause for removal of a member of the Board. A member of the Board
shall be removed for conviction of a felony crime or a crime of moral turpitude. A member of
the board who has been removed shall be prohibited from running for future Board positions.
Section 4.11. Vacancies. In the event any vacancy occurs on the Board, the Chair shall call an
election for a new Member of the Board to be held within forty-five (45) days unless a regular
election is within sixty (60) days in which case the vacancy can be included in the regular
election. The election shall be held pursuant to the SCCS Act, and as provided for in these
Bylaws. The replacement Member of the Board shall serve for the remainder of the unexpired
term of the Member of the Board whose departure created the vacancy.
Section 4.12. Compensation and Expenses. Members of the Board shall serve without
compensation but may be reimbursed for expenses incurred when acting at the request of and on
behalf of the Board.
Section 4.13. Qualifications of the Board of Directors. Members of the Board shall qualify
under all requirements of the SCCS Act. A person who has been convicted of a felony may not
be elected to the Board of Directors.
Section 4.14. Charter Committee. The Corporation’s Charter Committee shall serve as an
interim board until the first election is held no later than February 2015. The Charter Committee
is the governing body of a charter school formed by the applicant to govern through the
application process and until the election of a Board of Directors is held. After the election, the
Board of Directors of the corporation must be organized as the governing body and the charter
committee is dissolved. The Charter Committee will follow these bylaws with the exception of
the number of members.
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ARTICLE V – OFFICERS
Section 5.1. Number of Officers. The officers of the Corporation shall be a President, Vice
President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer. The aforementioned officers must be members of the
Board. The officers shall perform such duties as usually pertain to the offices which they hold or
as may be assigned to them by the Board of Directors.
Section 5.2. Election of Officers. The President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer of the
Board shall be elected annually by the Board of Directors at the designated Annual Meeting of
the Board. Officers shall be elected by a plurality of the votes cast by the Members of the Board
and may succeed themselves. Each person elected as an officer shall continue in office until the
next annual meeting after his/her election or until his/her successor shall have been duly elected
and qualified, or until his/her earlier death or resignation, in accordance with the Bylaws.
Vacancies of officers caused by death, resignation, or decrease in the number of officers may be
filled by a majority vote of the Board at a special meeting called for that purpose or at any
regular meeting.
Section 5.3. Additional Officers and Agents. The Board, at any meeting, may, by resolution,
appoint such additional officers and such agents and determine their term of office and
compensation, if any, as it may deem advisable. The Board may delegate to any officer or
committee the power to appoint such subordinate officers, agents, or employees and to determine
their terms of office and compensation, if any.
ARTICLE VI – COMMITTEES
Section 6.1. Ad Hoc Committees. The Board may from time to time, by resolution, constitute
such committees of officers, employees, or non-members, with such functions, powers and duties
as the Board deems necessary or appropriate. Unless the Board shall provide otherwise, each
such committee shall enact rules and regulations for its governance.
Section 6.2. Standing Committees. As soon as practicable, the Board chair shall, subject to the
Board’s approval and stated provisions to the contrary herein, appoint the chairperson of the
standing committees identified hereafter from among the Board. Chairpersons shall hold office at
the discretion of the Board.
Section 6.2.1. Board Development Committee. The Board Development Committee shall
consist of at least three members appointed by the board. The Board Development Committee
shall, upon a majority vote of all the committee members, nominate to fill Board, Disciplinary
Committee, or Board Development Committee vacancy as required for the unexpired portion of
any term. The Board Development Committee will also ensure the board has the correct balance
of skills to advance the mission of the school and plan ongoing board development training.
Nothing herein shall preclude any member from seeking consecutive terms to serve on the Board
Development Committee.
Section 6.2.2. Disciplinary Review Committee. The Disciplinary Review Committee shall
consist of five (5) members. The committee shall be two (2) qualified parent volunteers, the
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Board vice president, and two (2) board members. The Disciplinary Review Committee shall be
empowered to examine all facts, hear appeals, and render a decision pertaining to suspension and
expulsion brought on an appeal of an Administration decision. A finding and recommendation of
the Disciplinary Review Committee pertaining to any suspension and expulsion must be
approved by three-fourths of the members of the Committee. The student or the Administration
may appeal any suspension or expulsion finding and/or recommendation to the Board of
Directors with the Board’s decision on the issues being final and without further review.
ARTICLE VII – INDEMNIFICATION
Section 7.1. General. The Corporation shall indemnify each officer, Board member, employee
and representative (“Indemnitee”) from the expenses and risks as set forth in Sections 2 and 3 of
this Article if such Indemnitee has acted in good faith or in a manner which a reasonable person
would believe to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the Corporation and, with respect to
any criminal action proceeding, had no reason to believe his or her conduct was unlawful. A
member shall not be considered to be acting in good faith if he/she has knowledge concerning
the matter in question that would cause his/her reliance to be unwarranted. Absent breach of
fiduciary duty, lack of good faith, or self-dealing actions taken as a member or any failure to take
any action shall be presumed to be in the best interests of the Corporation.
Section 7.2. Expenses. Indemnitees shall be indemnified against all expenses (including
attorney’s fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably
incurred by the Indemnitee in connection with any threatened, pending or completed action, suit
or proceeding whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative (other than an action by or
in the right of the Corporation) by reason of the fact that the Indemnitee is or was a
representative, officer or director of the Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the
Corporation as a representative of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other
enterprise.
ARTICLE VIII – LIMITATION OF PERSONAL LIABILITY
Section 8.1. Personal Liability. A member of the Board of Directors shall not be personally
liable for monetary damages for any action taken or any failure to take any action, unless (a)
such member has breached or failed to perform his/her duties as a member, including his/her
duties as a member of any committee of the Board upon which he/she may serve, pursuant to the
standard of care set forth in Section 2 of this Article, and (b) such breach or failure to perform
constitutes self-dealing, willful misconduct, or recklessness.
Section 8.2. Standard of Care. Each member of the Board shall stand in a fiduciary relation to
the Corporation and shall perform his/her duties as a member, including his or her duties as a
member of any committee of the Board upon which he or she may serve, in good faith, including
reasonable inquiry, skill and diligence, as a person of ordinary prudence would use under similar
circumstances. In performing his or her duties, a member shall be entitled to rely in good faith
on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial statements and other financial
data, if prepared or presented by those believed to be competent, capable, knowledgeable, or
have such expertise on the subject matter. Breach of fiduciary duty or lack of good faith shall
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constitute failure of care. Any Board member acting in this manner shall be removed from the
Board and prohibited from running for future Board positions.
A member shall not be considered to be acting in good faith if he/she has knowledge concerning
the matter in question that would cause his/her reliance to be unwarranted. Absent breach of
fiduciary duty or lack of good faith, actions taken as a member or any failure to take any action
shall be presumed to be in the best interests of the Corporation.
Section 8.3. Conflict of Interest. The Officers, Board of Directors, and other elected
individuals shall exercise the utmost good faith in all transactions relating to their Corporation
duties and will be held to a strict rule of honest and fair dealings. They shall not use their
position, or knowledge gained there from, so that a conflict might arise between the
Corporation’s interest and that of the individual. All acts by any member shall be for the benefit
of the Corporation in any dealings that may affect the Corporation. During their terms, elected
individuals shall promptly make a full disclosure to the Board of Directors of any existing or new
employment, activity, investment, or other interest that might involve obligations which could
adversely compete with or be in conflict with the interests of the Corporation.
ARTICLE IX – MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Section 9.1. Fiscal Year and Audit. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on July 1
and end on June 30 each year. The Corporation shall be required periodically and no less than
once a year to employ a certified public accountant to audit the accounts of the Corporation and
to provide such audits as are required pursuant to the SCCS Act.
Section 9.2. Execution of Contracts. The President has authority to enter into any contract or
execute and deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation provided that
the information has been presented to and has been approved by a majority vote of the Board of
directors. In case of emergency, the Board must be notified of any changes at the next regularly
scheduled Board meeting. The Board may also authorize any other officer, employee or agent,
in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation, to enter into any contract or execute and deliver
any instrument, and such authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Unless so
authorized by these Bylaws or by the Board, no officer, employee, or agent shall have any power
to bind the Corporation by any contract or engagement or to pledge its credit or to render it
pecuniarily liable for any purpose or in any amount.
Section 9.3. Commercial Paper. All checks and other orders for the payment of money out of
the funds of the Corporation, and all notes or evidences of indebtedness of the Corporation, shall
be executed on behalf of the Corporation by such officer or officers or employee or employees,
as the Board may, by resolution, from time to time determine.
Section 9.4. Deposits. All funds of the Corporation not otherwise employed shall be deposited,
from time to time, to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or other
depositories as the Board may, from time to time, select or as may be selected by any officer or
employee of the Corporation to whom such power may, from time to time, be delegated by the
Board; and for the purpose of such deposit, any officer, or any employee to whom such power
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may be delegated by the Board, may endorse, assign and deliver checks, drafts, and other orders
for the payment of money that are payable to the order of the Corporation.
Section 9.5. Notices. Except as may otherwise be required by law, any notice required to be
given shall be in writing and signed by the Chairperson or the Secretary; and any notice so
required shall be deemed to be sufficient if given by depositing the same in a post office box in a
sealed postpaid wrapper, addressed to the person entitled thereto at his last post office address
appearing on the records of the Corporation, and such notice shall be deemed to have been given
on the day of such mailing. Any notices required to be given may be waived, by the person
entitled thereto in writing (including telegraph, cable, radio or wireless), whether before or after
the meeting or other matter in respect of which such notice is to be given, and in such event such
notice need not be given to such person.
Section 9.6. Forms of Records. When consistent with good business practices, any records of
the Corporation may be maintained in other than written form if such other form is capable of
reasonable preservation and conversion into written form within a reasonable time.
Section 9.7. Corporate Records. The Corporation shall keep as permanent written records a
copy of the minutes of all meetings of its members and Board of Directors, a record of all actions
taken by the members or Directors without a meeting, and a record of all actions taken by
committees of the Board of Directors. The Corporation shall maintain appropriate accounting
records. The Corporation or its agent shall maintain a record of the name and address, in
alphabetical order, of each member. The Corporation shall keep a copy of the records at its
Principal Office.
Section 9.8. Bylaw Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed and new
Bylaws may be adopted by a majority vote of the Board of Directors at a regularly scheduled
Board meeting, provided that notice of any proposed amendment or change is made available to
Members of the Board and to the public at least 30 days prior to the meeting at which they are
voted upon. Only editorial changes to proposed amendments may be made at the meeting. The
Board will review the Bylaws at least once every three years. Any amendments to the Bylaws
that are inconsistent with the SCCS Act, or would result in the Corporation’s loss of its ability to
claim non-profit status under either the Internal Revenue Code or the South Carolina Non-profit
Corporation Act, shall be null and void.
Section 9.9. Severability. If any provision of these Bylaws or the application thereof to any
person or circumstances shall be held invalid or unenforceable to any extent by a court of
competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be complied with or enforced to the greatest extent
permitted by law as determined by such court, and the remainder of these Bylaws and the
application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby and
shall continue to be complied with and enforced to the greatest extent permitted by law.
Section 9.10. Usage. In construing these Bylaws, feminine or neuter pronouns shall be
substituted for masculine forms and vice versa, and plural terms shall be substituted for singular
forms and vice versa, in any place in which the context so requires. The section and paragraph
headings contained in these Bylaws are for reference purposes only and shall not affect in any
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way the meaning or interpretation of these Bylaws. Terms such as “hereof”, “hereunder”
“hereto”, and words of similar import shall refer to these Bylaws in the entirety and all
references to “Articles”, “Paragraphs”, “Sections”, and similar cross references shall refer to
specified portions of these Bylaws, unless the context clearly requires otherwise. Terms used
herein which are not otherwise defined shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the SCCS
Act and if not defined therein, then shall have their plain and ordinary meaning. All references
to statutory provisions shall be deemed to include corresponding sections of succeeding law.
Section 9.11. Conflict between Bylaws, Articles and South Carolina Law. The Articles of
Incorporation of the Corporation and South Carolina law including, without limitation, the South
Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act of 1994, as amended, and the South Carolina Charter
Schools Act of 1996, as amended, together with the regulations, are incorporated herein by
reference. Any conflict within the terms of these Bylaws, the Articles, and South Carolina law
should be resolved in the following order: (1) South Carolina law, (2) the Articles, and (3) these
Bylaws.
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Organizational Chart
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Facilities Worksheet
Item
ADA compliance
Fire saftey compliance
Building codes
Land-use zoning and other regulations
Other local ordinances
Resources for loans, financing
Contacts for city building inspectors
Real estate agents (renting and leasing specifics)
Insurance (property and liability)
Janitorial services

Type of School
Elementary
Middle
High

Contact Agency

Median Number of Students
Square Feet per Student
600
120
800
142
865
178
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Student/Parent Handbook

Handbook Criteria
Introduction: include vision, mission
Mission Statement: five elements values educational approach, curriculum focus, customer focus, oucomes, and goals.

Included

Curriculum-include steps to developing your curriculum and sample curriculum
Enrollment-enrollment procedures, discrimination laws, application deadlines, sample enrollment policies
Accountability-annual report information:discuss mechanisms for measuring students academic and nonacademic accomplishments
Assessment-techniques need for assessment, testing required
Leadership-school structure;describe what your leaders look like, their goals and strategies, training the leaders, and classroom observation for leaders.
Facilities-appropriate facility, locating facility, financing facility, and regulations;library hours parental use of facilities; health and saftey policies
Finances and Budgeting-summary of financial plan and operating budget
Appendices-include and sample materials you need
Student Manual
A brief overview of school's history mission and vision
A brief description of school's structures, operations, governance, and staff
The academic calendar and schedule
An explanation of the school's instructional program, including the cirriculum and instructional strategies
An outline of the school's graduation/matriculation standards and processes, and admission and transfer policies
An explanation of harassment policies and grievance procedures
A code of student conduct
An explanation of what happens when the code of conduct is violated including suspension and expulsion matters
Parent Manual
A brief overview of the charter school concept and the school's history
Parent involvement expectations and responsibilities
Reciprocal obligations of the school toward the parent and student
An explanation of harassment policies and grievance progam
Constructive suggestions on how the parent can support learning in the home and family activities
A contact list explaining how parents can raise and resolve concerns regarding the school's operations and policies and suggestions on parents role in school
A description of the school's governing structure and how parents may become involved in the schools governance
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Communications
Purpose of Communications Plan:
• To communicate to potential parents and students
• To recruit teachers and staff
• To answer critics
• To educate
• To raise funds
• To build partnerships
• To establish and strengthen communication with staff and
students
Materials
A good logo and stationary design that will last

Completed

In Process

An easy-to-understand, one-page fact sheet about your school
At least one press kit on the issues and activities you want to
highlight to the media
Brochures that can be printed on paper and adapted for a Web
site
Video, slides, overheds, and computer presentations
Reports and studies for public release news items
One-paragraph and one-page bios on spokesperson and school
leaders
Copies of your current newsletter if there is one
Copies of newspaper articles about your school
Photographs of school facilities, student activities, events
Have enrollment and school information available at local libraries
Send flyers to social services organizations describing your school
and/or inviting them to an event(Rotery,Lions,Kiwanis)
Community and youth centers, after-school, and recreation
programs
Place fliers in real estate offices
Present at newcomers clubs
Encourage word of mouth (satisfied parents and staff)
Submit classified ads in newspapers
Feature stories in newspapers
Mail information to PTA and other parent organizations
Interview on local radio talk shows
Advertise on ethnic radio stations
Send press releases to the local media
Write letters to the editor/editorials
Distribute newsletters
Displays in corpoate lobbies, shopping malls
Place posters in children's clothing stores, day-care centers,
hospitals
Publicize student awards ceremonies
Post information of bulletin boards (laudromats, gyms, salons,
bowling alleys, grocery stores, athletic clubs)
Advertise on billboards
Advertise on buses
Information/orientation meetings
Hand out bumper stickers
Send information to professional associations and publications
Display banners outside the school advertising events and inviting
all to attend
Create a video showing that your school is a safe place to be, and
play it in doctors' offices, resturants, malls, or anywhere families
may be
Invite people to come in to visit the school on a regular basis
Advertise in the Penny Saver or Val-U-Pac coupon books if they
are in your area
Local TV stations may advertise nonprofit events free of charge
Poster about applications and deadlines
Determine what social media you will use and make sure all
messages are coordinated
Schedule information sessions for parents
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How Do We Become A Nonprofit Organization?
workbook 1 page 61-62
Forming a Nonprofit Organization: A Checklist
Determine the purpose of the organization.
Every organization should have a written statement that expresses its reason for being. Resources: board
members, potential clients, and constituents.
Form a Board of Directors
The initial board will help translate the ideas beyond the orgainzation into reality through planning and
fundrasing.
As the organization matures, the nature of and composition of its board will also change.
Resources: secretary of state or state attorney general's office; professional organizations
Review bylaws
Bylaws--the operating rules of the organization--should be reviewed and approved by the board early in
the organization's development.
Resources: an attorney experienced in nonprofit board.
Develop a strategic plan
The strategic planning process helps you express a vision of the organizations potential. Outline the steps
necessary to work toward that potential, and determine that staffing needed to implement the plan.
Establish a program and operational priorities for at least one year.
Develop a Budget and Resource Development Plan
Financial oversight and resource development, (fundraising earned income and memberhsip) are critical
board responsibilities. The resources needed to carry out the strategic plan must be described in a budget
and financial plan
Establish a Record-Keeping System for the Organization's Official Records
Corporate documents, board meeting minutes, finanical reports, and other official records must be
preserved for the life of the organization.
Resources: secretary of state or state attorney general's office; professional organizations
Establish an Accounting System
Responsible stewardship of the organization's finances requires the establishment of an accounting system
that meets both current anticipated needs.
Keep track of in-kind donations
Resource: certified public accountant experienced in nonprofit accounting
File for an Internal Revenue Service determination of federal tax exempt status
Get Federal Tax ID number
Non-profit corporations with charitable, educational, scientific, religious or cultural purposes have tax
exempt status under section 501©(3)-or sometimes section 501©(4) -of the Internal revenue code.
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To apply for recognition of tax-exempt status obtain form 1023 (application) and publication 557(detailed
instructions) from the local Internal Revenue Service office. The application is an important legal
document, so it is advisable to seek the assistance of an experienced attorney when preparing it.
Publish Non-Discriminatory Policy in newspaper before applying for tax-exempt status
Resources: your local IRS office, an attorney.
File for state and local tax exemptions
In accordance with state, county, and municipal law, apply for exemption from income, sales and property
taxes.
Resources: state, county, or municipal department of revenue.
Meet the requirements of state, county and municipal charitable solicitation laws.
Many states and local jurisdictions regulate organizations that solicit funds within that state county or city.
Usually compliance involves obtaining a permit or license and filing an annual report and financial
statement.
Submit exemption form http://www.sos.sc.gov/Public_Charities/Public_Charities_Info
Resources: state attorney general's office, state department of commerce, state or local department of
revenue, or county or municipal clerk's office.
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Governing Board
Plan to Dissolve Planning Committee and Institute Governing Board (election date/place)
Transition from Planning Committee to Governing Board
Compliance with Governing Board Membership
Identify Board Secretary and Other Officers
Establish Board Meeting Schedule
Identify Person to Follow State Legislation
Compliance with State Mandatory Training
Board Meeting Announcements are Posted in a Public Place and the Sponsor is notified with 48 hours notice
of meetings.
Procedures for parents to contact governing board, register a complaint or place an item on the governing
board agenda.
Governing board meeting announcements, meeting agenda and minutes are signed and dated and filed
chronologically.
Each policy that has been adapted by the Board is dated, signed, and adoption date recorded in meeting
minutes.
The state required Annual Report provides compliance with all areas.
The Charter School board receives regular financial reports.
The Charter School Board approves the budget, amendments, and purchases over a certain dollar amount.

In by-laws
In by-laws
In by-laws

Board Manual Contents:
General Information
History of school and current programs
Mission and vision statement
Charter
State Charter School Law
Bylaws
Organizational Chart
Annual Calendar with school events
Board Information
Description of individual board member's responsibilities
Committee job decriptions
Current annual calendar of board and committee meetings
Up-to-date list of board members names, professional titles, addresses, and telephone numbers
Description of board members liability insurance
Finance and fundraising
Current financial statements and budget for the fiscal year
Most recent audit report
List of donors for the past two fiscal years
Other Information
Annual report
Selected press releases and articles
Promotional material
List of resources (brochures etc.)
Board and Committee Minutes:
Most recent minutes
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Tool VIII: Personnel Checklist
Recruitment
Determine staffing needs
Write job descriptions/ads
Hold Teacher Recruitment Fair
Contact Sponsoring district to advertise positions and obtain
applications for the CERRA website
Contact Sharon Massar for posting on Alliance web site
Ads in Newspapers
Contact Teach for America if eligible

Due Date

Lead Person

Teacher roster with teaching assignments by grade level or
specialty.

Interviews
Screen and select potential candidates
Create interview questions
Establish employee classifications

Create contract format

Arrange and conduct interviews
Finalize selections
Teachers are certified or no more than the maximum number of
non-certified teachers have been hired (<25%); and non-certified
teachers meet the qualifications of Education Law §2854(3)(a-1).

Copies of teacher certifications, or appropriate proof of
compliance with statutory exemptions.
Proof of certification or academic credentials (transcripts),
relevant tests and subject matter competency for each
teacher.
Copies of Fingerprint Clearance forms from OSPRA for each
employee identifying the new charter school as the
employee’s current employer;

Teachers in core academic areas (as defined by No Child Left
Behind Act) are highly qualified in accordance with NCLB.
Retirement System

Background Clearances

Teachers should be part of the state retirement
system. Contact to get this set up will be George Hazin – 803737-6882. If a decision in April is to move forward – pending
strong enrollment – then make contact with George.
Check section 594060 of the charter code – section E2 in
regards to criminal clearance. Those filling highly qualified
positions will need SC certification which will require SC
criminal background checks.
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Extend offers to teachers:
SLED Criminal background checks-contact district HR
Ensure Teacher Certification (Sections 59-27-10 and 59-25-115)
Review ADEPT Regulations for compliance
Teacher training
Send faculty and staff report (PCS forms) to district HR
Contact District HR for New Hires Insurance
Ensure District has all Insurance Forms for all employees
Payroll deductions for insurance premiums
Provide New Hire Packts
Conduct Training on Key Policies and Employee Handbook
Sexual Harrassment Training for all Staff

Compensation and Benefits
Establish payroll system
Establish employee classifications
Establish regular paydays and check distribution process
Make arrangements for direct deposit
Make arrangements for payroll deductions
Make arrangements for returement plans and insurance
Determine number of sick days
Estalish policy on leaves (including personal days)
Staff Development
Create evaluation and observation forms
Scheduele formal evaluations and do pbservations for the year including goals for staff development
Plan inservice days/staff retreats/establish financial assistance policy
Code of Conduct
Establish expeditions in writing
Write sexual harrassment policy
Grievance Procedure and Corrective Action
Write formal grievance procedure
Establish corrective action procedure
Other Policies
Determine break scheduele
Establish dress code
Create employee handbook with personnel policies and procedures
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Collect employee ackknowledgement of policies and procedures
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Finding a Facility

Review current requirements for school size from Office of
School Facilities
Available space (including classrooms, restrooms, and special
purpose space) meets the requirements of the program and the
number of students enrolled.
Space is accessible to all students (including handicapped
students), clean, and well-lit.
School has adequate food storage, heaters and coolers in kitchen
area.
Parking, drop-off, pick-up lines

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q
=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&ve
d=0CDsQjBAwBA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fed.
sc.gov%2Fagency%2Fos%2FSchoolFacilities%2Fdocuments%2FDraft2013Gui
debook091712clean.pdf&ei=O7IcUsDvH4b
q8QThoHIBQ&usg=AFQjCNHm1OX4kIxNVtgFPU
YjgMUXoI266w&bvm=bv.51156542,d.eW
U

A certificate of occupancy (or equivalent) is on file, as well as any
other appropriate certificates of inspection or permits.
Certificates of insurance are on file, meeting at least the
minimum levels required by the Charter Schools Act and
including a provision to provide notice to the Charter Schools
Institute of any material change, non-renewal or termination of
the policy.
Space is safe and secure; entrance and egress from the school’s
space is adequately controlled.
Sign for the School is evident.
Copies of school safety and evacuation plans are posted in each
classroom.
State and Federal Employment Posters are posted appropriately.
Locked storage is present for student academic, attendance,
discipline and testing records.
Locked storage is present for student health records.
Fire extinguisheres have been recently inspected.
Select Site
Acquire site (lease,purchase,etc.)
Make necessary repairs and installations
Arrange custodial services
Establish Insurance Policies
ADA compliance
Fire safety compliance
Building codes
Land-use zoning and other regulations
Other local ordinances
Resources for loans, financing
Contacts for city building inspectors
Real estate agents (renting and leasing specifics)
Insurance (property and liability)
Janitorial services
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Technology
Form Technology Subcommittee of Board
Write Technology Plan and submit to SCDE
(https://ed.sc.gov/agency/programsservices/185/SouthCarolinaDistrictTechnologyPl
ans.cfm )
Sign up for Erate
(https://sck12techinit.sc.gov/node ) or use
AdTec, Inc., E-Rate Solutions Group, or New
Hope Foundation to assist
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Governance and Management
Deliverables

The Board of Trustees has been established.
By-laws have been ratified.
A permanent head of the school has been named.
Other key leadership roles in the school are filled or
adequately covered.
Management contract, if applicable, has been
executed.

List of current members of the school’s Board of
Trustees, including contact information and officers.
Copy of ratified by-laws or a board resolution
approving by-laws.
Written notice that the head of school has been
named within 5 days of the hire date.
Updated organizational chart with names of specific
individuals occupying key leadership roles.
Copy of management contract signed by
representatives of management company and school
Board of Trustees.
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Curriculum and Instruction
Needed instructional materials and supplies have been
distributed to classrooms at every grade level.
A school calendar and class schedules exist and provisions
have been made for them to be available to every student
and every family.
Written documentation that the school
has hired, contracted with or received
a commitment from the school district
regarding certified Special Education
teacher(s) and a SPED coordinator, and
hired, contracted with OR

Provisions have been made for serving students with special
needs.
The school has received a commitment
from the school district regarding
speech and language therapists, and
occupational and physical therapists, or
other services or equipment, if
required.

Provisions have been made for a child find system.
The school is prepared to provide instruction in each
approved grade and only in such grades.
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES
Begin working with the District’s
Director of Student Services to
understand the expectations of
meeting the requirements of IDEA
and Section 504
Verify disability status of all
enrolled students with previous
school district’s director of special
services
Specifically request disability
records from the previous school
district’s director of special services
Identify available personnel/service
providers:
-special education teacher (most
cases: searching for a multicategorical /learning disabilities
teacher)
Appendix L-14
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-related service providers
(occupational therapists, physical
therapists, speech/language
pathologists) (many school’s
contract with private companies
instead of hiring staff)
-school psychologist (most cases:
contracting as needed instead of
hiring staff)
Plan to have to attend the district’s
special education training in late
July. 504 training after school starts
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Students and Parents
Deliverables
Media release
Enrollment Packet
Field trip, walking off campus release
Finalize detailed narrative plan for introducing the school
One pager on school culture
culture in the first few weeks of schools
Develop parent engagement plan including student/parent
Family Handbook
compacts, processes and procedures

The school has developed required policies relating to
student discipline (including special education students),
complaints/grievances, FERPA, FOIL, Open Meetings Law,
and have made appropriate policies available to students
and their families in the Student and Family Handbook.

Student enrollment procedures have been documented and
a student roster is available to teachers.

A preliminary count of students with special needs is
available.
Student records have been requested and/or received.

Copy of Student and Family Handbook containing the
specified policies, including FERPA access.
Copy of School's discipline policy, including special
education discipline
List of trustees, all employees and their salary information
and public office address.
List of records maintained by school (per FOIL).
Copy of School's FOIL policy, and public notices.
Copy of FERPA procedures for storage/handling of student
files in school.
Copy of School's complaint and/or greivance policy with
clear school and CSI contact information.
Media contact list for Board Meeting notification
Assurance that these policies have been distributed to
students and parents.
Evidence of the number of students currently enrolled
Evidence of the number of students currenty on a waitlist .
Copies of student rosters
Documents pertaining to any lotteries held by the school
Copies of IEPs for incoming students.
Written assurance from the school stating the anticipated
number of special education students.
Copies of incoming student records or written assurance
from the school that records have been requested.

Copies of incoming student health records or written
Student health records have been separated from academic
assurance from the school that they have been requested.
records and are in locked storage in the office of the school
nurse.
Copy of school health record procedures.
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Operations
Arrangements have been made for food service.

Deliverables
An assurance that the school has made appropirate plans for food
services
Written documentation of the school’s relationship with a registered
nurse and/or physician.

The school has made arrangements to be staffed
with a school nurse, and has a plan and procedures Written plan and procedures for the administration of prescription
for the administration of prescription and nonand non-prescription medications to students, and for the provision of
prescription medications to students, and for
required health services.
provision of required health services.
Immunization records or proper exemption forms; OR
Written assurance that students who do not have such records will be
barred from school after 14 days.
Copy of agreement with provider of supplemental transportation
Appropriate provisions have been made for
services.
supplemental transportation of students if any are Copies of fingerprint supported background checks for employees of
to be provided.
the supplemental transportation services provider.
Provisions have been made for student
immunizations.

Copy of draft SAVE plan and proof that the SAVE plan has been
There are written plans for such safety procedures
submitted to SED for approval.
as fire drills and emergency evacuation, including
Assurance that school will meet with required groups (parents,
school safety plans in accordance with Project
teachers) and submit final SAVE plan, and revise as directed by SED.
SAVE.
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT
School Board Policy Manual
Teacher Handbook
Student Code of Conduct
Student Handbook
Policy for Fundraising and Business relationships
Administrative Services Provider (EMO) Evaluation System

Completed?

SCHOOL POLICIES for Board Approval:
Administrative Policies:
Uniforms (if any)/Student dress codes
Code of Conduct
Student Calendar
Technology Policy
Admissions Policy
Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA) create policies for computer use
Lottery Policy
Health and Safety Handbook
Crisis Management Plan
HR Policies:

Employee Handbook
Salary schedule
Teacher Evaluation System
School Leader Evaluation System

Finance Policies:
Finance Manual
Grant Manual
Facility Policies:
Leases and Agreements
Fire Inspection requirements
Health Inspection requirements
Certificate of Occupancy
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Recruiting and Admissions
Deliverables
Choose board member to head up Applications
Establish Student Recruiting, Admission, Communication
System
Design enrollment application
Have application reviewed by Alliance and Statewide
District
Establish an enrollment meeting schedule
Hold informational meetings
Establish contact person and information
Set up process and procedure for receiving, handling
apps, date stamp, data entry, communication with
parents of receipt
Set up logistics of lottery with deadlines
Set up spreadsheet for data entry of applications
Identify applicants with siblings or those of charter
committee parents or employees (as written in your
charter)
Hold lottery
After lottery send admission letters
Establish waiting list
Confirm acceptances
Request student records
Receive student records
Gather student demographic information
Gather and make determination for free and reduced
lunch info
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First Two Months Post-Approval

Date Done

Meet with Charter Committee and assign tasks and subcommittees
Conduct needs assessment for committee to determine who else you need on board
Visit other successful charter schools
Determine who will be liaison between charter group and sponsoring district (volunteer or
contracted staff) to handle HR, special education, testing questions
Set up "Friends of [School Name]" group for in-kind donations
Follow up meetings with key decision makers in community that helped in your approval
Communications
Choose Communications Subcommittee Chair and spokesperson
Draft a press release about approval ready to go
Communicate with parents who signed Letters of Intent about approval
One pager for Board members with basics about charter schools and your school details, and
what your needs are (elevator pitch)
A good logo and stationary design that will last
An easy-to-understand, one-page fact sheet about your school (FAQs)
Press kit on the issues and activities you want to highlight to the media
Have enrollment and school information available at local libraries
Send flyers to social services organizations describing your school and/or inviting them to an
event (Rotary,Lions,Kiwanis)
Community and youth centers, after-school, and recreation programs
Place fliers in real estate offices
Present at newcomers clubs or neighborhood/homeowners' associations
Create brochure
Video, slides, and computer presentations
Reports and studies for public release news items
Poster about applications and deadlines
Determine what social media you will use and make sure all messages are coordinated
Schedule information sessions for parents
Administrative
Set up:
email addresses
PO Box
Phone number (e.g., Ring Central, Grasshopper)
Web site (applications, deadlines, lottery date)
Bank account
Secure cloud storage space to store documents
email service (Constant Contact, Mailer Mailer, MailChimp)
Temporary office space
Lockable fireproof cabinet in office
Legal
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Remove all conflict of interest and perceived conflict of interest (facility, staffing, enrollment)
Get tax id number
Meet with sponsoring district staff to discuss contract terms (to be bilateral, no unilateral
conversation)
File Form 1023 for non-profit status
Get DUNS number
Publish Non-Discriminatory Policy in newspaper (required for tax-exempt status)
Start writing P&I Grant application
Attend training at State Dept of Education
Work with Alliance to review prior to submittal
Align budget
Determine which contracted services you will need (and which will be donated)
Human Resources
Write Project Manager RFP
Fine-tune School Leader job description from your application
Post RFP and job description on Alliance web site (Sharon Massar), National Alliance web site
(schools can post their own), and CERRA (Carol Aust for non-SCPCSD and Paula Gray for
SCPCSD)
Create interview process, rubric, RFP review process
Establish someone who will receive and review applications
Work with Alliance on hr benefits procurement--make sure budget is aligned

Things to consider when looking for facility:
Determine who will lead subcommittee, include architect or someone with construction
experience
Be open minded about looking at various sites
Review current requirements for school size from Office of School Facilities:
Available space (including classrooms, restrooms, and special purpose space) meets the
requirements of the program and the number of students enrolled.
Space is accessible to all students (including handicapped students), clean, and well-lit.
Would USDA approve lunches to be served in the facility? (does not need to have kitchen,
can contract out)
Parking, drop-off, pick-up lines, emergency vehicle lanes, bus accessibility
Access to outside green spaces
Media center, can Bookmobile be on route, or library within walking distance
Geographic location, target population must be nearby
Will building need sprinkler system
Proximity to fire hydrants
Have charter school attorney review potential lease agreement (terms are mutually
favorable, negotiate capital improvements--it is difficult for schools to get loans)
Must have architect with school building experience
Does it have adequate technology access?
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Set up timeline with hard dates to receive Certificate of Occupancy to ensure opening on
time
Develop school resource plan
Student Application Administration
Choose board member to head up Applications
Design enrollment application
Have application reviewed by Alliance and Statewide District
Set up process and procedure for receiving, handling apps, date stamp, data entry,
communication with parents of receipt
Set up logistics of lottery with deadlines
Set up spreadsheet for data entry of applications
Identify applicants with siblings or those of charter committee parents or employees (as
written in your charter)
Fundraising
Identify individual donors and businesses
Develop a fundraising plan for pre-operation year and first two operating years
Initial donations can go through Alliance if they are participating in Phase II Incubator
Tailor communcations pieces to donors, rather than parents
Keep track of in-kind donations
Start to plan fundraising event for parents and community in spring
http://ed.sc.gov/agency/gc/grants/CurrentGrantAnnouncements.cfm
Budget
Hold initial budget workshop:
Review categorical funding triggers
Finalize grade span and enrollment
Identify staffing needs based on projected student enrollment and available funds
Remove conflicts of interest (e.g., no one voting on budget can apply for job at school)
Obtain Insurance
Building insurance
Liability insurance
Workers compensation insurance
Health insurance
Indemnity insurance
School Leaders-Errors & Omissions
Commercial General Liability
Workers’ Compensation/ Employers Liability
Property Insurance
Benefit Administration Coverage (for those that have chosen to provide employee benefits
(health, life, etc) to their employees)
Professional Liability
Directors & Officers liability exposure
Fidelity Bonds
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Appendix M - Student Enrollment Projections for 10-Year Charter
Name of Charter School: Allegro Charter School of Music
GRADE

20152016

20162017

20172018

20182019

20192020

20202021

20212022

20222023

20232024

Sixth

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

Seventh

25

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

Eighth

25

25

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

Ninth

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

25

50

50

50

50

50

50

25

50

50

50

50

50

325

350

350

350

350

350

Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth
TOTALS

100

175

250
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Appendix N – Five-Year Budget
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Five Year Grade Span and Enrollment
1
15-16

2
16-17

3
17-18

4
18-19

5
19-20

100

175

250

325

350

6TH

25

50

50

50

50

7TH

25

25

50

50

50

8TH

25

25

25

50

50

9TH

25

50

50

50

50

25

50

50

50

25

50

50

25

50

ADM

GRADE
E
L
E
M
E
N
T
A
R
Y

H
I
G
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

10TH
11TH
12TH

Provided by the SCDE Office of Finance 05/07/2014
Charter School Funding Estimate - Fiscal Year 2013-14
Updated Using FY 12-13 Audited Financial Statement
Charleston County School District

1 2012 - 2013 Audited Financial Statements

Inflatio
n Rate

2 Total General Fund Revenues

Funding
Calculation
$ 354,970,920

3 FY 2012-13 Weighted Pupil Units (135-day)

52,657.31

4 Per-Pupil Amount

$

6,741.15

5 2012-2013 Inflation Factor*

0.00%

$

-

6 2013-2014 Inflation Factor*

0.00%

$

-

7 2013-2014 Per Pupil Amount

* Inflation Factors are an estimate

$

6,741.15
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Education Finance Act (EFA) Funding Calculations
YEAR 1

$
Student Classification

EL
HS
SP
LD
GT
AA
LEP
POV

Elementary (4-8)
High School (9-12)
Speech Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Gifted and Talented
Academic Assistance
Limited English Proficiency
Pupils in Poverty

Weight

ADM

1.00
1.00
1.90
1.74
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20

67.50
22.50
5.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

67.50
22.50
9.50
8.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00

108.20

TOTAL STUDENTS

Weighted ADM

Projected EFA Funding

$729,392.43
$

YEAR 2
Student Classification
EL
HS
SP
LD
GT
AA
LEP
POV

Elementary (4-8)
High School (9-12)
Speech Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Gifted and Talented
Academic Assistance
Limited English Proficiency
Pupils in Poverty

ADM

Weighted ADM

1.00
1.00
1.90
1.74
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20

90.00
67.50
8.75
8.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

90.00
67.50
16.63
15.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

175.00

189.35

Projected EFA Funding

$1,314,306.75
$

YEAR 3

EL
HS
SP
LD
GT
AA
LEP
POV

Elementary (4-8)
High School (9-12)
Speech Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Gifted and Talented
Academic Assistance
Limited English Proficiency
Pupils in Poverty
TOTAL STUDENTS
Projected EFA Funding

6,941.15

Weight

TOTAL STUDENTS

Student Classification

6,741.15

7,141.15

Weight

ADM

Weighted ADM

1.00
1.00
1.90
1.74
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20

112.50
112.50
12.50
12.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

112.50
112.50
23.75
21.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

250.00

270.50
$1,931,681.08
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Education Finance Act (EFA) Funding Calculations
YEAR 4

$
Student Classification

EL
HS
SP
LD
GT
AA
LEP
POV

Elementary (4-8)
High School (9-12)
Speech Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Gifted and Talented
Academic Assistance
Limited English Proficiency
Pupils in Poverty
TOTAL STUDENTS
Projected EFA Funding

7,341.15

Weight

ADM

Weighted ADM

1.00
1.00
1.90
1.74
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20

135.00
157.50
16.25
16.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

135.00
157.50
30.88
28.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

325.00

351.65
$2,581,515.40
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Education Finance Act (EFA) Funding Calculations
YEAR 5

$
Student Classification

EL
HS
SP
LD
GT
AA
LEP
POV

Elementary (4-8)
High School (9-12)
Speech Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Gifted and Talented
Academic Assistance
Limited English Proficiency
Pupils in Poverty
TOTAL STUDENTS
Projected EFA Funding

7,541.15

Weight

ADM

Weighted ADM

1.00
1.00
1.90
1.74
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20

135.00
180.00
17.50
17.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

135.00
180.00
33.25
30.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

350.00

378.70
$2,855,833.51
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Five Year Staffing Schedule
POSITION

FY-16

FY-17

FY-18

FY-19

FY-20

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,000

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,000

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,000

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,000

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$38,760

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$39,535

$40,326

$41,132

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$40,326

$41,133

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$40,326

$41,133

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$40,326

$41,133

TEACHER (FT / CERT)

$40,326

$41,133
$41,133

TEACHER (FT / CERT)
TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,000

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,000

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,000

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,000

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,380

TEACHER (PT / NCERT)

$19,380

MUSIC INSTRUCTORS (PT)

$110,000

$112,200

$114,444

$116,733

$119,068

$22,000

$22,440

$41,616

$42,448

$43,297

$41,616

$42,448

$43,297

MUSIC INSTRUCTORS (PT)
EC TEACHER
EC TEACHER

$40,000

$40,800
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Five Year Staffing Schedule
POSITION
GUIDANCE

FY-16
$40,000

FY-17
$40,800

FY-18
$41,616

FY-19

FY-20

$42,448

$43,297

$42,448

$43,297

$36,414

$37,142

CURRICULUM SPECIALIST

$42,448

$43,297

DIRECTOR ADVANCEMENT

$42,448

$43,297

$95,509

$97,419

$55,000

$56,100

$31,836

$32,473

RECEPTIONIST

$29,000

$29,580

DIRECTOR FINANCE / HR

$42,448

$43,297

$42,448

$43,297

GUIDANCE
NURSE

PRINCIPAL

$17,500

$90,000

$35,000

$91,800

$35,700

$93,636

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
OFFICE MANAGER

IT MANAGER

$30,000

$30,600

$40,800

$31,212

$41,616

Allegro Charter School of Music

Five-Year Budget

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FND

REVENUE

100
100
203
252
350
355
377
600

1920
3311
4510
4320
3550
3555
3577
4810

Contributions & Donations
Education Finance Act (EFA)
IDEA (Regular)
Implementation Grant
Teacher Salary Increase
School Employer Contributions
Teacher Supplies
USDA Reimbursement (School Lunch)
Total Revenue

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Revenues

FND

FCT

OBJ

Instruction Expenditures

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

110
110
110
110
110
110
110

110
120
210
220
230
260
270

Instructional Salaries
Substitute Pay
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

100
100
100
100

110
110
110
110

410
420
540
545

100
100
100
100
100
100

120
120
120
120
120
120

100
100
100

215
120
120

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2018-2019

$350,000
$729,392
$12,000
$125,000
$5,000
$1,000
$1,100
$46,900

$200,000
$1,314,307
$21,000
$75,000
$5,600
$1,120
$2,200
$82,075

$100,000
$1,931,681
$30,000
$0
$6,200
$1,240
$4,125
$117,250

$0
$2,581,515
$39,000
$0
$6,800
$1,360
$5,225
$152,425

$0
$2,855,834
$42,000
$0
$7,000
$1,400
$5,500
$164,150

$1,270,392

$1,701,302

$2,190,496

$2,786,325

$3,075,884

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2018-2019

$338,000
$8,000
$67,200
$16,900
$26,469
$31,008
$1,004

$557,940
$10,000
$90,720
$27,897
$43,447
$21,216
$1,657

$707,471
$12,000
$111,300
$35,374
$55,040
$21,216
$2,101

$904,924
$14,000
$142,104
$45,246
$70,298
$26,520
$2,688

$964,155
$16,000
$150,912
$48,208
$74,982
$23,256
$2,864

Instructional Supplies
Instructional Textbooks
Instructional Equipment
Instructional Computers

$35,000
$3,000
$40,000
$95,000

$53,750
$3,500
$41,000
$72,500

$72,500
$4,000
$41,000
$72,500

$91,250
$4,500
$31,000
$72,500

$97,500
$5,000
$17,000
$72,500

110
210
220
230
260
270

Exceptional Teacher Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$40,000
$8,400
$2,000
$3,060
$1,632
$80

$40,800
$8,640
$2,040
$3,121
$816
$82

$83,232
$8,904
$4,162
$6,367
$816
$166

$84,897
$9,168
$4,245
$6,495
$816
$170

$86,595
$9,432
$4,330
$6,624
$816
$173

311
410
545

Exceptional Program Services
Exceptional Supplies
Exceptional Computers

$7,000
$2,000
$3,200

$7,000
$2,500
$3,200

$0
$3,000
$3,000

$0
$3,500
$3,000

$0
$4,000
$3,000

$728,953

$991,826

$1,244,148

$1,517,319

$1,587,347

Total Instruction Expense

1
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Five-Year Budget
2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2018-2019

FND

FCT

OBJ

Support Services Expenditures

100
100
100
100
100
100

212
212
212
212
212
212

110
210
220
230
260
270

Guidance Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$40,000
$4,200
$2,000
$3,060
$816
$80

$40,800
$4,320
$2,040
$3,121
$408
$82

$41,616
$4,452
$2,081
$3,184
$408
$83

$84,896
$9,168
$4,245
$6,495
$1,224
$170

$86,594
$9,432
$4,330
$6,624
$816
$173

42

100
100
100
100
100
100

213
213
213
213
213
213

110
210
220
230
260
270

Nurse Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$17,500
$0
$875
$1,339
$816
$35

$35,000
$4,320
$1,750
$2,678
$408
$70

$35,700
$4,452
$1,785
$2,731
$408
$71

$36,414
$4,584
$1,821
$2,786
$408
$73

$37,142
$4,716
$1,857
$2,841
$408
$74

43

100

214

313

Psychological Services

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

44

49

100
100
100
100
100
100

221
221
221
221
221
221

110
210
220
230
260
270

Curriculum and Advancement Salaries
Group Health Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$84,896
$9,168
$4,245
$6,495
$1,632
$170

$86,594
$9,432
$4,330
$6,624
$816
$173

50

100

224

312

Professional Development

$10,000

$12,000

$14,000

$16,000

$18,000

51

100
100
100
100

231
231
231
231

318
319
640
650

Audit Services
Legal Services
Membership Dues & Fees
Liability Insurance

$2,000
$3,000
$2,000
$5,485

$14,500
$4,000
$2,000
$5,650

$15,000
$5,000
$2,000
$5,819

$15,500
$5,000
$2,000
$5,994

$16,000
$5,000
$2,000
$6,173

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

233
233
233
233
233
233
233

111
115
210
220
230
260
270

Principal Salaries
Administrative Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$90,000
$30,000
$8,400
$6,000
$9,180
$1,632
$240

$91,800
$30,600
$8,640
$6,120
$9,364
$816
$245

$93,636
$31,212
$8,904
$6,242
$9,551
$816
$250

$150,509
$60,836
$18,336
$10,567
$16,168
$2,448
$423

$153,519
$62,053
$18,864
$10,779
$16,491
$1,632
$431

100
100
100
100

233
233
233
233

332
410
540
545

Travel
Office Supplies
Office Equipment
Office Computers

$10,000
$6,000
$18,000
$12,000

$12,000
$7,000
$9,000
$4,800

$14,000
$8,000
$9,000
$4,800

$16,000
$9,000
$9,000
$4,800

$18,000
$10,000
$9,000
$4,800

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

45
46
47
48

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
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Five-Year Budget
FND

FCT

OBJ

Support Services Expenditures

100
100
100
100
100
100

252
252
252
252
252
252

110
210
220
230
260
270

Director Finance / HR Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

100
100

252
252

315
690

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254

100
100

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2018-2019

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$42,448
$4,584
$2,122
$3,247
$816
$85

$43,297
$4,716
$2,165
$3,312
$408
$87

Fiscal Services
Bank Fees

$15,000
$1,000

$21,875
$1,000

$31,250
$1,000

$40,625
$1,000

$43,750
$1,000

321
322
323
324
325
329
340
410
470

Public Utility Services (Water & Sewer)
Custodial Services
Repairs & Maintenance Services
Property Insurance
Facility Lease
Trash Service
Telephone
Supplies
Energy (Electric, Gas, Oil)

$0
$20,000
$3,000
$1,240
$96,000
$0
$4,000
$3,000
$0

$0
$22,000
$4,000
$1,277
$96,000
$0
$5,000
$4,000
$0

$3,000
$24,000
$5,000
$1,316
$170,000
$1,200
$6,000
$5,000
$45,000

$3,300
$26,000
$6,000
$1,355
$190,000
$1,300
$7,000
$6,000
$55,000

$3,600
$28,000
$7,000
$1,396
$210,000
$1,400
$8,000
$7,000
$65,000

255
255

331
650

Student Transportation Services
Vehicle Liability

$5,000
$181

$5,000
$186

$5,000
$192

$5,000
$198

$5,000
$204

100
100

258
263

399
350

Building Security System
Marketing & Advertising

$0
$5,000

$0
$6,000

$2,000
$7,000

$2,000
$8,000

$2,000
$9,000

92

100
100
100
100
100
100

266
266
266
266
266
266

110
210
220
230
260
270

IT Manager Salaries
Group Health & Life Insurance
Employee Retirement
Social Security
Unemployment Compensation Tax
Worker's Compensation Tax

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$40,800
$4,320
$2,040
$3,121
$816
$82

$41,616
$4,452
$2,081
$3,184
$408
$83

$42,448
$4,584
$2,122
$3,247
$408
$85

$43,297
$4,716
$2,165
$3,312
$408
$87

93

100

266

345

Technology Services

$20,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

94

600

256

460

Food Program Services

$52,528

$91,924

$131,320

$170,716

$183,848

$514,607

$636,972

$829,302

$1,245,159

$1,313,887

$1,243,560

$1,628,798

$2,073,450

$2,762,479

$2,901,234

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

95

Total Support Services Expense

96

Total Expenditures

97

Previous Year Cash Balance

$50,000

$76,833

$149,337

$266,382

$290,229

98

Budget Balance

$76,833

$149,337

$266,382

$290,229

$464,878
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FY-16 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
FY-16 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
Allegro Charter School of Music
School Year 2015-2016
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month]
2. CASH RECEIPTS
(a) General Fund
(b) Special Revenue Fund
(c) Education Improvement Act Fund
(d) Food Service Fund
(e) Pupil Activity Fund
(f) Restricted State Fund
(g) Education Lottery Act Fund
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
[Total 2a through 2g]
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Instructional Salaries
(b) Instructional Employee Benefits
(c) Instructional Purchased Services
(d) Instructional Supplies and Materials
(e) Instructional Equipment
(f) Instructional Computers
(g) Support Salaries
(h) Support Employee Benefits
(i) Psychological Services
(j) Professional Development and Travel
(k) Audit, Legal, Fiscal Services
(l) Insurance
(m) Office Supplies and Materials
(n) Office Equipment
(o) Office Computers
(p) Facility
(q) Student Transportation
(r) Marketing and Advertising Services
(s) Technology Services
(t) Food Program
(u) Other Expenses [Specify each]
Membership Dues and Fees
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
[Total 5a thru 5u]
7. CASH POSITION
[End of month] (4 minus 6)

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

50,000

5,265

12,591

42,159

58,899

59,339

67,672

56,712

63,351

55,820

55,160

72,600

60,783

92,601
50,000

92,601
30,000

1,100
4,690

92,601
15,000
3,000
4,690

92,601
10,000

92,601
5,000

92,601
5,000

92,601
5,000

92,601
5,000

92,601

4,690

4,690

4,690

4,690

4,690

4,690

92,601
12,000
3,000
4,690

TOTAL

92,601

4,690

61,883

142,601

127,291

115,291

107,291

102,291

102,291

102,291

102,291

97,291

112,291

97,291

111,883

147,866

139,881

157,450

166,190

161,630

169,963

159,003

165,642

153,111

167,451

169,890

18,381
7,512
12,500
15,000
36,000
14,792
3,223

12,500
15,000
36,000
14,792
3,223

2,000
1,750

2,000
1,750

1,500
5,250
4,000
10,603

1,500
5,250
4,000
10,603

2,765

36,762
15,024
700
1,500

36,762
15,024
700
2,000

14,792
3,223
400
1,200
1,750
1,371
600
750

14,792
3,223
400
3,000
1,750

10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

750
1,000
10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

36,762
15,024
700
2,000
3,000
8,000
14,792
3,223
400
900
1,750

36,762
15,024
700
1,500

400
750

14,792
3,223
400
900
1,750
1,371
400
750

10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

10,603
518
500
2,000
2,765

500

36,762
15,024
700
1,500
4,000
10,200
14,792
3,223
400
2,000
1,750

750
2,000
10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

36,762
15,024
700
1,500

400
750

36,762
15,024
700
1,500
3,000
8,000
14,792
3,223
400
3,000
1,750
1,371
400
750

10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

14,792
3,223
400
1,200
1,750

1,270,392

36,762
15,024
700
1,500

36,762
15,024
700
1,000

36,762
15,024
700
1,000

14,792
3,223
400
2,000
1,750

14,792
3,223
400
900
1,750

14,792
3,223
400
900
1,750
1,371

400
750
1,000
10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

400
750

750

10,603
518
500
2,000
5,529

10,603
518
500
2,000
2,765

1,000

500

1,079,392
137,000
7,100
46,900

386,000
157,753
7,000
40,000
40,000
98,200
177,500
38,673
4,000
20,000
21,000
5,485
6,000
18,000
12,000
127,240
5,181
5,000
20,000
52,528
2,000

106,618

135,275

97,722

98,551

106,851

93,958

113,251

95,651

109,822

97,951

94,851

93,058

5,265

12,591

42,159

58,899

59,339

67,672

56,712

63,351

55,820

55,160

72,600

76,833

1,243,560
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FY-17 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
FY-17 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
Allegro Charter School of Music
School Year 2016-2017
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month]
2. CASH RECEIPTS
(a) General Fund
(b) Special Revenue Fund
(c) Education Improvement Act Fund
(d) Food Service Fund
(e) Pupil Activity Fund
(f) Restricted State Fund
(g) Education Lottery Act Fund
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
[Total 2a through 2g]
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Instructional Salaries
(b) Instructional Employee Benefits
(c) Instructional Purchased Services
(d) Instructional Supplies and Materials
(e) Instructional Equipment
(f) Instructional Computers
(g) Support Salaries
(h) Support Employee Benefits
(i) Psychological Services
(j) Professional Development and Travel
(k) Audit, Legal, Fiscal Services
(l) Insurance
(m) Office Supplies and Materials
(n) Office Equipment
(o) Office Computers
(p) Facility
(q) Student Transportation
(r) Marketing and Advertising Services
(s) Technology Services
(t) Food Program
(u) Other Expenses [Specify each]
Membership Dues and Fees

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

76,833

34,334

14,898

40,370

61,193

69,855

90,894

84,678

92,391

89,791

100,204

137,526

126,192

126,192
30,000

126,192
20,000

2,200
4,828

126,192
10,000
3,360
9,656

126,192
5,000

126,192
5,000

126,192
5,000

126,192

126,192

126,192

9,656

9,656

4,828

9,656

9,656

9,656

126,192
21,000
3,360
9,656

TOTAL

126,192

4,828

128,392

156,192

151,020

149,208

140,848

140,848

136,020

135,848

135,848

135,848

160,208

131,020

205,225

190,527

165,918

189,578

202,041

210,703

226,914

220,526

228,239

225,639

260,412

268,546

50,728
16,636

50,728
16,636

15,000
15,000
26,000
19,917
4,563

15,000
15,000
26,000
19,917
4,563

2,500
3,448

2,500
3,448

2,000
2,375
1,700
11,023

2,000
2,375
1,600
11,023

4,838

50,728
16,636
700
2,000

19,917
4,563
400
1,500
3,448
1,412
500
425
11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

50,728
16,636
700
2,000
2,000
19,917
4,563
400
4,000
3,448
250
425
500
11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

50,728
16,636
700
2,000
3,000
6,000
19,917
4,563
400
1,300
3,448

50,728
16,636
700
2,000

250
425

19,917
4,563
400
1,300
3,448
1,412
300
425

11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

11,023
519
600
1,000
4,838

500

50,728
16,636
700
7,000
3,000
9,700
19,917
4,563
400
1,000
3,448

50,728
16,636
700
6,750

400
425
500
11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

250
425

50,728
16,636
700
2,000
5,000
6,000
19,917
4,563
400
4,000
3,448
1,412
400
425

11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

19,917
4,563
400
1,500
3,448

1,000

50,728
16,636
700
2,000

50,728
16,636
700
2,000

50,728
16,636
700
2,000

19,917
4,563
400
2,400
3,448

19,917
4,563
400
1,000
3,448

19,917
4,563
400
1,000
3,448
1,412

400
425
500
11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

250
425

425

11,023
519
600
1,000
9,676

11,023
519
600
1,000
4,838

500

1,514,307
96,000
8,920
82,075

1,701,302

608,740
199,636
7,000
59,750
41,000
75,700
239,000
54,760
4,000
24,000
41,375
5,650
7,000
9,000
4,800
132,277
5,186
6,000
10,000
91,924
2,000

6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
[Total 5a thru 5u]

170,891

175,629

125,548

128,386

132,186

119,810

142,236

128,136

138,448

125,436

122,886

119,210

7. CASH POSITION
[End of month] (4 minus 6)

34,334

14,898

40,370

61,193

69,855

90,894

84,678

92,391

89,791

100,204

137,526

149,337

1,628,798
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FY-18 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
FY-18 Cash Flow Projection of Operation
Allegro Charter School of Music
School Year 2017-2018
1. CASH ON HAND
[Beginning of month]
2. CASH RECEIPTS
(a) General Fund
(b) Special Revenue Fund
(c) Education Improvement Act Fund
(d) Food Service Fund
(e) Pupil Activity Fund
(f) Restricted State Fund
(g) Education Lottery Act Fund
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
[Total 2a through 2g]
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
5. CASH PAID OUT
(a) Instructional Salaries
(b) Instructional Employee Benefits
(c) Instructional Purchased Services
(d) Instructional Supplies and Materials
(e) Instructional Equipment
(f) Instructional Computers
(g) Support Salaries
(h) Support Employee Benefits
(i) Psychological Services
(j) Professional Development and Travel
(k) Audit, Legal, Fiscal Services
(l) Insurance
(m) Office Supplies and Materials
(n) Office Equipment
(o) Office Computers
(p) Facility
(q) Student Transportation
(r) Marketing and Advertising Services
(s) Technology Services
(t) Food Program
(u) Other Expenses [Specify each]
Membership Dues and Fees

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

149,337

110,242

60,110

73,945

95,242

107,674

135,863

138,298

159,330

168,407

188,939

244,591

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

169,307

6,897

3,720
13,794

13,794

13,794

6,897

13,794

13,794

13,794

4,125

169,307
30,000
3,720
13,794

TOTAL

169,307

6,897

173,432

169,307

176,204

186,821

183,101

183,101

176,204

183,101

183,101

183,101

216,821

176,204

322,768

279,548

236,314

260,766

278,343

290,775

312,067

321,399

342,431

351,508

405,760

420,794

2,031,681
30,000
11,565
117,250

2,190,496

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

66,892
20,454

802,703
245,446

20,000
15,000
30,000
20,315
4,635

20,000
15,000
30,000
20,315
4,635

4,000

4,000

4,000

4,000

3,500

3,000
4,354

3,000
4,354

20,315
4,635
400
2,000
4,354

20,315
4,635
400
2,000
4,354

20,315
4,635
400
1,000
4,354

20,315
4,635
400
1,000
4,354
1,455

2,000
2,000
2,000
21,876

2,000
2,000
2,000
21,876

500
600
200
21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

500
400
200
21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

4,000
3,500
5,000
20,315
4,635
400
4,000
4,354
1,455
500
600

4,000

20,315
4,635
400
4,000
4,354
1,455
500
400
200
21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

4,000
3,500
5,000
20,315
4,635
400
4,000
4,354

4,000

20,315
4,635
400
2,000
4,354

4,000
4,000
5,500
20,315
4,635
400
1,000
4,354

500
400
200
21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

500
700

400

21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

21,876
519
700
1,000
6,912

79,500
41,000
75,500
243,780
55,626
4,000
28,000
52,250
5,819
8,000
9,000
4,800
262,516
5,192
7,000
10,000
131,320

6,912

500
400
21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

20,315
4,635
400
1,000
4,354
1,455

500
700

400

21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

21,876
519
700
1,000
6,912

500

21,876
519
700
1,000
13,823

1,000

500

2,000

6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
[Total 5a thru 5v]

212,527

219,438

162,369

165,524

170,669

154,912

173,769

162,069

174,024

162,569

161,169

154,412

7. CASH POSITION
[End of month] (4 minus 6)

110,242

60,110

73,945

95,242

107,674

135,863

138,298

159,330

168,407

188,939

244,591

266,382

2,073,450
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Appendix O - Ten Year Budget Plan
From the outset of our charter initiative, we have put considerable effort into the economic
soundness, viability, and the long term sustainability of Allegro; accordingly, we have developed
a strong, clear, and detailed financial road map. This is recognized in the Five Year Budget and
the Ten Year Budget for Revenues and Expenses, as well as our continued interface with the
State Department of Education (SDE), ongoing coordination with our sponsor, partnership with
the Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina, and the assistance of an outside charter
school fiscal management company. These relationships will continue with demonstrated
successes during our Pre-Planning Year and into the Operation Phase.
From both budget iterations it is clear that we are aware of the Education Finance Act (EFA)
Funding (per pupil amount based on SDE estimates), how we assign our projected student body
to a Grade Span and Enrollment matrix (weighting the students in their proper classification),
and ultimately calculating our EFA Revenue. The EFA funding is the backbone of our revenue.
Additionally, we are aware of the different categorical funding available to us (Federal,
Education Improvement Act, Education Accountability Act, Education Lottery Act, State
Restricted, etc.) through the Funding Manual and the SDE prepared Charter School Funding
Guide. T hese revenues have been appropriately apportioned across our line item expenses in
accordance with the Financial Accounting Handbook (fund, function, object dimensions) to
properly fund our program.
The critical foundation for (a) compliance with state and federal accounting and reporting
practices, (b) diligent financial practices, and (c) strong oversight is a robust Internal Fiscal
Control System. We have researched the South Carolina School Boards Association, several
school districts, and two independent auditors and we are continuing to develop financial policies
that serve as the cornerstone of our fiscal management practices. Our policy development begins
with two “prime policies” that sets the directions for all other policies – Financial Management
and Internal Fiscal Control System:
Fiscal Management
The Board of Directors (Board) assumes a vital trust with the responsibility of managing a large
amount of public resources. A s trustee of local, state and federal funds allocated for use in
public education, the Board shall be vigilant in fulfilling its responsibility to see that these funds
are used wisely for achievement of the purposes to which they are allocated.
The quantity and quality of learning programs are directly dependent on t he funding provided
and the effective, efficient management of those funds. Achievement of the school’s mission is
best achieved through excellent fiscal management. T o this end, a system of financial policies
and procedures shall be implemented for the Board to account for the receipt and disbursement
of funds in an accurate and efficient manner. All financial management activities shall be in
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
Because of resource limitations, there is sometimes a temptation to operate so that fiscal
concerns overshadow the educational program. Recognizing this, the Board shall take specific
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action to make sure education remains central. Fiscal matters are ancillary and contribute to the
educational program and this concept shall be incorporated into Board operations and into all
aspects of the school’s management and operation.
Accordingly, Allegro’s administration shall:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the best available techniques and processes for budget development and
management.
Engage in thorough advance planning to develop budgets and guide expenditures so as to
effectively educate every child.
Establish levels of funding which shall provide high quality education for the students.
Efficiently utilize funds in order to achieve the greatest returns and contributions to the
educational program.
Continually review expenditures so as to end those which are ineffective.
Provide timely and appropriate information to the Board and all staff with fiscal
management responsibilities.
Establish and implement efficient procedures for accounting, purchasing, payroll,
payment of vendors and contractors, reporting, and all other areas of fiscal management.

Internal Fiscal Control System
A strong, sound internal control environment provides for a high level of assurance to those that
have an interest in Allegro’s assets and those that use information produced by the school for
decision making. T he factors required to achieve this environment are varied and include
organizational values, systems controls, physical controls, and a system of review and
monitoring that is maintained.
The purpose of this policy is to establish the environment required to promote activities that are
carried out in an efficient and orderly manner.
The Board shall ensure that appropriate financial policies are developed and adopted.
Administration shall ensure that appropriate procedures are developed, implemented, and
maintained in order to enact the adopted policies so that the School can achieve its objectives,
ensure adherence to policies, safeguard assets, and secure the accuracy and reliability of records.
Allegro’s Administration shall ensure that the effective internal control environment
encompasses the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policies and procedures are communicated to staff.
System controls are in place.
Processes of risk identification and assessment exist.
Faculty and staff are adequately trained.
Appropriate delegations of authority are in place.
Systems which regularly monitor and review processes are in place.
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•

Effective communication with auditors exists.

The following is a listing of our financial policies currently under development:
Accounting System
Book of Accounts
Chart of Accounts
Security of Financial Data
Insurance
Opening / Closing Bank Accounts
FDIC – Collateralization vs. Multiple Bank Accounts
Annual Operating Budget
Budget Calendar
Budget Adjustments
Budget Monitoring
Accounts Receivable
Incoming Checks
Grants
Contributions, Donations, Fundraising
Borrowing Funds
Accounts Payable
Contracts
Purchasing
Credit / Debit Cards
Petty Cash
Travel Expenses
Reimbursements
Executive Limitations
Issuing and Signing Checks
Capital Assets
Payroll
Fund Balance
Financial Statements
Reporting
Bank Account Reconciliation
Annual Audit
Concurrent with policy development, we will design, develop, and implement the Internal Fiscal
Control Procedures that will implement the financial policies.
With regard to the actual conduct of policies and procedures, our practices will be guided by
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles:
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•

A fiscal year balanced budget that clearly defines achievable goals as defined in the
school’s charter and approved by the Board of Directors in the form of a Budget
Resolution.

•

Accounting records should properly and accurately record and account for all
transactions, including cash. A ccounting information should be relevant, reliable,
comparable, and consistent and must be available for the preparation of reliable
financial statements.

•

Demonstrate compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations, State Board of
Education policies and other compliance requirements.

•

Maintenance of documentation that outlines internal controls on bus iness practices
and operation.

•

All Accounts Payable must be current.

•

Transactions are executed in compliance with laws, regulations, and the provisions of
contracts or grant agreements that could have a d irect and material effect on Federal and
State funds.

•

Funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition.

•

Ensure that required independent audits are performed and submitted when due in a timely
manner as prescribed by the sponsor.

•

Schools have documentation that supports its financial statements and that reflect its financial
position / condition, results of operations or changes in net assets and where appropriate, cash
flows for any fiscal period / year.

•

Positive financial cash flow must be maintained as required by the General Accepted
Accounting Principles (schools in a deficit financial condition at the end of any fiscal year
would be in violation of this principle).

•

Any necessary corrective action plans on any audit findings must be filed in writing and
proposed changes must be implemented in the subsequent fiscal year.

.

Finally, we are painfully aware of the reduction in statewide education funding. We have made
it a point to keep abreast of the ever changing situation and we continue to review budget
contingency plans not only addressing the current financial situation, but also looking beyond.
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In this regard, we have studied the financial plans of multiple operating charter schools and how
they have addressed and mitigated the reduction in state funding. W e have identified best
practices and we continue to run budget scenarios in anticipation of additional funding
reductions. The end result is that we will stay in close contact with our sponsor during our preplanning year, evaluate changes in the funding landscape, and implement a f inancial plan that
incorporates contingencies to deal with unanticipated budget reductions due to shortfalls in state
revenue. These contingencies involve (in order):
• Increasing revenue through outside funding sources - private grants, fundraising, and
contributions
• Decreasing variable expenses
• Renegotiating fixed expenses
• Reducing non-essential support services
• Eliminating non-essential support services
• Reducing salaries of support service personnel
• Eliminating non-essential support services personnel
• Increasing student-to-teacher ratio
• Reducing grade span
• Reducing salaries of instruction service personnel
We would like to be more specific on our contingency plans; however, the financial picture
remains unpredictable (further cuts in funding, volatility of the state and national economies,
etc.). With this said, we will continue to research and analyze the financial climate and we will
continue to develop – in coordination with our sponsor – a reliable financial plan that is based on
economically sound principals and is in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.
In the end, we are confident that our fiscal management protocols and our firm commitment as
exceptional stewards of public funds clearly demonstrate superior promise of sustainability and
financial success.
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Ten-Year Budget Plan

Ten-Year Budget Plan
Allegro Charter School of Music
FY-16 through FY-25

FY-16

FY-17

FY-18

FY-19

FY-20

FY-21

FY-22

FY-23

FY-24

FY-25

REVENUE
Local

350,000

200,000

100,000

State

736,492

1,323,227

1,943,246

2,594,900

2,869,734

3,013,220

3,163,881

3,322,075

3,421,738

3,490,172

Federal

183,900

178,075

147,250

191,425

206,150

216,458

227,280

238,644

245,804

250,720

Total Revenue

1,270,392

1,701,302

2,190,496

-

-

2,786,325

-

3,075,884

-

3,229,678

-

3,391,162

-

3,560,720

-

3,667,541

3,740,892

EXPENSES
Instructional Salaries

386,000

608,740

802,703

1,003,821

1,066,750

1,120,088

1,176,092

1,234,897

1,259,594

1,284,786

Instructional Employee Benefits

157,753

199,636

245,446

307,749

321,597

337,676

354,560

372,288

379,734

387,329

Instructional Purchased Services

7,000

7,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

40,000

59,750

79,500

99,250

106,500

111,825

117,416

123,287

125,753

128,268

Instructional Supplies and Materials
Instructional Capital Outlay

138,200

116,700

116,500

106,500

92,500

95,275

98,133

101,077

103,099

105,161

Support Salaries

177,500

239,000

243,780

502,448

512,497

538,121

565,027

593,279

605,144

617,247

Support Employee Benefits

38,673

54,760

55,626

121,925

122,220

128,331

134,747

141,485

144,314

147,201

Support Purchased Services

82,666

98,211

114,261

129,316

138,127

151,940

167,134

183,847

187,524

191,275

6,000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

12,000

13,000

14,000

15,000

16,000

30,000

13,800

13,800

13,800

13,800

15,180

16,698

18,368

18,735

19,110

127,240

132,277

262,516

297,955

333,396

340,064

346,865

353,802

360,878

368,096

52,528

91,924

131,320

170,716

183,848

204,071

226,519

251,436

256,465

261,594

Support Supplies and Materials
Support Capital Outlay
Facility
Food Program
Total Expenses
Previous Year Cash Balance
BALANCE

1,243,560

1,628,798

2,073,450

2,762,479

2,901,234

3,054,571

3,216,192

3,387,766

3,456,241

3,526,066

50,000

76,833

149,337

266,382

290,229

464,878

639,985

814,955

987,908

1,199,208

76,833

149,337

266,382

290,229

464,878

639,985

814,955

987,908

1,199,208

1,414,034
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Appendix R – Sample Job Descriptions
* These are draft job description that will be further developed by Allegro’s Board of Directors
during the planning year.

School Leader
Reports to: Board of Directors
The School Leader reports to the Board of Directors and is responsible for the overall
administration, coordination, and evaluation of the academic program, and all aspects of
establishing and building that program for a new school. The School Leader is responsible for all
operations, performance, and advancement for Allegro. The School Leader promotes the
educational excellence and general development and welfare of the institution. The Executive
Director oversees strategic planning, allocation of resources, and management of academic,
social, and musical programming.
In addition to curriculum and program development, a primary focus will be on r ecruiting,
hiring, coaching and training Allegro’s academic faculty who can best support each student’s
needs. The School Leader will relentlessly focus on outcomes, using data at all levels to ensure
that activity is never mistaken for progress. The School Leader will maintain commitment to the
higher order/critical thinking environment for students while balancing the need for test
preparation to meet state standardized testing goals and requirements.
Key result areas include:
Curricular and Instructional Leadership
•

Lead the school in the recruitment and retention of the teaching staff required to provide
proper instructional and support resources for the operation of the school program
(English/Language Arts, Social Studies, Math, Science, P.E., Spanish, Music, Visual
Art).

•

Administer the development and maintenance of a positive educational program designed
to meet the needs of the school, its employees and students and to ensure that the school’s
mission is carried out.

•

Inspire, lead, guide, and direct every member of the instructional and support services
team in setting and achieving the highest standards of excellence, so that each individual
student enrolled in the school may have a complete, valuable, meaningful and personally
rewarding education.

•

Provide a supportive environment for all Allegro employees, and promote academic
freedom, trust, and respect among all employees.

•

Communicate openly, effectively, and often with all faculty and staff through regularly
scheduled staff meetings, written bulletins, and email.

•

Serve as the school’s instructional leader for the first four years of opening, ensuring that
curricula are aligned with standards of the South Carolina State Department of Education.
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•

Oversee student and staff preparation for the administration of assessments that monitor
student learning and drive on-going curricular and instructional design; calculate results
of testing data for dissemination.

•

Plan and lead the school’s professional development activities in collaboration with the
faculty.

•

Supervise and evaluate the performance of all academic personnel through informal and
formal classroom observations, conducting one-on-one conferences as necessary,
coaching staff to achieve higher levels of success, and providing verbal and written
feedback regarding positives and concerns.

Organizational Leadership
•

Serve as the chief administrative and supervisory official of the school and recommend
annual goals and a strategic plan to the Board for adoption.

•

Plan and implement the master schedule in collaboration with the faculty, including, but
not limited to the following: assemblies, attendance, daily and yearly calendars, common
space environments, community meetings, field trips, fire drills, lunch protocols and
procedures for students and staff, schedule, inclement weather day protocols, staff
meetings, adherence to student/parent and staff handbooks, student enrichment programs,
and substitute teachers.

•

Prepare the annual budget for board approval and monitor the expenditures.

•

Participating in the formulation, implementation, evaluation and enforcement of the
Student Handbook, with special emphasis on the student discipline policy.

•

Continuously monitor the development and needs of the school and keep the school’s
stakeholders informed.

•

Ensure that accurate and current student and personnel records are maintained according
to the established record-keeping format.

•

Stay abreast of current research in education.

•

Carry out other duties that may be assigned by the board.

School Culture Leadership
•

Develop and maintain a safe and positive school culture for all students.

•

Manage ongoing, active and honest communication that contributes to building a
stronger, loyal, teaching and learning community.

•

Act as a student advocate to ensure the rights of all students are respected.

•

Act as a liaison among the school, the home, and the community.

•

Represent the school before the public and keep the public informed of the activities,
needs, and successes of the school
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PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
There are characteristics that are essential to lead Allegro. We expect:
•

Passionate commitment to Allegro’s mission and vision

•

Unquestioned personal integrity and a strong moral and ethical character

•

A creative problem-solver and strategic thinker with impeccable judgment

•

A goal-setter with boundless energy who goes “above and beyond” what is expected

•

Approachable, accessible and highly visible

•

Enjoy and encourage a spirit of collaboration and team work

•

Able to communicate effectively in writing and orally

•

Able to sustain a calm, reasonable approach and to communicate capably in stressful or
problematic situations while remaining a good listener

•

A believer in high standards, accountability for all, and continuous improvement

WORK EXPERIENCE & EDUCATION
The School Leader will be not just well educated, but also able to demonstrate work experience
where they were entrepreneurial with ability to effectively lead staff. We desire:
•

At least two years of school administrative experience; five years desired

•

Master’s or higher degree from an accredited college or university desired

•

Holds or is eligible for a South Carolina certificate in administration

•

Proven success in attaining rigorous academic goals for all students especially those in
elementary and middle school

•

Demonstrated development and implementation expertise with high-quality curriculum,
instruction and assessment practices

•

Strong management and leadership skills, and experience building highly functioning
teams

•

Internet savvy and passionate about emerging technology

•

Strong organizational, operational and interpersonal skills

•

Successful teaching experience in a diverse educational setting

•

Proficient in MS Office and willing to learn new student data and communications
systems
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Dean of Curriculum & Instruction
Reports to: School Leader
The Dean of Curriculum and Instruction is the instructional leader of the school, with oversight
of curriculum development, instructional strategies and student assessment. Key results areas
include:
•

Providing teachers with feedback on curriculum: e.g., unit plans, unit tests, and long-term
plans

•

Oversight of professional development of all education staff

•

Supervision of the daily instructional work of teachers through regular observation

•

Implementation of effective internal assessment systems to monitor academic progress of
students throughout the year

•

Implementation and oversight of systems for data analysis of all internal and external
assessments, coordinating and leading data analysis meetings with teachers

•

Oversight of assessments that monitor student learning and drive on-going curricular and
instructional design.

•

Evaluate all school teaching faculty, conducting observations of the instructional process.

•

Stay abreast of current research in education.

Experience & Education Required
•

Five years’ experience as a school-based leader desired

•

Master’s or higher degree from an accredited college or university desired

•

Holds or is eligible for a South Carolina certificate in administration

•

Proven success in attaining rigorous academic goals for all students especially those in
middle and high school

•

Demonstrated development and implementation expertise with high-quality curriculum,
instruction and assessment practices

•

Proficient in MS Office Suite

•

Internet savvy and skilled with technology
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Guidance Counselor
Reports to: School Leader
Description: Provides support services to students, staff, and parents. Support services include
referrals, counseling, assessment, diagnostics, and report writing. Additional responsibilities
include student scheduling, maintaining Individual Education Plans, etc.
Essential Functions:
•

Prepare high school students for graduation, ensuring that all credits have been met. Also
assist these students in college selection and applications.

•

Oversee state standardized testing and administer aptitude tests

•

Responsible for scheduling

•

Adhere to and support board policy, school guidelines, administrative rules and
directives.

•

Make him/herself available to all students seeking guidance and counseling services.

•

Advocate on be half of the student and/or his/her family. Take all necessary and
reasonable precautions to protect students.

•

Facilitate outreach efforts to provide services to students, parents/guardians and staff.

•

Connect students, parents/guardians and staff with specialized referral agencies.

•

Help middle school students identify emotional and developmental disorders and
transition to high school.

•

Understand, evaluate, and interpret academic performance data. Interpret information
about students to the student, their parents/guardians, and staff.

•

Implement individual and group counseling methods that are appropriate.

•

Conduct career and educational planning activities.

•

Submit required reports promptly and accurately.

•

Serve as the School Assessment Coordinator

•

Conduct professional development workshops on identifying at-risk students.

•

Perform other duties as assigned by the Dean of Students.

Experience & Education Required
Education: Master’s degree (preferred) in field of social services, including certification in
middle and high school counseling
Experience: Three years of teaching, counseling, or other experience working with children in
grades 6-12.
This is a twelve (12) month position.
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Teachers
Report to: School Leader
The Classroom Teacher has the primary responsibility for providing direct service to students,
consulting with other professionals, and consulting and discussing issues with parents. The
teacher plans, delivers, and evaluates instructional outcomes and conducts the research needed to
perform the essential functions of the position. Key result areas include:
•

Classroom Instruction

•

Curriculum Development

•

Student Development
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Appendix S – Key Employee Policies
The Allegro Board of Directors will purchase a package of Human Resources policies from the
Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina. These manuals have been reviewed by a
committee of attorneys, charter school leaders, and charter school board members and are
designed to be customizable to each school. A sample template policy manual is attached.

MODEL POLICY SERIES
HUMAN RESOURCES
POLICIES - DRAFT

THIS POLICY MANUAL WILL NOT CREATE AN EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONTRACT
OF EMPLOYMENT IN ACCORDANCE TO S.C. Code Ann. § 41-1-110.

All rights reserved. The Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina hereby grants Allegro
Charter School permission to use this policy in their charter application. Do not copy, cite, or
distribute without written permission of Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina.

INTRODUCTION
The Human Resources Model Board Policy will provide a summary of statutes and
regulations that apply to the human resources and labor relations functions of charter
schools as employers, as well as specific model board policies designed to comply with these
legal requirements and best practices.
These are suggested policies to address the requirements from state and federal law and
State Board of Education Rules applicable to charter schools in South Carolina. Prior to
adoption of model policies by a charter school board of a charter school, each policy should
be customized by adding the school’s name where indicated and by tailoring the language,
where appropriate, to fit the school’s specific needs. Public Charter School Alliance of South
Carolina (PCSASC) recommends that the Board of a charter school consult with the school’s
legal counsel in connection with adopting and implementing the policies contained within
this manual.
PCSASC plans to update the Model Board Policies for Charter Schools on an annual basis to
reflect changes in applicable laws and regulations.
Scope of Service & Copyright Notice
This policy module prepared by the PCSASC is designed and intended as a resource of
information for charter schools and is not to be construed as legal advice. It is a
recommended practice for schools to obtain the advice of its legal counsel to ensure
compliance with all applicable legal requirements.
This policy module and all updates are copyrighted publications of the PCSASC. All rights are
reserved and will be enforced to the fullest extent of the law. The policy modules are for the
sole use of the purchaser. Duplication and distribution in whole or in part are prohibited
unless otherwise specifically authorized in writing by PCSASC.

All rights reserved. The Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina hereby grants Allegro
Charter School permission to use this policy in their charter application. Do not copy, cite, or
distribute without written permission of Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE ACT POLICY
The Board of ______________________ (school) adopts the following policy, effective on the date of
adoption by the Board.
This policy will summarize the provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA") and is limited
to any rights or benefits contained in the FMLA.
SECTION 1. Eligible Employees
SECTION 1.1. Employees of the school/Board/management organization employed by the Board
who have been employed for at least twelve (12) months and who have worked at least 1250 hours
during the 12 month period immediately prior to requesting leave and are employed at a worksite
where 50 or more employees are located within 75 miles of the worksite are eligible to take twelve
(12) weeks of unpaid leave under FMLA.
SECTION 1.2. An employee may request leave for one or more of the following reasons:
1. Birth of a child and to care for the newborn child;
2. Adoption or foster placement of a child with the employee;
3. To care for the employee's spouse, son, daughter or parent, if that person has a
serious health condition;
4. Serious health condition of employee that prevents the employee from performing
the job functions;
5. Because of a qualifying exigency (hereinafter defined) arising out of the fact that an
employee’s spouse, son, daughter or parent is a covered military member on active
duty or has been notified of an impending call or order to active duty status in the
National Guard or Reserves in support of a contingency operation;
6. To care for a covered service member (hereinafter defined) with a serious injury or
illness when the employee is the spouse, son, daughter, parent or next of kin.
SECTION 2. Definitions
“Covered Servicemember” means a member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the
National Guard or Reserves, who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is
otherwise in outpatient status, or is on the temporary retired list, for a serious injury or illness. A
member of the Armed Forces would have a serious injury or illness if he or she has incurred an injury
or illness in the line of duty while on active duty in the Armed Forces provided that the injury or
illness may render the servicemember medically unfit to perform duties of the member’s office,
grade rank or rating.
"Instructional employee or other key position" means an employee whose principal function is to
instruct or directly support instruction of students in a class, a small group or an individual setting or
provide an essential function such as administration which would provide a disruption in the normal
operations of the school.
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"Parent" means a biological parent or one who acted in place of a parent when the employee was a
child. The term "parent" does not include parent "in-law."
“Qualifying exigency” may include attending certain military events, arranging for alternative
childcare, addressing certain financial and legal arrangements, attending certain counseling
sessions, and attending post-deployment reintegration briefings.
"Serious health condition" means an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that
involves inpatient care in a hospital, hospice or residential medical care facility or continuing
treatment by a health care provider and has been duly documented by a health care provider.
"Son or daughter" means a biological, adopted or foster child, a step-child, a legal ward or a child for
whom the employee acts as a parent. The son or daughter must be under age 18 or, if the son or
daughter is age 18 or older, he/she must be incapable of self-care on a daily basis due to a
documented mental or physical disability.
"Spouse" means a husband or wife.
SECTION 3. Amount and Type of Leave Taken
SECTION 3.1. Except as provided below, an employee may take a total of twelve (12) weeks during
any twelve-month period. The twelve-month period shall be measured backward from the date the
employee begins using any FMLA leave. In the event of the birth, adoption or foster placement of a
son or daughter, all leave must be completed within twelve (12) months after the birth, adoption or
foster placement.
SECTION 3.2. If both spouses work for the Board and both are eligible for FMLA leave, they are
authorized to take only a combined total of twelve (12) weeks during any one twelve-month period to
care for a newborn or adopted child, a child placed with the employee for foster care, or a parent
with a serious health condition for twelve (12) weeks.
SECTION 3.3. Employees seeking to take Family and Medical Leave to care for a newborn or
adopted child, a child placed with the employee for foster care, a parent, spouse or child with a
serious health condition, or because of their own serious health condition, must first exhaust any
personal leave, paid vacation, applicable accumulated sick leave, and any other applicable paid
leave for their Family and Medical Leave.
SECTION 3.4. Intermittent or Reduced Leave
An employee may only take leave on an intermittent or reduced leave schedule when medically
necessary. The Board will require a certification, in the form described in Section 3.7 below, to
document the medical necessity of such intermittent leave.
SECTION 3.5. Notification of Leave
If the need for FMLA leave is foreseeable, an employee requesting leave must provide at least 30
days advance notice to the (Executive Director or other job title). If such advance notice is not
possible, the employee must give said notice as soon as practicable, ordinarily within one to two
working days of learning of the need for leave. When planning medical treatment, the employee
should make a reasonable effort to schedule the treatment so that any corresponding leave will not
unduly disrupt the operations of the school or classroom instruction.
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SECTION 3.6. Benefits and Return to Work
Employees taking FMLA leave will continue to accrue all benefits for which they are eligible that are
provided by the school while on FMLA leave. The Board will pay the employer's portion, if any, of such
benefits. The employee will pay the same portion, if any, of such benefits as the employee paid
before beginning the leave. The employee will be billed for the employee portion of the benefits and
shall timely pay required premiums in order to maintain active benefits coverage.
The Board may recover any health care benefit premiums paid on behalf of an employee if the
employee does not return to work after the leave period has expired.
With the exception of paid vacation, personal, medical or sick leave required to be exhausted prior to
taking unpaid leave under Section 3.3 above, the employee’s absence during leave will not alter
benefits which the employee accrued before taking leave.
Upon return from leave, the employee is entitled to be reinstated to a position equivalent to the one
the employee held when he/she left on FMLA leave, with equivalent pay, benefits and other terms
and conditions of employment. Upon proper notice, however, the Board may deny reinstatement
under this policy to an employee whose salary is within the highest 10% of the employees employed
by the school (“key employee”) if such denial is necessary to prevent substantial and grievous
economic injury to the school’s operation, as determined by the Board. Employees will be notified if
they are considered a key employee, if there is an intention to deny reinstatement, and of their rights
in such instances.
SECTION 3.7. Required Certification and Reporting
The Board requires that a request for leave due to a serious health condition be supported by a
certification issued by the appropriate health care provider of the eligible employee or of the son,
daughter, spouse or parent of the employee on a form to be provided by the Board.
This certification must include:
1. The date on which the serious health condition commenced;
2. The probable duration of the condition;
3. If the purpose if the leave is to care for a son, daughter, spouse or parent ("family
member"), a statement that the employee is needed to care for the family member
and the estimated amount of time needed for such care;
4. If the leave is due to the employee's own serious health condition, a statement that
the employee is unable to perform his or her job functions. The employer may require
that the eligible employee obtain subsequent recertification on a reasonable basis as
requested by the Board.
The Board, at its own expense, may obtain the opinion of a second health care provider of the
Board's choice, if it should choose to do so. If a conflict exists between the opinion in the certification
and the second opinion, the Board may, at its own expense, obtain a third opinion from a health care
provider upon which the Board and the employee jointly agree. Such a third opinion as to the
necessity for the leave is binding on both the Board and the employee.
Upon an employee's return after leave for his/her own serious health condition, the Board may
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require the employee to obtain certification from a health care provider that the employee is able to
resume work.
The Board may require an employee on FMLA leave to report periodically to the (Executive Director or
other job title) on the employee's status and intent to return to work.
SECTION 3.8. Special Provisions
When an instructional employee or other key position essential to the function of the school seeks
intermittent leave or leave on a reduced schedule in connection with a family or personal illness that
would constitute at least 20% of the total number working days in the period during which the leave
would extend, the Board may require the employee to elect to take leave in a block (not
intermittently) for the entire period or to transfer to an available alternative position within the school
that is equivalent in pay, for which the employee is qualified, and which better accommodates the
intermittent situation.
If the employee begins leave more than five weeks before the end of a semester, the Board may
require the employee to continue taking leave until the end of the semester if:
a. The leave will last at least three weeks; and
b. The employee would return to work during the three-week period before the end of
the term.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT POLICY
The (charter school) Governing Board shall ensure equal employment opportunity through
policies that are non-discriminatory on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, national origin,
marital status, sexual orientation, age, disability, or any other factor prohibited by law. This
nondiscrimination policy extends to all terms, conditions and privileges of employment as well as
the use of all school facilities, participation in all school-sponsored activities and employment
actions such as promotions, compensation, benefits and termination of employment. The
(charter school’s) employment decisions will be based upon merit, qualifications and abilities.
SECTION 1. Equal Opportunity Employment
SECTION 1.1. Non-Discrimination Against/Accommodation of Qualified Individuals with
Disabilities
The (charter school) Board shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
applicable state and local laws providing for non-discrimination in employment against qualified
individuals with disabilities. The (charter school) Board shall also provide reasonable
accommodations for qualified individuals in accordance with these laws. The Board shall ensure
that that qualified individuals with disabilities are treated in a non-discriminatory manner in the
pre-employment process and during active employment with (charter school).
Qualified applicants or (charter school) employees with disabilities should make formal requests
in writing for accommodations.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE POLICY ON DRUG, ALCOHOL, AND TOBACCO USE AND POSSESSION POLICY
The Board of (charter school) is committed to providing a safe and drug-free environment for all staff
and students.
SECTION 1. Drug-Free Workplace
SECTION 1.1. Employees shall be prohibited from the possession, use, sale, distribution, or
possession of alcohol, tobacco, or any controlled substance, marijuana, or other dangerous or
unlawful drugs on school property, at off-site school functions, or when acting in any capacity as a
school employee.
SECTION 1.2. Any employee convicted for the first time, under the laws of the state of South
Carolina, the United States, or any other state, of a criminal offense involving the manufacture,
distribution, sale, or possession of a controlled substance, marijuana or a dangerous drug, or for
offenses related to operation of a vehicle under the influence of alcohol, shall be subject to
disciplinary action of at a minimum, suspension for not less than (2 weeks or other time period) and
possibly up to and including termination.
SECTION 1.3. Any employee who is convicted for a second or subsequent time under the laws of this
state, the United States, or any other state, of any criminal offense involving the manufacture,
distribution, sale or possession of a controlled substance, marijuana, or a dangerous drug shall be
immediately terminated from his or her employment and shall be ineligible for employment for a
period of (five years) from the most recent date of conviction.
SECTION 1.4. Each employee must abide by the terms of this policy and must notify the Board within
(five days) after any arrest on any drug-related criminal charge and further notify the Board within
(five days) of any conviction of a drug-related or DUI or related offense.
SECTION 2. Conditions of Employment
SECTION 2.1. A copy of this policy shall be disseminated to all employees either directly or through
an electronically accessible handbook.
SECTION 2.2. The Board shall not consider for employment any applicant who has been convicted
for the first time of any drug offense as described above for a (one year) period from the date of
conviction, nor shall the Board consider any applicant for employment who has been convicted for
the second time of any drug offense as described above for a (five year) period from the most recent
date of conviction.
SECTION 2.3.1. This policy is not intended and shall not be interpreted as prohibiting the Board or
administration from taking appropriate disciplinary action against any employee where evidence
exists that an employee uses, distributes or sells illegal drugs even though the employee has not
been convicted of any criminal offense or where evidence exists that an employee is under the
influence of alcohol while on duty.
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SECTION 2.4. (Insert name of charter school) shall provide staff development as required by state or
federal law to inform employees of the dangers of drug abuse and other provisions within this policy.
SECTION 2.5. As a condition of employment, each employee must consent to a pre-hire drug test.
Each employee understands that the Board, or if provided authority by the Board, the administrator,
has the right, upon reasonable suspicion, to demand that employee immediately undergo testing for
the presence of illegal or inappropriate drug usage.
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE HARRASSMENT POLICY
SECTION 1. Unlawful Harassment
SECTION 1.1. In accordance with applicable law, the Board of (insert name of charter school)
prohibits sexual harassment and harassment because of race, color, national origin, ancestry,
religion, creed, physical or mental disability, marital status, age, or any other basis protected by
federal, state or local law. (charter school) is committed to taking all reasonable steps to prevent
harassment from occurring.
SECTION 1.2. Unlawful harassment because of sex, race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion,
creed, physical or mental disability, marital status, age or any other protected characteristic includes,
but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Verbal conduct such as epithets, derogatory comments, slurs, or unwanted sexual advances,
invitations, or comments.
Visual conduct such as derogatory posters, photography, cartoons, drawings, or gestures.
Physical conduct such as unwanted touching, blocking normal movement, or interfering with
work directed at you because of your sex or any other protected basis.
Threats and demands to submit to sexual requests in order to keep your job or avoid some
other loss, and offers of job benefits in return for sexual favors.
Retaliation for opposing, reporting or threatening to report harassment, or for participating in
an investigation, proceeding or hearing conducted by an investigating agency.

SECTION 1.3. Prohibited harassment is not necessarily limited to the loss of a job or some other
economic benefit. Prohibited harassment that impairs an employee’s working ability or emotional
well-being at work is considered a violation of this policy and will not be tolerated.
SECTION 2. Reporting
SECTION 2.1. The (charter school) reporting procedure provides for an immediate, thorough and
objective investigation of any harassment claim, appropriate disciplinary action against one found to
have engaged in prohibited harassment, and appropriate remedies to any employee subject to
harassment. An employee may have a claim of harassment even if he or she has not lost a job or
some economic benefit.
SECTION 2.1.1. If any employee believes he/she has been harassed on the job, or is aware of the
harassment of others, the employee should provide a written or verbal report as soon as possible to
the most immediate supervisor, unless the immediate supervisor is a part of the grievance, in which
case the next most immediate individual in authority. The report should include details of the
incident(s), the names of individuals involved, the names of any witnesses, direct quotes when
relevant, and any documentary evidence (notes, pictures, cartoons, etc.).
SECTION 2.1.2. All incidents of harassment that are reported will be thoroughly investigated and
documented. (charter school) will endeavor to protect the privacy and confidentiality of all parties
involved to the extent possible consistent with a thorough investigation.
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SECTION 2.1.3. If the Board of ___(insert charter school) determines that harassment has occurred,
it will take remedial action commensurate with the circumstances. Appropriate action will also be
taken to deter any future harassment. If a complaint of harassment is substantiated, appropriate
disciplinary action, up to and including termination, will be taken.
SECTION 3. Protection Against Retaliation
SECTION 3.1. Under federal law, retaliation against any employee by another employee or by the
school for reporting, filing, testifying, assisting or participating in any manner in any investigation,
proceeding or hearing conducted by the school or a federal or state enforcement agency is
prohibited.
SECTION 3.1.1. Employees should report any retaliation to the most immediate supervisor, unless
the immediate supervisor is a part of the grievance, in which case the next most immediate
individual in authority.
SECTION 3.1.2. Any complaint will be immediately objectively and thoroughly investigated in
accordance with the investigation procedure outlined above.
SECTION 3.1.3. If a report of retaliation is substantiated, appropriate disciplinary action, up to and
including discharge, will be taken.
SECTION 4. Liability for Harassment
SECTION 4.1. Any employee, including any supervisor or manager, who is found to have engaged in
unlawful harassment is subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination from
employment. An employee who engages in harassment may be held personally liable for monetary
damages, should a lawsuit be filed.
SECTION 5. Additional Enforcement Information
SECTION 5.1. Employees should be aware that the federal Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) serves as a neutral fact finder to investigate and resolve harassment complaints
in employment. Employees who believe that they have been harassed may file a complaint directly
with the EEOC by contacting the nearest office of the EEOC at (insert contact info).
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APPENDIX E
SAMPLE JUDICIAL, MILITARY DUTY, AND RELIGIOUS LEAVE POLICY
SECTION 1. Purpose of Policy
SECTION 1.1. The purpose of the policy of the Board of (insert school) is to outline employee’s rights
regarding leave for judicial, military, and religious reasons.
SECTION 2. Types of Leave
SECTION 2.1. All (Charter School) employees shall be allowed a leave of absence without loss of pay
and without deduction of any amounts otherwise received as compensation for service as an
employee for the purpose of attending jury duty or a judicial proceeding in response to a subpoena
or other court order or process arising out of the employee's duties as an employee of the school.
Employees who serve as jurors shall not have the jury leave deducted from sick or personal leave,
and no employee utilizing jury leave shall be required to pay the cost of employing a substitute to
serve in his/her absence. Employees who qualify for this leave may retain juror compensation.
SECTION 2.2. All (Charter School) employees will be paid for a maximum period of 18 working days
for ordered military duty. Applicable federal and state laws will be followed.
SECTION 2.3. Leave for religious holidays may be granted to benefits eligible employees. Leave for
religious holidays may not exceed three days per work year. The leave should be made up by the
employee at a time mutually agreed upon by the employee and the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 3. Notice
SECTION 3.1. Employees shall provide in writing the (Principal or other title) with a minimum of (two
weeks) notice, or in the case of judicial duty, as soon as practicable. Notification should include the
reason for the request for leave, the date(s) if known, and a copy of any supporting documentation
such as a jury summons.
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APPENDIX F
SAMPLE EMPLOYMENT STATUS: AT-WILL OR CONTRACTED EMPLOYMENT POLICY
SECTION 1. Employment Status.
SECTION 1.1. Employees of (Charter School) are considered (at-will or contracted) employees.
SECTION 1.2. Employees shall execute a(n) (At-Will Employment Agreement or Contract)
demonstrating understanding of the conditions and expectations of employment at (Charter School).
SECTION 1.3. (Charter School) shall follow all requirements of the Fair Dismissal Act (or the terms of
the agreed upon contract) should termination be necessary.
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL HIRING AND RECRUITMENT POLICY
SECTION 1. Authority to Hire
SECTION 1.1. The Governing Board shall approve through formal resolution or through an
approved budget all positions for employment.
SECTION 2. Recruitment.
SECTION 2.1. All public announcements for positions and vacancies shall assure applicants
of nondiscrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, religion, or
handicap. Public announcements shall include only the following information: title of the
position, full or part time status, salary range, job description, certification requirements, and
start date.
SECTION 2.2. All job announcements for all certificated positions shall be published on the
school’s website and sent to appropriate third parties, including but not limited to CERRA,
colleges, universities, The Public Charter School Alliance of South Carolina, and other
agencies or employment organizations.
SECTION 2.3. Public notice shall be provided for no less than two weeks prior to hiring of a
position.
SECTION 2.4. The Principal or Governing Board may elect to hire a qualified internal
candidate in lieu of or in addition to publicly posting the position.
SECTION 3. Qualifications
SECTION 3.1. The (Charter School) shall endeavor to hire the most highly qualified individual
to execute the functions of the posted position. The (Charter School) will give strong
consideration to the following qualifications:
1. (When applicable) Demonstrated global awareness as evidenced by international
travel or study abroad, or ability to read and understand one or more languages,
which may include sign language, and/or other relevant experiences;
2. Advanced degrees;
3. High academic achievement;
4. Experience in a charter school setting;
5. Competency in the use of technology that would enhance the instructional program;
6. Demonstrated leadership potential;
7. Demonstrated ability and/or desire to work with students from demographic
backgrounds the (Charter School) serves;
8. Experience with community-based and/or parental involvement activities;
9. Exemplary written and oral communication skills;
10. Demonstrated effective management and instructional practices;
11. Professionalism in demeanor and appearance;
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12. National Board Certification;
13. South Carolina Professional Certification or eligibility for such; and
14. Willingness to work with athletics and extra-curricular activities.
This profile is not all-inclusive and may change depending on the school’s needs at the time
of hire. The Board's ultimate goal is to attract and retain highly competent individuals who
share the school’s mission and who will provide the best educational opportunities possible
for our students.
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APPENDIX H
SAMPLE EMPLOYEE TIME SCHEDULE POLICY
SECTION 1. Employee Time Requirements
SECTION 1.1. Full-time employees are expected to work a minimum of (7 ½ hours) daily on
premises (including lunch) unless otherwise permitted by the school’s (Principal or other
title).
SECTION 1.2. Part-time employees are expected to work on school premises for the
minimum numbers for which they are contractually or otherwise hired to work unless
otherwise permitted by the school’s (Principal or other title).
SECTION 2. Office Business Hours
SECTION 2.1. The official business hours of the (School Name) are (8:00am to 5:00pm),
Monday through Friday, excluding holidays as scheduled on the Governing Board-approved
school year calendar.
SECTION 3. Reporting Times
SECTION 3.1. Reporting times for all employees are established by the (Principal or other
title) based on job function/school needs. Teachers’ scheduled reporting times must be at
least 15 minutes prior to the beginning of the instructional day and their departure times no
fewer than 15 minutes after the end of the instructional day. Principal must be on duty at
least 15 minutes before and after the established hours for teachers in the school, are
responsible for the supervision of school activities and operations extending beyond the
regular school day and are on call in case of emergencies.
SECTION 4. Tardiness
SECTION 4.1. Punctuality is critical for the safety of students and to meet the school’s
mission.
SECTION 4.2. For non-exempt employees, tardiness will result in a reduction in pay or
leave. For exempt employees, the pay may not be reduced due to tardiness. For exempt
employees, absences of one-half or more of the scheduled work hours (3.75 or more hours)
shall result in a reduction of leave, and absences for a full work day shall result in a
reduction of leave or pay.
SECTION 4.3. For all employees, exempt and non-exempt, being punctual is part of the
professional duties and responsibilities. Fulfillment of professional duties and
responsibilities is a factor in employees’ evaluations and continuation of employment.
Tardiness and/or early departures may result in disciplinary action for failure to fulfill the
professional duties and responsibilities for all employees.
SECTION 5. Breaks
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SECTION 5.1. Employees shall be provided with reasonable unscheduled break periods at
times not disruptive to the work duties to accommodate personal health and hygiene needs
such as restroom breaks or the expression of breast milk by nursing mothers.
SECTION 5.2. Scheduled lunch periods may not be taken at the beginning or end of the
work day to allow late arrival or early departure unless expressly permitted by the (Principal
or other title) in writing. Abuse of break periods may result in disciplinary action for failure to
fulfill the professional duties and responsibilities.
SECTION 6. Professional Planning
SECTION 6.1. Planning is an integral part of teachers’ schedules and is not to be
considered “free time” for the pursuit of personal interests unrelated to the duties of the
position.
SECTION 6.2. Planning time and professional learning time will be scheduled by the
(Principal or other title) based on the needs of the school and the needs of the individual
teacher.
SECTION 6.3. Scheduled planning time should be balanced among collaborative planning,
professional learning and individual planning time. Planning/professional learning time may
be used for activities including, but not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meetings with horizontal grade level teams
Meetings with vertical grade level teams
Meetings with subject area teams
Common planning time with other faculty members
Individual lesson planning
Individual grading of assignments
Completion of required paperwork
Maintaining grade books and other student records
Maintaining the classroom and school environment, including bulletin boards
Observing other teachers
Professional learning
Communicating with parents/guardians

SECTION 6.4. Abuse of planning/professional learning periods may result in disciplinary
action for failure to fulfill the professional duties and responsibilities.
SECTION 7. Attendance Outside of Normal Work Hours
SECTION 7.1. For exempt employees, the (Principal or other title) may require earlier
minimum start times or later minimum departure times to ensure the safety of students
and/or smooth operations as part of the professional duties and responsibilities.
SECTION 7.2. If, to ensure student safety and smooth district operations, early arrival or
late departure is required on a regular basis, the (Principal or other title) should develop a
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worksite plan that equitably distributes additional duties among staff members.
SECTION 7.3. (Principal or other title) may also require attendance at additional community
or educational meetings or school functions as part of the duties and responsibilities for
exempt employees. Fulfillment of professional duties and responsibilities is a factor in
employees’ evaluations.
SECTION 7.4. Teachers are also required to remain after school (two) days per week for
faculty meetings or other professional responsibilities defined by the (Principal or other
title).
SECTION 7.5. Non-exempt employees should not work more than the minimum work hours
unless they receive prior approval from the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 7.6. The (Principal or other title) may adjust reporting times on particular days in
order to require paraprofessionals to attend afterschool meetings such as staff meetings
and PTA meetings.
SECTION 8. Documentation of Time
SECTION 8.1. For the purpose of safety, oversight, and compliance with wage regulations,
all employees shall sign in upon arrival and sign out prior to leaving for the day. In the
event an employee leaves mid day and returns, the employee should sign out upon leaving
and sign back in upon return.
SECTION 8.2. The Employee sign-in shall be placed in a conspicuous location.
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION POLICY
SECTION 1. Salary Schedules
SECTION 1.1. The (Charter School) recognizes that providing adequate compensation to
employees is critical to attracting and retaining a highly qualified staff. The Governing Board
shall adopt a salary schedule to be utilized for all (certified and/or classified) personnel. The
adopted salary schedule shall be the basis for determining compensation of employees.
SECTION 1.2. The (Principal or other title) is authorized to maintain and administer the
compensation plan adopted by the Board and to develop regulations for administering that
plan. The compensation plan shall be fair, commensurate with comparable scales in the
public education field, internally consistent, and within the resources available to the
(Charter School).
SECTION 1.3. Certificated employees will be compensated according to their job
classification and certificates or licenses.
SECTION 2. Prorated Salaries
SECTION 2.1. Professional personnel who are employed after the beginning of the regular
school year, or who are separated from the school prior to the close of the regular school
year, or who are absent from duty without pay during any part of the required period of
employment shall be entitled to prorated salary. The amount of proration shall be determined
by dividing the total actual salary earned during the school year by the total possible earnings
during the same period. The quotient, converted to a percentage, shall be applied against
the stated monthly salary rate to ascertain the prorated amount of each of the monthly
paychecks.
SECTION 3. Salary for Higher Certificates
SECTION 3.1. Salary placement for all teachers shall be from the T-4 track until they have a
valid certificate higher than a T-4 on file with the school’s office.
SECTION 3.2. Pay increases for advanced degrees shall take effect the start of the next
fiscal year unless board resolution to amend the budget takes place or the current year
budget has anticipated the increase in salary due to an advanced degree. Pay increases
(may/may not) be considered retroactive to the date of the earned degree.
SECTION 4. Unused Sick Leave
SECTION 4.1. The Board herein authorizes that all employees who retire shall be
compensated for unused sick leave at a rate equal to one-half (1/2) of the daily pay rate for
day-by-day substitute teachers that is in effect during the fiscal year in which they retire,
provided advanced notification of retirement has been made and the budget reflects
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reimbursement for unused sick leave. Nothing in this policy shall prohibit the Governing
Board from amending the budget to allow for reimbursement of sick leave.
SECTION 4.1.1. Payment for accumulated sick days will be paid to the estate of employees
who die subsequent to reaching eligibility for retirement without penalty is authorized.
SECTION 5. Certificates and Licenses
SECTION 5.1. Each certificated employee will hold the appropriate certificate or license for
his/her assignment as required by the state standards and accreditation and by the
requirements set forth in the charter petition. Any employee who fails to obtain or renew the
appropriate certificate or license will have employment terminated or will be reduced to
substitute pay for a defined period of time prior to procurement of appropriate certification or
termination.
SECTION 6. Prior Service
SECTION 6.1. The Board will grant newly employed teachers steps on the salary schedule for
verified outside teaching experience in accordance.
SECTION 6.1.1. The initial placement for all newly employed teachers with prior service will
be Step 1 of the appropriate track until they have certified records of such prior service on
file in the school’s office.
SECTION 6.1.2. Pay will be retroactive if verification of acceptable prior service is received
within 90 days of employment.
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APPENDIX J
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL VACATION POLICY
SECTION 1. Vacation Eligibility
SECTION 1.1. The (Charter School) authorizes annual leave for benefits eligible personnel
employed on a twelve-month basis.
SECTION 1.2. Personnel employed on a twelve-month basis but not at 100 percent shall
receive a prorate portion of earned leave.
SECTION 2. Earned Leave
SECTION 2.1. Leave, provided on a prorated basis according to percentage of time
worked shall be:
Less than ten years of service

(3.750) hrs. per pay period

Ten to twenty years of service

(4.875) hrs. per pay period

Twenty or more years of service

(5.625) hrs. per pay period

SECTION 2.2. Employees on 220-day assignment are authorized annual leave as follows:
Less than ten years of service

(1.0227) hrs. per pay period

Ten to twenty years of service

(2.0454) hrs. per pay period

Twenty or more years of service

(3.0681) hrs. per pay period

SECTION 2.3. An employee may accrue annual leave days up to a maximum of (225.00
hours (30 working days)).
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APPENDIX K
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES POLICY
SECTION 1. Care of Students
SECTION 1.1. All certified and classified staff shall at all times comply with the Standard
Code of Conduct for Educators published by the South Carolina Board of Education,
particularly as it pertains to the care of students.
SECTION 1.2. All teachers shall exercise a vigilant care over the conduct of their students in
the schoolroom, on the playgrounds, and at school sponsored functions both on and off
campus.
SECTION 2. Extracurricular Conflicts of Interest
SECTION 2.1. Staff employed by the (charter School) shall not teach, tutor, coach or provide
other services for pay during the regular school year or prior to school years in which the staff
member may conceivably teach the pupil.
SECTION 3. Conferences, Meetings, and School Sponsored Events
SECTION 3.1. Teachers shall attend all regular conferences and special meetings or events
called by the (Principal or other title), and no excuse for absence from such meetings shall be
allowed other than such as would justify absence from regular sessions of the schools.
SECTION 4. Detention of Students
SECTION 4.1. Detention of students in the elementary school more than thirty minutes after
dismissal of their classes shall not be allowed except by written consent of the parent or
guardian, and diligence must be given to proper prior notification to parents of students to be
detained.
SECTION 4.2. Students in middle or high school who are not doing satisfactory work may be
detained not more than forty minutes after dismissal of their classes in order that such
students may receive special help from the subject teacher. For disciplinary purposes,
students may be detained up to ninety minutes after dismissal of their classes or may be
required to report to school for conference or other assignments on Saturday at the
discretion of the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 4.3. Proper notification of detention must be given to parents/guardians such that
transportation of students by the parent may be arranged.
SECTION 5. Discipline
SECTION 5.1. Teachers shall at all times remain respectful in tone, words, and disposition
when disciplining students either formally or informally.
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SECTION 5.2. Expectations for behavior shall be clearly articulated annually in a Student
Manual, reviewed with parents and students by staff, and signed by parents and staff.
Furthermore, expectations shall be posted in the classrooms and around the school grounds.
SECTION 5.3. Discipline shall be done in a timely, judicious manner and staff shall endeavor
to be fair and impartial.
SECTION 5.4. Formal disciplinary action of students shall never be conducted publicly.
Furthermore, discipline of students is considered confidential and shall not be discussed
outside of the attending teacher, (Principal or other title), other designated administrator,
guidance counselor, members of a Student Support Team, or the parent or guardian.
SECTION 5.5. Teachers shall keep appropriate records of disciplinary action that is truthful
and impartial. Parents shall receive prompt communication of all formal disciplinary action.
SECTION 6. Faithful Attendance and Punctuality
SECTION 6.1. Teachers shall render in writing to the (Principal or other title) an excuse for
absence or tardiness of more than 15 minutes in connection with school duties during the
month.
SECTION 6.2. Teachers who expect to be absent from school duty for any cause that can be
foreseen shall notify both the (Principal or other title) at least forty-eight hours before time of
absence and secure permission as needed.
SECTION 6.4. The (Principal or other title) retains the right to deny absence using personal
days on days directly preceding or following a holiday or break, during established staff
development or conference days, or on any day which the absence, due to special factors,
might conceivably impact operation of the school or negatively impact student achievement.
SECTION 6.5. The (Principal or other title) shall maintain record of attendance and tardy
records of staff and shall provide timely feedback in writing for issues of faithful attendance
or punctuality. Communication shall be placed in the Employee’s personnel file.
SECTION 7. Faithfulness to Duties and Responsibilities
SECTION 7.1. Teachers shall begin classes punctually at the appointed time and shall
devote themselves exclusively to the instruction and care of the students.
SECTION 7.2. Teachers shall adequately plan for instruction and maintain accurate and upto-date records of instruction, assessment, and student progress.
SECTION 8. Provisions for Leaving the School Campus
SECTION 8.1. No staff member, unless provided for in the job description or expressely
provided permission by the (Principal or other title) for singular incidents, shall leave the
school building or grounds before the time for general dismissal.
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SECTION 8.2. Such person shall sign out on the register, indicating the reasons for leaving
early.
SECTION 9. Records and Reports
SECTION 9.1. Every teacher shall keep an accurate and permanent record of the attendance
and scholastic standing of students under his/her instruction, and behavior and shall make
such reports, including but not limited to (mid-semester and semester) report cards as
designated by the (Charter School), to the parent or guardian.
SECTION 9.2. The parent or guardian shall sign the report card and return it to the teacher
immediately.
SECTION 9.3. Prior to dismissal for the summer, teachers shall complete all closing student
and classroom records including but not limited to: SST files, permanent records, report
cards, inventory, receipts and money tally.
SECTION 10. Sectarian Teaching
SECTION 10.1. Teachers shall follow the requirements of the adopted curriculum related to
instruction of topics of a religious nature (such as middle schools social studies curricula).
Any standards which cover religious topics shall be taught in a factual, non-influential
manner using resources approved by the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 10.2. Any denominational propaganda of whatever nature is debarred from
(Charter School), and any employee who directly or indirectly in any manner whatever, by
word, act, or deed, disseminates or endeavors to disseminate any denominational
propaganda shall, after trial and being found guilty of such act, be dismissed from the
service.
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APPENDIX L
SAMPLE PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT POLICY

The (Principal or other title) shall make assignments of all personnel throughout the (Charter
School), except in the case of administration reporting directly to the Governing Board or as
otherwise provided by (Charter School) policy. Assignment of school personnel shall be based
on a consideration of the best interests of the total educational program, as well as
sustainability of school operations.
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APPENDIX M
SAMPLE PERSONNEL EVALUATIONS POLICY
SECTION 1. Staff Observations and Evaluations
SECTION 1.1. The (Principal or other title) shall be formally evaluated by the Governing
Board on at least an annual basis using an established evaluation instrument adopted by the
Governing Board.
SECTION 1.2. Each certified staff member shall be formally observed and evaluated by the
(Principal or other title) on at least an annual basis using an established evaluation
instrument adopted by the Governing Board.
SECTION 1.3. Each classified staff member shall be formally evaluated by the (Principal or
other title) on at least an annual basis using an established evaluation instrument adopted
by the Governing Board.
SECTION 1.4. The (Principal or other title) shall provide a copy of the observation rating,
notes, and any other documentation obtained or used during observation or evaluation.
SECTION 1.4.1. The Employee shall have the right to acknowledge acceptance of the
evaluation or to dissent and provide written commentary related to the dissent; however, the
document, regardless of acknowledgment or dissent, shall remain a part of the staff
member’s personnel record throughout the duration of employment.
SECTION 1.4.2. Employees may elect to follow the school’s grievance policy related to
dissent of any evaluations. The decision of the Governing Board or its designated committee
is considered final.
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APPENDIX N
SAMPLE PERSONNEL REDUCTION IN FORCE POLICY
SECTION 1. Reduction in Force Definitions
SECTION 1.1. To ensure achievement of the charter’s mission and responsible
stewardship of public funds, the (Charter School) Governing Board may approve
necessary reductions in the number of certified or classified employees, consistent with
existing law.
SECTION 1.2. A reduction-in-force is any personnel action to reduce the number of
employees in one or more job classifications to equal the number of needed positions or
funding available for positions.
SECTION 1.3. Necessary reductions-in-force of employees shall be conducted in a nondiscriminatory manner that serves the best interests of the school and causes minimal
disruption to students and school operations.
SECTION 1.4. The Governing Board authorizes the (Principal or other title) to develop
administrative regulations to implement this policy.
SECTION 2. Reasons for Reductions in Force and Implementation
SECTION 2.1. Reductions-in-force of employees may be necessary as a result of
circumstances including, but not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•

Declines in student enrollment;
Reductions or shortfalls in local, state or federal funding or other funding anticipated
in the approved budget;
School reorganization;
Cancellation or reduction of programs

SECTION 2.2. If the (Principal or other title) determines that a reduction-in-force is
necessary, the (Principal or other title) shall, after consideration of the program needs of
the (Charter School), present to the board for its approval a plan detailing why the
reduction-in-force is needed and how it will be implemented.
SECTION 2.3. Factors that may be considered in the reduction-in-force plan for
prioritizing employees within each job classification for reduction include, but are not
limited to, the professional expertise, effectiveness/student performance growth, the
employee performance evaluation, the employee record of attendance and the
employee professional discipline record. Where demonstrated competence and
expertise are determined to be equal among employees, other factors such as level of
certification, length of continuous service with the (Charter School), and other factors
may be considered among others in order to make recommendations for the
termination or downgrading of employment.
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SECTION 2.4. In developing a reduction-in-force plan, due consideration shall be given
to the following if appropriate:
•
•
•

Realignment of employees through attrition or reassignment, and/or
consolidation of programs.
Qualifications of employees required to maintain successful school operations
and programs.
Minimization of impact on students.

SECTION 3. Specific Exclusions
SECTION 3.1. This policy shall not apply to the abolition of specific job classes or
positions based upon specific program needs, department changes, or reorganization
within a department or the school.
SECTION 3.2. This policy shall not apply to positions or job classes abolished or reduced
as a result of the cessation or reduction of special grant programs. The abolition or
reclassification of any such job class or position shall be accomplished only in
accordance with a plan recommended by the (Principal or other title) and approved by
the Governing Board that specifies:
•
•
•

The reasons for abolishing or reclassifying these positions;
The positions to be abolished or reclassified;
The procedure by which the persons holding these positions may be selected in
other positions, if appropriate, at the same or at a lower job classification and
may be given preference for up to six (6) months in applying for the same or
other positions.
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APPENDIX O
SAMPLE CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL OVERTIME PAY POLICY
SECTION 1. Overtime Pay
SECTION 1.1. Overtime pay is defined as that time worked in excess of forty (40) paid hours
in any work week, Sunday through Saturday, and is identified as either emergency or planned
and having prior approval of the (Principal or other title.)
SECTION 1.1.1. The forty (40) hours are defined as actual hours worked and do not include
hours or days for which the employee was paid for leave time such as sick leave, personal
leave, annual leave, etc.
SECTION 1.2. The (Charter School) Governing Board authorizes overtime in accordance with
administrative regulations set forth by the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 2. Eligible Employees
SECTION 2.1. Employees employed in an executive, administrative, or professional capacity
(including teachers and school administrative personnel) as provided for under FLSA (Fair
Labor Standards Act) are considered “exempt” under FLSA and are legally not entitled to pay
for overtime work.
SECTION 2.2. All other employees may be considered “non-exempt” under FLSA and are
legally entitled to pay for overtime work, earned compensatory time, or other salary
increments, as provided by law.
SECTION 3. Certification of Hours Worked
SECTION 3.1. All employees are required to sign in and out daily to certify hours worked and
eligibility for overtime pay.
SECTION 3.1.1. Overtime eligible employees who fail to sign in and/or out are not eligible to
collect overtime pay for unverified hours worked.
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APPENDIX P
SAMPLE EMPLOYEE DRESS CODE POLICY
SECTION 1. Purpose of Employee Dress Code
SECTION 1.1. The purpose of establishing an employee dress code is to provide an example
of appropriate attire that:
•
•
•

Clearly distinguishes staff from students;
Models modesty and professionalism; and
Is functional given the nature of the position

SECTION 1.2. All staff shall dress in a manner and style in accordance with administrative
regulations set forth by the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 2. Dress Code
SECTION 2.1. An employee who is inappropriately dressed, in the opinion of the (Principal or
other title), may be sent home and required to return to work in acceptable attire. The
employee shall not be paid for time away from work.
SECTION 2.2. Appropriate dress includes but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business suits/coordinated pants suits
Collared shirts with and without ties
Skirts
Dresses
Slacks
Sweaters, blouses, knit tops, jackets
Coordinated dress shorts ensemble with appropriate shoes and hosiery
Sweatshirts and tee shirts with school-related insignia
Appropriate shoes
Attire in accordance with the environmental requirements for specific job
assignments

SECTION 2.3. To ensure that employees are professionally attired, the following are
considered unacceptable:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shorts (except for physical education)
Jeans, including overalls, of any color (acceptable only for special projects or
activities or related to specific job assignments)
Hats/headwraps
Immodest dress such as dress which is too short (more than three inches above the
knees) or tight or otherwise revealing
Oversized tee shirts and undershirts
Leggings/spandex
Tank tops
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•
•
•
•
•
•

See-through clothing
Sundress without a jacket
Clothing that exposes the midriff
Extremely low cut dresses and blouses
Exercise/jogging suit
Other attire as deemed inappropriate by the principal

SECTION 2.4. The (insert name of Charter School) Governing Board recognizes that there
are occasions when individuals may need to wear specific garb due to medical reasons or as
part of a bona fide personal religious practice. When such is the case, the employee shall
provide documentation to the (Principal or other title) of the medical necessity or the bona
fide personal religious practice that gives rise to the need for deviation from the policy.
SECTION 2.5. In addition, some job functions necessitate attire which may otherwise
considered “inappropriate” (i.e., Physical Education teachers may wear exercise attire).
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APPENDIX R
SAMPLE POSSESSION OF WEAPONS BY EMPLOYEES POLICY
SECTION 1. Purpose of Policy
SECTION 1.1. The (Charter School) Governing Board is committed to maintaining a safe
environment for all staff and students.
SECTION 1.2. The Governing Board strictly prohibits the possession or use of weapons of
any kind at school, at school or school-sponsored activities, while traveling on a school bus,
at school bus stops, or in the school safety zone as defined by state statute or rule.
SECTION 2. Definition of Weapon
SECTION 2.1. The term "weapon" means and includes those items listed in O.C.G.A. 16-11127.1 and other applicable laws. However, regardless of the definitions and specific
instruments defined in said laws, the Board prohibits the possession of weapons of any type
or objects which cause bodily harm on school property, in the school safety zone, and at
school-sponsored activities if any such weapon or other object can be used to inflict bodily
harm.
SECTION 3. Enforcement of Policy
SECTION 3.1. Employees and other persons who bring weapons or other objects which
cause bodily harm to school or school functions shall be subject to prosecution under the
provisions of law.
SECTION 3.1.1. Specifically, an employee found guilty of possession of a weapon or other
object which causes bodily harm at school, at school or school-sponsored activities, while
traveling on a school bus, at school bus stops, or in the school safety zone shall be subject to
disciplinary action in accordance with administrative regulations set forth by the (Principal or
other title), up to and including termination.
SECTION 4. Specific Exclusions
SECTION 4.1. School resource officers are exempt from this policy when discharging their
professional duties or otherwise acting in an official capacity at the school site or at a schoolsponsored event in accordance with O.C.G.A. 20-8-5(d).
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APPENDIX S
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL DUTY FREE LUNCH POLICY
SECTION 1. Provisions for Duty Free Lunch
SECTION 1.1. Every teacher who is employed in grades (insert grade levels) for more than
1/2 of the class periods of the regular school day will have a duty free daily lunch period of
not less than 30 consecutive minutes included in the number of hours worked.
SECTION 1.2. For extenuating circumstances such as fieldtrips, special events, or during
beginning of the school routines, staff duty free lunch provisions may be suspended to
ensure that students are properly supervised and learn school routines.
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APPENDIX T
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL STAFF MEETINGS POLICY
SECTION 1. Staff Meetings
SECTION 1.1. Regular staff meetings are a necessary part of the school operation and
continuation of the school’s mission. The school (Principal or other title) will provide a
schedule for staff regularly scheduled staff meetings.
SECTION 1.2. Special staff meetings for professional learning, accreditation, and/or
workshops as deemed necessary shall be called by the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 1.3. All staff members are required as part of their teaching/employment
responsibilities to attend any or all such meetings. Staff are expected to be present on time
and prepared according to the agenda provided by the (Principal or other title).
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APPENDIX U
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL ADDITIONAL DUTIES POLICY
SECTION 1. Additional Duties
SECTION 1.1. Supervisory and clerical responsibilities are a necessary function of the
school’s operation. The (Principal or other title) of the school shall assign or designate
supervisory and clerical responsibilities as necessary for the smooth, efficient operation of
the school to professional or clerical personnel as part of their teaching/employment
responsibilities.
SECTION 1.2. Staff assigned to these responsibilities are expected to be present on time for
duty and to stay throughout the entire duty time unless otherwise approved by the (Principal
or other title). Staff members unable to be present for an assigned duty are expected to
obtain prior permission by the (Principal or other title) or to ensure a suitable replacement is
found to cover the duty.
SECTION 1.3 Unless otherwise approved by the (Principal or other title), non-school
employees are not permitted to fulfill duties of staff members.
SECTION 2. Supplemental Pay
SECTION 2.1. In some instances approved by the Governing Board, Supplemental pay may
be provided for professional personnel whose duties require them to work an extended
school day or school year.
SECTION 2.2. Work for which supplemental pay is provided shall be adequately described
with appropriate payment schedules established. Duties for which Supplemental pay is
provided are beyond the usual duties required as part of the regular school day and are
included as part of the annual budget.
SECTION 2.3. The (Principal or other title) is authorized to determine position specifications,
payments, schedules, and payment procedures for the implementation of this policy and
may, at their discretion, submit for the approval of the Governing Board a request for
Supplemental pay when warranted.
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APPENDIX V
SAMPLE SICK LEAVE BANK POLICY
SECTION 1. Provisions for a Sick Leave Bank
SECTION 1.1. A sick leave bank may be established and maintained for participating
employees' voluntary contributions of accumulated sick leave to assist employees in the
event of a catastrophic illness or injury.
SECTION 1.1.1. Eligibility is voluntary and available to all full-time or benefits eligible
employees who themselves have a catastrophic personal illness or whose child(ren) or
spouse has catastrophic personal illness resulting from non-elective surgery, elective surgery
with complications, diseases, or injury with debilitating consequences beyond their control,
and who have exhausted their sick leave and vacation leave (12-month employees).
SECTION 1.1.2. To be catastrophic, an illness or injury must be considered by the physician
to have the potential to be permanently job-ending and life-threatening.
SECTION 1.2. The sick leave bank shall be developed consistent with the requirements of
state law and pursuant to guidelines and procedures developed by the (Principal or other
title) and modified from time to time by the sick leave bank committee, as approved by the
(Principal or other title).
SECTION 1.3. All participating employees shall make equal contributions to the sick leave
bank. Employees who elect to participate shall contribute at least one (1) day initially and
thereafter as desired from their accumulated short term leave account. A maximum of up to
(10) sick leave days may be donated annually.
SECTION 2. Accessing the Sick Leave Bank
SECTION 2.1. Employees may withdraw sick leave days only after petition and approval by a
committee consisting of three members selected by the (Principal or other title.)
SECTION 2.2. Application for donation of days from sick leave shall be by a letter addressed
to the (Principal or other title) who will in turn forward the application to the committee
members.
SECTION 2.2.1. The letter must be accompanied by a physician's statement that: verifies the
catastrophic illness, injury, surgery, or disability; attests the member's incapacity to perform
his/her assigned duties and provides a prognosis of the duration of the disability.
SECTION 2.3. The maximum number of days any employee may receive in a twelve (12)
month period is (80). Award of sick days is in no way guaranteed and is contingent upon
days available in the sick leave bank.
SECTION 2.4. Sick leave granted and used by en employee does not have to be repaid.
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SECTION 2.5. If an employee is physically or mentally unable to make a request to the Sick
Leave Bank, a family member or agent may file the request on member's behalf.
SECTION 2.6. The committee will render a decision on an application for withdrawal within
twenty (20) working days of its receipt from the applicant. Decision of the committee is
considered final (and/but) may/ may not) be appealed to the Governing Board.
SECTION 3. Additional Provisions
SECTION 3.1. Once sick days are donated, they will not be recouped by the employee for any
reason unless approved by the committee after petition for need. Employees who volunteer
to contribute sick or personal leave days are warned that their contribution is in no way
guaranteed to be recouped in the event of their own illness or disability.
SECTION 3.2. The (school name) sick leave policy is in no way affiliated with any other sick
leave bank and the sick leave days are non-transferable to any other school or system.
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APPENDIX W
SAMPLE SALARY DEDUCTIONS POLICY
SECTION 1. Authorization of Deductions
SECTION 1.1. The school is authorized to take regular payroll deductions from employees'
gross pay for mandatory requirements such as Federal Income Tax, State Income Tax, Social
Security Tax, Retirement and for other purposes that benefit the employee, such as welfare
benefits or additional retirement investments.
SECTION 1.2. Payroll deductions may also be made for any officially sanctioned organization,
association, or corporation designated by the employee in writing.
SECTION 1.3. Each employee must provide the (Office manager or other title) with pertinent
information relative to withholding tax exemptions and an authorization for other payroll
deductions at the time of employment or at least (30 days) prior to deductions being made.
SECTION 1.4. Salaries shall be subject to garnishments as prescribed by a court order or
other agency legally enforcing a court order to garnish an employee’s wages.
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APPENDIX X
SAMPLE STAFF DEVELOPMENT POLICY
SECTION 1. Staff Development Requirements of the School
SECTION 1.1. The (school name) shall provide quality staff development opportunities for
board members, certified staff (leaders, educators) and classified staff (paraprofessionals,
clerical staff, janitorial staff, etc.) which is aligned with the mission of the school and
addresses compliance with federal, state and local requirements, as well as best practices.
SECTION 1.2. Each year the (Principal or other title) shall create and present to the
Governing Board a staff development plan which is aligned with the school improvement and
strategic plans.
SECTION 2. Documentation of Professional Development
SECTION 2.1. Proper documentation of course credits and professional learning units
(“PLUs”) will be maintained on file and utilized to support employees through re-certification.
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APPENDIX Y
SAMPLE STAFF COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCES POLICY
SECTION 1. Intent of the Policy
SECTION 1.1. The purpose of this policy is to provide a mechanism for employees or
applicants to reach solutions to problems, disputes, or controversies at the lowest
administrative level, as fairly and as expeditiously as possible.
SECTION 1.2. This policy also addresses employees or applicants who allege discrimination
or harassment on the basis of age, gender, race, color, religion, national origin, disability, or
any other basis expressly prohibited by law.
SECTION 2. Definitions
SECTION 2.1. Complaint - A complaint means any claim or grievance by an employee who is
affected in his or her employment relationship by an alleged violation of applicable statutes,
policies, rules, regulations, or written agreements with which the Board is required to comply.
In accordance with this policy, a complaint may also be filed by a job applicant.
SECTION 2.2. Employee - Employee shall mean any person hired by the Board to perform
services either full or part-time.
SECTION 2.3. Days - Days shall mean working days exclusive of Saturday, Sunday, or official
holidays unless otherwise noted.
SECTION 2.4. Administrator - Employee possessing that degree of administrative authority.
SECTION 2.5. Parties in Interest - Any persons involved in the processing and investigation
of the complaint.
SECTION 2.6. Complaint File - A file maintained by the (Principal of other title) containing
documents relevant to the complaint. This shall be separate from the personnel file and shall
be open to parties in interest only.
SECTION 2.7. Board - The Governing Board of (charter school name).
SECTION 2.8. Notification - Means delivery in person to the party entitled to notification, or
deposit in the United States Mail, certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last known
address of the party notifie
SECTION 3. Procedure for Notice, Hearing Rights, Evidence Representation, Decisions, and
Record
SECTION 3.1 This complaint and grievance procedure is applicable to any claim by any
employee or applicant of (charter school name) who is affected in his or her employment
relationship by an alleged violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of statutes, policies,
rules, regulations, or written agreements of with which the school is required to comply.
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SECTION 3.2 The Board will ensure that a complaint is processed as expeditiously as is
practicable. The initial complaint should be made in writing and should clearly state that the
complainant wishes to utilize the Complaints and Grievances Policy, the nature of the
complaint and specific statute, policy, rule, regulations, or written agreements that have
allegedly been violated. The written request should be received by the charter school’s office
via certified mail at the following address (insert school’s address).
SECTION 4.2. The complainant and all parties in interest shall be adequately notified of the
time and place of the initial meeting and any appeal of the initial decision in writing by hand
delivered or certified mail.
SECTION 4.3. The complainant and the individual(s) accused of the violation shall be
entitled to an opportunity to be heard, to present relevant evidence, and to examine
witnesses.
SECTION 4.4. The Governing Board may appoint a member of the State Bar to serve as law
officer who shall rule on all issues of law and other objections, but such attorney shall not
assist in the presentation of the case for either party.
SECTION 4.5. At each level, an accurate record of the proceeding must be kept by
mechanical means and all evidence shall be preserved and made available to the parties
involved; all cost and fees shall be borne by the party incurring them unless otherwise agreed
upon by the parties; except that the cost of preparing and preserving the record of the
proceedings shall be borne by the Governing Board; provided however, the cost of
transcribing the transcript of evidence and proceedings before the Board shall be borne by
the party requesting same, and all costs of the records on appeal to the superior courts and
appellate courts shall be paid by the party required to do so by the laws relating thereto.
SECTION 4.6 The overall time frame from the initiation of the complaint until rendition of the
decision by the Governing Board and notification thereof to the complainant shall not exceed
thirty (30) days. In no instance shall there be more than ten (10) calendar days between the
most recent alleged act about which a complaint may be filed and the first written notice of
complaint is received nor shall there be more than ten (10) calendar days between the
decision at any level and the date the appeal to the next level is received.
SECTION 4.7. Decisions at each level shall be in writing and dated. Each decision shall
contain findings of fact and reasons for the particular resolution reached. The decision
reached at each complaint level shall be sent to the complainant by certified mail or hand
delivered by a person designated by the (Principal or other title) within twenty (5) business
days of the hearing.
SECTION 4.8. The decision at each level shall be delivered to the complainant and the
affected parties by a person designated by the (Principal or other title) either by (1) being
hand delivered or (2) being deposited in the U.S. Mail (certified mail, return receipt
requested). Notice to the complainant shall be deemed to have been made on the date of
hand delivery or on the date of deposit in the U.S. Mail by certified mail, return receipt
requested to the address stated in the complaint or, if not contained in the complaint, to the
last known address of the complainant on file with the Governing Board.
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SECTION 4.9. If the complainant is dissatisfied with the review of the supervisor's decision,
he or she must forward an appeal to the (insert title) within ten (10) working days. The
appeal shall be in writing and include the reason(s) for the appeal. The (insert title) will notify
the principal or designee that a timely appeal has been received. A copy of all complaints
involving appeal reviews will be forwarded to (insert title).
SECTION 4.10 The complainant and the individual(s) alleged to be in violation are entitled to
the presence of an individual of his/her choice to assist in the presentation of the complaint
at the Governing Board level. At the Board level nothing shall prevent the Board from having
an attorney present to serve as the law officer who shall rule on issues of law and who shall
not participate in the presentation of the case for the administrator or the complainant.
SECTION 4.11. The Board, when hearing an appeal from the initial hearing, shall hear the
complaint de novo. The complainant cannot present additional evidence at the Governing
Board level of the complaint process, unless it is determined by the administrator presiding
over the complaint that such evidence is relevant to the issues presented at the initial
hearing and such evidence was either not made available by the administration or not
discoverable by the complainant or unless it is presented and received in writing to the
person presiding over the complaint at least five (5) days prior to the set date for the
Governing Board hearing. A committee of the board will conduct the appeal proceeding
within fifteen (15) working days and, within twenty (20) working days after the conclusion of
the proceeding, will render a final decision.
SECTION 4.12. The time limits specified in this complaint procedure will be observed and
applied strictly and will not be extended without the prior written consent of the employee
and the applicable level of supervision responsible for the review. If an employee fails to
comply with any time limit, the complaint shall be deemed automatically withdrawn and the
proceeding terminated.
SECTION 5. Prohibited Reprisal Provision
SECTION 5.1. No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by the Board or by any member of the
administration against any complainant as a result of participation in the complaint process.
Should any reprisal by a certificated employee occur, the complainant may refer the matter
to the Professional Standards Commission.
SECTION 6. Collection of Information
SECTION 6.1. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to limit any other fact finder or
decision maker from using any equitable means available to establish the truth or the
circumstances pertinent to the complaint, provided that the complainant shall have an
opportunity to respond to any information considered by the decision maker in reaching a
conclusion.
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SECTION 6.2. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to permit or foster collective
bargaining as part of the Governing Board’s policies.
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APPENDIX Z
SAMPLE PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY
SECTION 1. Sick Leave
SECTION 1.1. Full-time employees (twenty or more hours per week) of the school shall be
eligible for up to (xxx hours/days) sick leave. Employees paid on a part-time, seasonal, or
temporary basis are not eligible for leave benefits.
SECTION 1.2. Sick leave for full time employees is earned at the rate of (xxx) days per month
times the number of months worked, with unused days accumulated up to (xxx) days, plus
applicable number of days for the current year to a maximum of (xxx) days.
SECTION 1.3. Employees working less than 40 hours per week will earn a pro-rated share of
sick leave.
SECTION 1.4. Teachers earn sick leave during their ten-month work year. An employee must
be at work or on paid leave 13 days within a month to earn sick leave.
SECTION 1.5. Should an employee not complete a contract, all sick leave days used but
unearned will be deducted from the last salary payment. An employee who is absent due to
sick leave after tendering resignation will have a resignation effective date as of the last day
actively at work unless a physician's statement of disability is provided.
SECTION 1.6. Certified employees who are absent from work may remain on the requisition
as long as the teacher is in-state pay status. However, that person will receive full pay for the
remainder of unused sick leave. An employee will not be on payroll thereafter unless actually
present.
SECTION 1.7. The maximum of (45) days are allowed to be transferred from another public
school or public school system.
SECTION 1.8. Upon the approval of the (Principal or other title), an employee may utilize sick
leave for the following reasons:
•
•

•

absence due to illness or injury;
absence due to exposure to contagious disease necessitated to
protect the health of others who might be endangered by his
attendance on duty;
absence due to an illness or death in the employee's immediate
family. Immediate family includes spouse, children, mother, father,
brothers, sisters, grandparents, in-law equivalent of the above and
any relative residing in the employee's home.

SECTION 1.9. Employees absent for other than approved reasons, or absent after sick leave
has been exhausted, shall be deducted at their daily rate of pay for each day’s absence not
covered by leave or unapproved.
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SECTION 1.10. When an employee terminates employment with (charter school name) and
immediately retires, he/she will be compensated for unused sick leave hours up to the
maximum of (1,000) hours.
SECTION 1.10.1. Retirement requires at least (xxx days) notification and budget adjustments
for accumulated and unused sick leave must be approved by the Governing Board.
SECTION 1.10.2. This payment will be made one month after the employee received his/her
final check or in the next payroll cycle following board resolution for budget adjustment,
whichever comes sooner.
SECTION 2. Personal Leave
SECTION 2.1. Per fiscal year, an employee may use up to a maximum of (three) days of any
accumulated sick leave for personal or professional reasons if prior approval of their
absence is given by the (Principal or other title.
SECTION 2.2. No grant of approval for an absence permitted under this policy section shall
be conditioned upon disclosure of the specific purpose for which such absence is sought, nor
shall any such grant of approval be withheld or denied because of the failure or refusal of the
employee to disclose the specific purpose for which an absence is sought, provided that the
employee may be requested to state whether the absence is sought under the category of
"personal" or "professional" absence.
SECTION 3. Adoption Leave
SECTION 3.1. Employees may use sick leave during the first six (6) calendar weeks of
adoption leave. Certification from the adoption agency or the attorney who arranges the
adoption is required.
SECTION 4. Vacation for 12 Month Employees
SECTION 4.1. Vacation schedule applies for all twelve month employees. Service refers to
continuous (charter school name) service.
SECTION 4.2. Annual employees will accumulate vacation on a monthly basis, with the
number of days earned calculated by using the total vacation days earned per year divided
by twelve. An employee must be at work or on paid leave 13 days within a month to earn
vacation leave.
SECTION 4.2.1. For vacation purposes, the length of employment will be determined on the
anniversary date of employment.
SECTION 4.2.2. Earned vacation for 12 month employees shall be calculated as follows):
1 - 5 years service

(12)
days

6 -10 years service

(15)
days
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11 -15 years service

(18)
days

16 -20 years service

(21)
days

over 20 years service

(24)
days

SECTION 4.3. Vacation leave that is unused may not be carried over to the next
(fiscal/school) year.
SECTION 4.4. All vacation leave is subject to approval by the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 4.5. At the time of termination, employees will receive pay for earned vacation up
to 24 earned days. This may be added to longevity at retirement.
SECTION 4.6. Earned vacation (may/may not) be used in order to extend sick leave.
SECTION 4.7. Holidays for (charter school) twelve month employees:
No. of Working Days Holidays
(1) New Year's Day
(1) Martin Luther King's Birthday
(1) Spring Holidays
(1) Memorial Day
(1) Independence Day
(1) Labor Day
(2) Thanksgiving
(7) Winter Holidays (subject to vary yearly)
SECTION 4.8. The Board (will/will not) grant extended leaves of absence. (All extended
leaves of absence will be without pay, and extended leave will be for not more than (12)
months unless approved by the (Principal or other title). In order to qualify for extended
leave, an employee must have completed at least (three) full years of service with (charter
school name.)
Extended leaves of absence may be granted for the following reasons:
Continuing Education
Health Issues
Child-Care Reasons
To run for political office
SECTION 4.8.1. (If an employee is elected to office, extended leave may be granted that will
be sufficient to allow the person to serve one full term if such service would interfere with the
employee's responsibility to the Board.)
SECTION 4.8.2. (The employee shall be entitled to return to active employment upon written
request for reassignment and contingent upon a vacancy in the field in which he/she was
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employed when the leave was granted. Such an employee shall be given preference equal to
that given to any other applicant returning from a period of extended leave.)
SECTION 4.8.3. (An employee who does not use his/her leave for the purpose requested
shall forfeit all rights and privileges provided for under the policy. He/she shall be considered
as having resigned from (charter school name), effective as of the beginning date of the
approved leave.)
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APPENDIX II
SAMPLE STAFF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST POLICY
SECTION 1. Purpose of the Policy
SECTION 1.1. The purpose of this policy is to ensure that staff members uphold their ethical
obligation to avoid situations which present an actual or potential conflict of interest that
may compromise decision making and effectively executing the duties of the job.
SECTION 2. Endorsements
SECTION 2.1. No employee of (charter school name) shall give a written or oral endorsement
to any company or representative for promotional purposes for any periodical, book, or
product which may be offered for sale to schools, parents or students of the school.
SECTION 3. Non-School Employment
SECTION 3.1. Employees of (charter school name) are expected to fully and completely fulfill
their obligations to the school as a first priority. Outside employment which would interfere
with performance or participation in their duties, either during the course of the regular
school day or school sponsored events will not be permitted.
SECTION 3.2. The (Principal or other title) shall make all determinations related to nonschool employment. Requests to seek non-school employment are expected in writing prior
to engaging in the external employment.
SECTION 4. Personnel Tutoring/Coaching for Pay
SECTION 4.1. The acceptance of gifts or money by personnel from students under their
supervision during a school year for coaching or tutoring is prohibited. Whenever the
principal, teacher and parents are in agreement that tutoring would be beneficial to a
student, arrangements for private instruction may be made under the following conditions:
1. Teachers may not offer private instruction on a fee basis to any student who is
presently enrolled in their classes or in likelihood will be placed in their class the
upcoming school year. It is incumbent upon professional staff members to assist
students in their classes after school and whenever feasible.
2. It is preferred that a tutor be a person who is not on the staff of the school in which a
student is enrolled.
3. Tutoring must be done in such a way as not to interfere with the orderly routine of the
teacher's regular day and school responsibilities.
SECTION 5. Dual Pay
SECTION 5.1. Employees shall be prohibited from receiving dual pay for services rendered
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during regular working hours. The employee must forfeit the regular pay or the pay from the
other agency, organization or individual. Employees may receive payment for services
rendered while on non-medical leave or for services performed other than during the regular
working day.
SECTION 5.2. The exception to dual pay would be fees paid for jury duty service, according to
the Judicial Duty Leave policy adopted by the Governing Board.
SECTION 6. Political Involvement
SECTION 6.1. Employees are afforded the same rights and freedoms of other citizens to
campaign and hold political office; however, such rights must comply with the policies set
forth by the Governing Board and should not conflict with the duties of employment,
represent an actual or potential conflict of interest, or impact the efficient operations of the
school or instruction of students.
SECTION 6.2. An employee who participates actively in a political activity shall not be
promoted, demoted, transferred, or terminated solely because of his/her political
participation.
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APPENDIX JJ
SAMPLE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK AND FINGERPRINTING POLICY
SECTION 1. Purpose of the Policy
SECTION 1.1. The purpose of this policy is to provide for the protection of students and staff
by identifying individuals with backgrounds which may potentially pose risk to the health,
safety, and protection of staff, students, and property.
SECTION 2. Hiring
SECTION 2.1. A criminal records check will be conducted at or prior to employment on every
person who is employed by the Governing Board of (charter school name), including
substitutes, for the first time. For this purpose, the applicant shall be fingerprinted as
required by state law.
SECTION 2.2. All personnel employed shall be fingerprinted and have a criminal record
check within the most recent (five) years or upon any certificate renewal application to the
Professional Standards Commission.
SECTION 2.3. Non-certified personnel shall also have criminal record checks on a periodic
basis, not to exceed every (five) years, using procedures and schedules to be determined by
the (Principal or other title).
SECTION 2.4. Employment offers are contingent upon a satisfactory criminal record check.
If the criminal record check reflects that the employee has not been arrested, charged, pled
guilty or no contest, or been convicted of any criminal offense other than a minor traffic
violation, the Principal shall have the authority without further authorization from the
Governing Board to sign on behalf of the Board a standard (employment contract/ at-will
agreement) with the conditions of employment and assignment of the employee as
previously approved by the Board.
SECTION 2.5. School Resource Officers shall have a criminal record check, physical, and
drug and alcohol test prior to being employed by (charter school name). Once employed,
School Resource Officer and all staff members who are engaged in safety-sensitive functions
or in the Safety and Security Department may be subject to a random drug and alcohol
testing.
SECTION 2.6. The (Principal or other title) shall establish such procedures, fees and
regulations needed to administer this policy. The cost of such record checks for all personnel
shall be paid by the (candidate/employee or the Board).
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APPENDIX KK
SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL ETHICS POLICY
SECTION 1. Policy Provisions
SECTION 1.1. All employees of (charter school name) shall endeavor to act with personal
integrity at all times and shall comply with the provisions of the Professional Standards
Commission Code of Ethics and any other policies, rules, and regulations adopted by the
Governing Board concerning ethical behavior, including, but not limited to conflicts of interest
and mandatory reporting of child abuse or neglect.
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Allegro Charter School of Music Application
Appendix T – Insurance Documents

Appendix T-1

Below are the estimated annual premiums for Allegro Charter School of
Music:
Property Premium Estimate
Contents
$400,000
Deductible
$1,000
Form
Special
Equipment Breakdown Included

$1,240

General Liability Premium Estimate
$1,201
Rating Basis:
Students
100
Faculty
38
Limits:
Per Occurrence Limit
$1,000,000
Annual Aggregate
$3,000,000
Sexual Abuse & Molestation $1,000,000 per occurrence
$3,000,000 aggregate
Employee Benefits
$1,000,000 per occurrence
$3,000,000 aggregate
School District & Educators Legal Liability (D&O/ E&O)
Premium Estimate
$1,483
$1,000,000 per occurrence
$2,000,000 aggregate
Additional Defense
$100,000/$50,000/$100,000
Named insured includes the insured Organization (School Entity), its school board,
School Committee, Board of Trustees, Board of Governors or similar governing body,
elected or appointed members of the Board of Education, Board of Trustees, School
Directors, School Committee, Board of Governors or similar governing board,
Employees, Student Teachers, School Volunteers, and students while serving in a
supervised internship program sponsored by the “educational institution”.
Wrongful Act to include any actual or alleged act, error, omission, misstatement,
misleading statement, neglect, or breach of duty by or on behalf of the Insured
Organization, including educational malpractice or failure to educate, negligent
instruction, failure to supervise, inadequate or negligent academic guidance of
counseling, improper or inappropriate academic placement or discipline.

Fidelity Bond Estimate
Limit

$250,000

$332

Auto Premium Estimate
Hired & Non Owned Autos Only
Limit of Liability
$1,000,000

$181

Head of Class Endorsement

$82

Workers Compensation Premium Estimate
Statutory State - SC
Employers Liability
$500/ $500/ $500
Payroll Estimate
$500,000

$2,925

Umbrella Premium Estimate
Limit of Liability
$1,000,000

$2,387

TOTAL ESTIMATED PREMIUM

$9,831

Student Accident Coverage

$7.00/ student

These premiums are subject to change based on Underwriter review and
approval of completed applications.
Disclaimer: The abbreviated outlines of coverages used throughout this proposal are not
intended to express legal opinion as to the nature of coverage. They are only visuals to a
basic understanding of coverages. The policy terms, conditions, and exclusions will
prevail. Please read the policy forms for specific details of coverage
South Carolina license # 165237
06/16/14

